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ABSTRACT
Across Asia-Pacific, local ievel management of common property resources is being
replaced by a Western-style centralized administrative authonty not well suited for
resource management in developing countnes. One result has been a shift fiom
traditional common property management to open access. Open access regimes are
characterized by uncontrolled entry for resource users and lack of incentives to conserve

- the "Tragedy of the Commons". Coastd resources of Cogtong Bay, Bohol, in the
Central Visayas region of the Philippines were comrnon property. Community
management of the mangrove forens and fishery began to decline in the late- 1960s with
the anival of commercial harvesters frorn larger market centers. Local residents reported

a decreasing catch per unit effort for the fishery and denuded mangrove stands in
Cogtong Bay beginning in the 1970s. Centralized government methods of managing the
coastal resources through command and control policies were not successful.
This paper analyzes and-reportson the success, and characteristics of success, of the
Candijay-Mabini Mangrove Rehabilitation and Coastal Resource Management Project
(CMMRCRM), a CO-managementproject implemented in the Philippines aimed towards
re-establishing local-level management over coastal resources. Beginning in 1989, a COmanagement system was implemented to manage Cogtong Bay's mangroves. The
national govemment passed enabling legislation, vesting responsibility of the day-to-day
management of the coastal resources with local users. Individuals replanted predetermined areas of mangrove forest in exchange for 25-year Certificate of Stewardship
Contracts.
Although much has been written on the benefits CO-management,and much literature also
exists promuIgating the necessary conditions of successful CO-management,very few
case studies exist to offer tangible evidence. Recognizing this gap, the CO-management

experience in Cogtong Bay was researched a)to determine if expected benefits were

actually realized and, if so, b) to identie charactenstics of successful CO-management.

The International Center for Living and Aquatic Resource Management (ICLARM)
developed an institutional analysis fiarnework to analyze CO-managementsystems. The
theoretical frameworlg based on Game Theory, neoclassical microeconomic theory,
institutional econornics, political economy, transaction cost economics and public choice,
provideci a stmctured approach to examine and document the ongin, current status,
operation, and performance of CO-management. The fundamental goal of the fiarnework
is to understand how rules affect the behaviour and subsequent outcomes of resource user
actions. Success of CO-managementwas measured by three performance indicators:
efficiency; equity; and sustainability.
The (CMMRCRM was implemented in two municipalities located on the shores of
Cogtcng Bay - Candijay on the south shore, and Mabini on the north. An integrated
coastal resource management project, the CMMRCRM established formal property nghts
for local residents over large tracts of mangrove forest on the shores of Cogtong Bay.
The CMMRCRM also organized local resource users into fishers' associations capable of
monitoring and enforcing rights of access and harvest. The CO-managementarrangement
was deemed successful nom the cornparison of key informant interviews and

questionnaire results in the two villages, and the comparison of "before" and " f i e r "

CO-

management using the three performance indicators. Nine conclusions were then
generated to identify characteristics of success.
There must be a common reliance on a set of resources, and the boundaries must be
clear. Further, the stock of resources must be threatened or diminishing;
Local level institutions (such as fishers' organizations) capable of assuming an
increased role in management responsibility must be present;
The process of implementing CO-managementarrangements requires flexibility;
Tmst between the actors must exist;
Effective local-level participation is required;
Local resource users must be involved in monitoring and enforcement;
The project's sustainability is improved if tangible benefits accrue to local resource
users;
Clear geographic boundaries facilitate direct observations of positive results; and
People's organizations enable institutional development and empowerment that
improves a community's means to generate livelihood activities.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

CONTEXT
The following research project is about community-based resource management (CBRM)
and CO-managementof a mangrove area in the Philippines. Across Asia and the Pacific,
methods of managing mangroves are changing.

Local-level management of many

mangrove areas is being replaced by a Western-style centralized administrative authority
(Pomeroy 1995) not suited for developing countries with Iimited financial means and
expertise (Pomeroy and Pido 1995; Holling and Meffe 1996). One result has been local
communities' comrnon property regimes being replaced with open access regimes
(Pomeroy 1994) characterked by uncontrolled entry for resource usen, and the lack of
economic incentives for users to conserve. The typical result of open access regimes is
the "Tragedy of the Commons" and subsequent resource degradation.

Conversely,

studies on common property resources illustrate that, left to their own social institutions,
local communities often use resources sustainably (Berkes 1989). Therefore the current
management trend is moving towards a less sustainable alternativeA possible solution to facilitate conservation of mangrove ecosystems is a

management plan.

CO-

CO-management involves the sharing of resource management

responsibility and power between local-level resource users, and a centralized
govemment (Berkes 1989). Involvement of govemment in resource management is
cornmonplace. However, to encourage the involvement of local community members in
the management process, property rights need be reorganized and institutional processes
built to facilitate the incorporation of traditional ecological knowledge (TEK). TEK is

defined as a cumulative body of knowledge and beliefs, handed down through
generations by cultural transmission, about the relationship of living beings (including
humans) with one another and with their environment (Berkes and Folke 1994).
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Community Based Resource Management (CBRM) is one method of effectively

incorporating TEK and therefore local-level input in resource management. Pomeroy
(1994) identifies CBRM as a management syaem whereby the local community of

resource users have the responsibility for managing the resources.
Co-management is an evolving method of managing natural resources. Much literature
exists on the theoretical components and benefits of CO-management. Comparatively,
few CO-managementagreements have been documented to derive practical applications of
resource management policy implications regarding the conditions under which

CO-

management works effectively, and the effects CO-managementhas on the resource and
resource users. To fùrther understand the results and components of successful

CO-

management situations, studying effective and operating CO-managementarrangements
wiIl be invaluable.

Beginning in 1995, the Instihite of Fisheries Management (EMJ at the North Sea Centre
@SC) in Denmark and the International Center for Living and Aquatic Resources

Management (ICLARM) in the Philippines embarked on a five year Worldwide
Collaborative Research Project on Fisheries Co-Management. Funded by the Danish
International Development Agency (DANIDA), the project aims to build practical
expenence in research on CO-managementarrangements and to evaluate the potential of
CO-managementas a management option. Co-management situations will therefore be
measured using the criteria of sustainability, efficiency and equity. A further goal of the
overall research project will be to develop guidelines for CO-managementarrangements
for use by governments, resource users, non-governent organizations (NGOs) and

academic institutions the worfd over. To achieve such lofty goals, the two collaborating
agencies have forged links with local research partners to conduct case studies on

CO-

management arrangements throughout Asia and Afnca. Specifically, current case study

sites are found in Bangladesh, Benin, Cote d'Ivoire, Indonesia, Malawi, Mozambique, the
Philippines, the Republic of South Aûica, Thailand, Vietnam, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

The CO-managementarrangement this practicurn analyzes is a community-based resource
management and comanagement arrangement for a mangrove area in the Philippines.
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The Philippines possesses a number of potential case study sites where there is d l ï c i e n t
experience to begin examining the performance of specific CO-managementarrangements
according to the three measures of sustainability, eficiency and equity. One nich area is
Cogtong Bay, Bohol, where the Rainfed Resources Development Project (RR.DP)
supporied a coastal resource management (CRM) component in two municipalities on the
Bay's shores. The CRM was called the Candijay-Mabini Mangrove Rehabilitation and
Coastd Resource Management Project (CMMRCRM). The United States Agency for
International Development (USAID) and the Government of the Philippines funded the

RRDP fiom January 1989 to December 1991. To implernent the CRM component, the
Philippine Department of Environment and Naairal Resources (DENR)entered into a
contract with the Association Consultants Independente Philippines, Inc (ACIPHIL).
M e r September 1991, ACIPHIL. linked up with the Network Foundation, a nongovenunent organization (NGO), to help sustain project initiatives. The project was
officially tumed over to the DENR on 22 March 1995. No outside agencies managed the
project between December 1991 and March 1995. The pnmary goal of the CMMRCRM

was to transform the resource users of eight coastal barangays (villages) located in two
municipalities on the shores of Cogtong Bay into resource users and managers. The
main accomplishments of the CMMRCRM project relative to the pnmary goal were the
establishment of fishers' associations (FA) capable of managing resources more
effectively than individuals, and the issuance of property nghts to resource users to
address the open access problem of the mangroves.
The Cogtong Bay case study takes a holistic approach to examining the events associated
with the CMMRCRM, Included in the analysis are the formation, implementation and
management of the project as well as the resulting impacts on the ecosystem (including
impacts on the people).
Although valuable tessons can be leamed from the analysis of this one case study, the
case study is meant to be one part of a larger research project being implemented

worldwide. To accept the lessons leamed fiom this one case study as indicative of al1 comanagement arrangements would be premature as the environmental setting of the
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Cogtong Bay arrangement is unique to Cogtong Bay.

Further, co-management

agreements can occur anywhere within a wide range of possibilities where responsibility

of managing the resource is shared between the govemment (at a variety of possible
levels e.g. local, provincial, national) and the local resource users.

As such, the

possibility that any M O CO-managementarrangements will be vested in the same initial
distribution of power sharing is unlikely. Therefore, it is important to recognize that the
case study of Cogtong

Bay belongs within a larger comparative analysis between other

CO-managementarrangements in the Philippines, other Asian countnes, and Anica.

1.1.0 BACKGROUND
1.1.1

OVERVIEW OF COGTONG BAY

Cogtong Bay is a shallow bay located on the eastem Coast of Bohol an island province in
the Central Visayas region of the Philippines. The Bay's northern limit is Cabulao point
while Lurnanok demarcates the southermnost extension. Limestone hills and a thin
finge of mangroves border the outer lirnits and encompass the extensive mangrove
stands, imgated rice fields and coconut lands of the Bay's interior (Janiola 1996). Two

municipalities, Mabini on the north shore and Candijay on the south, border Cogtong

Bay. Two types of primary economic activity prevail within the barangays of both
municipalities. The majority of inland barangay residents are farmers, while those in
coastal barangays are mainly fishers.

cha~ter
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Figure 1. Cogtong Bay
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The wmbined population of Candijay and Mabini is 52,000, 85 percent of whom are selfemployed. Most of the self-employed are f m e r s (68%) or fishen (!% in Candijay and
15% in Mabini) (Janiola 1996). The average annual household income of Candijay and
Mabini in 1988 was about P4,800 or US $228', weii below the Philippines per capita
GNP of US $1,630 (Mehra, Alcott and Baling 1993). Candijay is more of a commercial
center than Mabini with many small stores, rnills and public markets.

Commercial

activity in Mabini is very iimited.

Picture 1. Fishing Community. Cogtong, Candijay
Historically, a well-defined system of coastal resource tenure did not evolve in Cogtong
Bay, perhaps because of the abundance of fish that were available. Prior to World War

11, fishers in Cogtong recalled thick mangrove stands and nch coastal resources such as
fish and shells. Generally only residents of Candijay and Mabini harvested the resources,
using low-intensive fishing and cutting methods. Therefore there was not a great need
for formal coastal resource management plans. Propeity rights and rules did not exist for
the fishery, but a few mangrove stands in Barangay Cogtong were recognized as
belonging to family units. Most mangroves however, remained open access.

' Conversionrates k m Philippine Pesos

O

US doilan are at a ratio of 2 lPAP:$l US.
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Afier World War II,a flux of migrants from other parts of Bohol settled around Cogtong

Bay because of the Bay's nch coastal resources. Also d e r the war, an abundance of
cheap black powder entered the market and blast fishing within the Bay began. H~wever,
the ecosystem's health was strong enough to handle these perturbations and fishers

reported fish catches did not suffer in the late-1940s and 50s.
Pressure on the mangroves was not felt until the mid-1960s. In 1965, Dr. Lim, a native

of Iloilo, rnoved to Barangay Cogtong in Candijay and brought with him the technology
for rnaking fishponds. The process involved clear-cutting large areas of mangroves.
Witnessing the success of Dr. Lim's fishpond, other individuals (residents and nonresidents alike) also began clearing mangrove areas for fishpond development in
Cogtong.

Hundreds of ha of mangroves throughout the Bay fell victim to such

"development".

Picture 2. Fishpond Development. Cogtong Bay
The late-1960s also marked the entry of large-scale commercial fishers to Cogtong Bay

fiom areas outside of Candijay and Mabini. The early-1970~~
saw heavy commercial
fishing in Cogtong Bay. Adding to the stress on the coastal resources, commercial
woodcutters also arfied in Cogtong Bay in the earIy-1970s.

Large boats f?om

neighbouring towns cut the mangrove wood for sale in larger market centers such as

Tagbilaran and Cebu. Fishers around Cogtong Bay began to notice a declining tish catch
by the mid-1970s. The average fish catch of artisanal fishers reponedly declined from
15-20 kg per fishing trip in the 1960s to about ten kg in the mid-1970s. The downward

trend continued in the late- l98Os, and by 1988, or just before the CMMRCRM started,
the average fish catch per trip had dwindled to seven kg.

The seven kg in 1988

represented less than one half of the average catch per trip in the 1960s.
Recognizing the importance of the fishery to their respective areas, the Municipal
Councils of Candijay and Mabini increased efforts to conserve fishery resources. The
Mabini Municipal Council established a marine park in 1978 where the only legal fishing
method was with longline gear and for fish intended for consumption. Both Municipal
Councils also began passing more legislation begiming in the 1980s restricting
environmentally hamiful fishing methods. However, the Bay had already become a
haven for illegal fishers and cutters. Acting on their own, the Municipal Councils couid
not deter violators.
The national govemment was largely uninvolved in Cogtong Bay until 1984 when, as
part of the Integrated Social Forestry (ISF) program, some mangrove areas were replanted by residents of Barangay Cogtong. In exchange, the planters received Certificate
of Stewardship Contracts (CSC). Despite being well received by local residents, the
project terminated within a year.
From 1984 until 1989, the Municipal Councils in Candijay and Mabini continued a half-

hearted fight against illegal fishers while the steady erosion of mangroves through illegal

cutting and clearing for fishponds, household construction and commercial use continued.
January 1, 1989 marked the official begiming of the CMMRCRM in Cogtong Bay. The
project was patterned after the 1984 Central Visayas Regional Project Nearshore

Fisheries Component (1984-92) that used community-based coastal resource
management to address coastal marine resource degradation and the associated poverty of
resource-dependent coastal residents.

The community-based approach recognized that the coastal residents make the day-today decisions on how to use the resource. As such, the goal of the CMMRCRM was to

change the wastal resource users fiom merely resource users to both resource users and
managers. The project was accordingly composed of four components: 1) Community
Organizing; 2) Mangrove Rehabilitation (150 ha); 3) Coastal management, and; 4)
Mariculture. Monitoring and enforcement with newly formed Baniay Dagm, (Iiterally
meaning Guardians of the Sea) information campaigns and coaiescing national
govement policies regarding mangrove pianting and fishpond developrnent also
became key and necessary activities of the project.

The staff fiom the Association Consultants Independente Philippines Inc (ACPHIL),
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (Dm)and
, Department of
Agriculture (DA) al1 worked with the municipal and barangay govement personnel as
well as the various fishers associations (FA) organized by the CMMRCRM between
January 1, 1989 and September 1991. When ACIPHILts contract expired in September
1991, ACIPHIL entered into a joint memorandum of agreement with the Network
Foundation (TNF)to sustain the project until December with a gant nom the World
Wildlife Fund (WWF-US). The project was finally turned over to the DENR on March
22 1995.

In the post-project phase, village fishers continued to actively patrol their mangrove

areas. Fishers also pushed for new resource management initiatives, such as a fish
sanctuary at Lumislis Island, and for the continuing recognition of communal mangrove

areas to protect the livelihood of marginalized firewood gatherers. Some fishers'
associations entered into new mangrove reforestation contracts with the DENR
However, the weakening of local govenunent support for law enforcement activities due
to a change in political leadership and to budgetary constraints led to the resumption of
illegal cutting and illegal fishing activities in Cogîong Bay. The dissatisfaion of coastal
residents with the implementation of existing rules emerged, affecthg the extent of
perceived changes in the overall well-being of wastal resources. Fishers' associations,
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nonetheless, have reanirmed their concem for coastai resource management and for the
sustainability of theû resource base, upon which their survival depends.
1 1 2 OVERVIEW OF CASE STUDY COMMUWITES

To achieve an understanding of the factors that are associated with successful
management arrangements. two barangays were selected as sîudy sites.

CO-

Barangay

Cogtong was selected in Candijay, and Barangay Marcelo in Mabini. Both barangays
satisfied five selection criteria: 1) actual sharing of responsibility and authority for coaaal
resource management between the government and the barangay; 2) dependence of
barangay residents on fishing; 3) establishment of a resource management technology; 4)
existence of property rights and niles; and, 5) sustainability of coastal resource

management interventions &er project completion and dernonaration of tangible
outcornes.

Barangay Cogtong is a coastal barangay in the Municipality of Candijay that depends
heavily on fish resources to provide food and income to village residents. Of the 445
households in the village, 65 percent of household heads' employment cornes from either
fishing or fish trading. Despite active involvement during the CMMRCRM, the FA in
Barangay Cogtong disbanded after the project ended in 1991. Joint enforcement efforts
stopped and illegal fishing resumed. Illegai cutting however has not been as rampant as
the pre-CMMRCRM period since individual CSC holders continued to monitor their
areas.

Barangay Marcelo, in the municipality of Mabini is similar to Cogtong. Marcelo is also a
coastal barangay and has a long history of fishing.

The 727 residents live in 140

households. Fishing is the primary source of income for the majority of village residents.

Both of the FAs in Barangay Marcdo, as well as the United Federation of ail the FAs

established by the project in Mabini, continued to operate and have since been actively
involved with the DENR's Coastal Environment Planning (CEP) program. If one single
event can be recognized as the main incentive to continue with the CMMRCRM's goals,
then such an event in Marcel0 would be the retum of aquatic life such as shells, crabs,
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shrimps and fingerlings around the reforested mangrove stands a few years afler the
project ended.

Once tangible benefits were seen, al1 cornmunity members became

conscious of the importance of mangroves. Since that time, there has not been one

cornplaint of illegal mtting within the barangay.
Despite problems in both project sites at the municipal and barangay level, and
continuation of illegal fishing, the CMMRCRM set in course a chah of events that
continue to this day. The CMMRCRM instilled in the residents a sense of empowement
and environmental awareness. Since then many more positive changes have been

introduced to Cogtong Bay. Two of the most notable are the establishment of fish

sanctuaries by both municipalities. As well, the FA in Barangay Cogtong has since been
re-activated to pursue other reforestation contracts. Both FAs in Marcelo have aiso been
involved in subsequent reforestation activities.

The CMMRCRM shows that even the

most dismal of situations can be improved through a partnership with the local residents.
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1.2.0 ISSUE STATEMENT
There is a need for rapid and substantial adaptation of existing common property resource
management strategies to support sustainable resource use. A more dynarnic partnership
using the capacities and interest of local cornmunity resource users, complemented by the
ability of the national government to provide enabling legislation and other
administrative assistance has been evolving.

Such an arrangement is called

CO-

management.

1.3.0 OBJECTIVES
The general objective of the study is to describe and characterize the key factors which
influence the successful implementation of institutional and organizational aspects of COmanagement arrangements, so that generalizations about the type of CO-management
arrangements appropnate to different situations can be made. As part of the overall
objective, the CO-management arrangement was evaluated.

Three measures of

sustainability, equity and efficiency were used as criteria to measure success.
Specific objectives of the study were:
to identiQ the existing property rights system to determine rights of access and
withdrawal, as well as ~biigationsassociated with resource use;
to identify the scale and degree of user group involvement to determine ways in
which user groups can, or do participate in CO-management;and
to identify if CO-managementincreases the resilience of the local social-ecological
system.
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1.4.0 RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
Co-management refers to the sharing of management responsibility and/or authority of a
resource between the government as owners of the resource, and the local community as
users of the resource (Pomeroy and Williams 1994). Co-management arrangements
blend together the two "pure" management alternatives of state-level management and
"local-level management" (Berkes, George and Preston 1991). There is no one set f o m

of CO-management. For example, the power and responsibility of managing the resource
is not always distributed to where the govemment has 50% of responsibility for
managing the resource and the local users also 50%. Rather, co-management occurs
across a broad spectrum of possibilities of power sharing depending on country and sitespecific conditions. For example, a CO-management agreement c m exia where the
government maintains aimost al1 management responsibility for the resource and merely
consults the local users before decisions are made. Likewise, a CO-managementsituation
can also exist where the local resource users design, impIement and enforce laws and
regulations with mere advice from, or consultation with the govemment (Pomeroy and
Berkes 1997). Usually CO-managementagreements exist somewhere between the two
extremes just presented.
Figure 2. Co-Management Scale

Govenunent

Centralized
Management

Community selfgovernance
and
self-management

Informing
Consultation
Cwperation
Communication
Information Exchange
Advisory Role
Joint Action
Partuaship
Commrmity ConmI

hter-area Coordination

Adopted fiom Berkes (1994)
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The arrangement in Cogtong Bay is an interesting CO-management situation. The
CMMRCRM as a whole was a coastal resource management project. The primary
objective of the project was to transform the coastd residents nom coastal resource users,
to coastal resource users and managers. An integral element of achieving this goal was to
give Certificate of Stewardship Contracts (CSC) as an instrument to promote tenurial
security to mangrove growers. However, the ultimate goal of the majority of local
project adaptas is a healthy and abundant fishery. The situation provides an excellent
oppominity to determine if w-management is a management option suitable only to
single species management or if co-management can provide ecosystem management.
Since the project addressed coastd resource management, one single resource can not be
used as an indicator of how well the CO-managementagreement has achieved the cnteria
of sustainability, effkiency and equity. Rather, because the project deals with coastal
resources management, a more holistic perception must be attained. Both the mangroves,

and the fishery will therefore be assessed together. An analysis of mangroves and
mangroves users is necessary because the main instrument of the CMMRCRM in
establishing a CO-management situation was distribution of mangrove stewardship
contracts. An analysis of the fishers and the fishery is necessitated because a healthy
fishery is the goal of the local level project implementers. The reader should also be
aware of the unique relationship between mangrove rehabilitators and fishers. The
relationship is that aimost al1 mangrove rehabilitators are fishers. However not ail fishers
were involved in replanting the mangroves.

Therefore fishers were the primary

demographic group for the study. Household surveys for example, were conducted with
individuals whose primary econornic occupation was fishing.
An analysis of CO-management is usually conducted within the theoretical realm of
common property.

Common property, or cornrnon pool resources, are resources for

which exclusion is difficult and joint use involves subtractability (Berkes 1989).
Resource analysts in the past promulgated that al1 common property resources would
ultimately be overexploited by rational acting individuals (Hardin 1968). However, upon
further study, social scientists realized that there are a variety of property rights regimes

in which common property resources are held which mitigate the potential for
unsustainable use: communal property, staîe-held property, and private property. Open
access is the fourth style of property rights associated with cornmon property, and of the
four has the highest potential for resource degradation. Co-management arrangements
therefore often attempt to address the problems associated with managing comrnon
property resources, especially open access resources, by instituting or formalizing
property rights over the resource.

Much literature exists detailing what is needed for co-management to be successful.
However, much less literature exists in assessing co-management arrangements to
determine the effeas of CO-managementas a resource management option. Building on a
eamework developed by the Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis at
Indiana University, USA, ICLARM has adopted a methodological approach labeled
institutional analysis to study CO-managementarrangements.
Described in NSCKLARM Working Paper No. 1, the institutional analysis research
fiamework is designed to examine the set of rights and rules (institutionai arrangements)
governing the use of common property resources and to assess the way in which these
institutional arrangements affect the resource users. Resource users are affected by
institutional arrangements in terms of incentives to coordinate actions with other users;
cooperate or contribute to the formulation, implementation, or enforcement of resource
management regimes; and, in their methods of resolving conflicts over resource use.
Institutional analysis uses concepts from economics, political science, anthropology,
biology and law. The theoretical foundations are based on game theory, neoclassical
microeconomic theory, institutional economics, poIitical economy, transaction cost
economics and public choice.
There are three interrelated parts to institution& anaiysis. Institutional arrangement
analysis is the fmt aspect and provides a fhmework to describe what is occurring in the

action situation as well as specifying relationships between institutional and
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organizational arrangements.

Institutional arrangement analysis links the set of

-

contextual variables namely : biologicai, physical and technological; market; stakeholder
and

community

composition;

community

institutional

and

decision-making

arrangements; extemal institutional and organirationai arrangements; and exogenous
attributes - with the local management system of rights and rules. The purpose of linking
the contextual variables to the local system of rights and rules (institutional
arrangements) is to determine the incentives and disincentives influencing how resource
users interact in resource management.

The second level of institutional analysis, institutional and organizationai performance,
evaluates the outcornes of the CO-managementinstitutional arrangements according to the
measures of sustainability, eficiency and equity. The measures are applied to the impact
the CO-managementarrangement has had on the systems which operate and affect the
resource (the systems include human such as social as well as ecological functioning).
The final level of analysis determines characteristics of successful CO-management.
Opinions are generated fiom a complete understanding of the first two levels of
institutional analysis. For a more complete discussion on institutional analysis, the reader
is directed to M C L A R M Working Paper No. 1 titled "Analysis of Fisheries CoManagement Arrangements: A Research Framework (1996).
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Mangroves and seagrass beds are recognized as two of the mon productive ecosystems
on earth WcVey 1988). Mangroves are responsible for many vital ecological functions
such as: aiding in soi1 formation by trapping debris; filtering land runoff and removing
terrestrial organic matter; providing habitat for fish, invertebrates and birds, and; as major
producers of detritus (Fortes 1988). Detrius is formed when mangroves recycle nutrients
fiom leaf decomposition (Smith and Berkes 1993). m e r benefits mangroves provide
include shoreline protection, availing a renewable resource to local residents (forestry),
and as a location for permanent settlements (McVey 1988).
Mangroves are fùrther important because of the biodiversity such ecosystems possess.
Biodiversity is irnporiant for stonng the information database for ecosystem organization

( G y and Schneider 1994). Al1 living systems go through constant cycles of birth, death,
and regrowth. Most organisms living within an ecosystem are adapted specifically to a
set of environmental conditions. A method for preserving information about what
"works" and what "does not work" is crucial for the continuance of life. Biodiversity
fùlfills this role at an ecosystem level (Kay and Schneider 1994).
The Philippines is a country largely dependent on coastal resources. Viles and Spencer
(1995) report 65% of the country's population live in coastal areas, and note the ten

largest cities in the Philippines are al1 coastal. Population densities such as these in a

country of over seventy million people places considerable stress on the natural coastal
ecosystem. Mangroves and coral reefs are recognized as two particularly stressed areas
of coastline (Viles and Spencer 1995).
Despite the importance of mangroves, globally as much as one million ha of mangrove
forest may be lost annually (Smith and Berkes 1993). Throughout the Philippines, large
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tracts of mangroves have been, =d are being cut by commercid harvesters and fishpond
developers. The Philippines has about 106,000ha of mangrove forest area remaining, but
176,000 ha of mangrove have been converted to brackish aquaculture (Viles and Spencer
1995). Proportionately, the Philippines has converted a larger percentage (45%) of

mangrove forests to aquaculture than any other Southeast Asian country (McVey 1988),
and the long-term sustainable use of the region's resources are at nsk (Thia-Eng and
Kessler 1988). Large areas of environmentally important coral reefs and mangroves have
already suffered irreparable changes as a result of overexploitation and population
pressures (Thia-Eng and Kessler 198 8).

2.1.0 CAUSES OF MANGROVE DEPLETION
The fact mangroves are being destroyed despite their importance to the ecosystem and
sustainability of the environment begs the question

- Why?

Two main factors can be

attributed to perpetuating mangrove destruction. The first cause is economic pressure,
the second is a combination of the physical nature of mangroves and the associated
property nghts.

2.1.1

ECONOMIC PRESSURES

An increase in population coupled with desires for economic growth and an improved

standard of living have resulted in severe stress on the region's marine ecosystem (Thia-

Eng and Kessler 1988). Natural capital has been harvested or destroyed for profit. Under
normal circumstances, clearing mangrove areas is an environrnentally unsustainable
venture. However, the problem is compounded in the Philippines as the pattern of land

use which replaces the mangrove area fiirther compromises environmental resilience and
ecosystem health. Most of the lost mangrove areas have been converted to brackish
aquaculture geared for shrimp production. Shrimp ponds, once developed, must ail1 rely

on the recruitrnent of larvae nom the reproductive stock at sea for seasonal restocking
and cease to be viable eçonornic enterprises after a couple years when natural recruitment

of larvae is no longer possible (Vannucci 1988). New mangrove areas must therefore be

cleared to set up new shnmp ponds. The result is a positive feedback cycle - something

resource mangers want to avoid (Holling 1993). Short-term economic goals are thus a
main cause of mangrove destruction in the Philippines.

2.1.2

Pmsrcu NATURE AND P R O P E R ~RIGHTS OF MANGROVES

The institutional aspects of how mangroves are managed in the Philippines are the second
cause of mangrove depletion. Before engaging in a discussion on resource management,

a defining characteristic of mangroves must be recognized. Mangroves are cornrnon
property resources. Al1 common property resources share two important charactenstics:
1) exclusion of users of the resource is difficult; and 2) subtractability. Subtractability

means each user is capable of subtracting nom the welfare of other users (Berkes and
Farvar 1989). For example, if one individual cuts down a tree, that tree is no longer
available for use by other users. Nor can other users benefit fiom future trees that the
felled tree may have produced.

Understanding both requisite cntena for common

property, the discussion can now retum to management systems.
Regarding natural resource management, the roles of the national governments of many
Asian and Pacific countries have been increasing. An effect has been a decrease in the
role of the local-level control exerted by traditional management and custom (Pomeroy
1994). Traditionally, when the community level institutional arrangements regulating the

use for comrnon property resources are undermined, the property rights regime that
emerge are open-access regimes (Pomeroy 1994). Open-access regimes are characterized

as a free-for-al1 with uncontrolled entry for the resource user and economic incentive for
the user to extract as much of the resource as possible before other users do.

As

previously mentioned, mangroves are common property resources. The result of shifiing
management regimes nom local-level institutional arrangements to open-access, is
resource degradation and the "Tragedy of the Commons" as Hardin (1968) professed.
2.1.2.1 Tragedy of the Commons

Garret Hardin argued al1 cornrnon property resources inevitably lead to resource
degradation under a scenario labeled the "Tragedy of the Commons". The underlying
assumption was that whenever resources are limited and publicly owned, the rationai
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action of each individual is to overexploit the resource to the point of degradation. As an
illustration, Hardin hypothetically described how the process might work

Set in

medieval England, Hardin's story was centered on a pashue where many herders each
had one cow grazing. The pasture represented the common property resource (albeit
incorrectly as grazing fields in medieval England were in fact Crown lands and subject to
central government authority).

One herder of the group; recognizing the coas of

maintaining an additional cow is simply the pasture's fodder borne by the entire group,
adds a second cow. The benefits of the second cow however accrue entirely and direaly
to the individual owner. Seeing the one herder benefiting at the group's expense, other

herders also introduce more cade until the pasture is depleted of fodder and no longer
able to sustain the cows and the resource is degraded.

So goes the tragedy of the

commons as promulgated by Hardin (1968).
Hardin reported only two solutions existed to wnserving common property resources.
The first solution was to pnvatize the resource. The second was to keep the resource as
public property, but have the rights of entry and use govemed by a central authority.
Since Hardin's landmark publication, social scientists have observed not al1 common
property resources are subject to the tragedy of the cornmons and have rejected the notion
that the "common" nature of the resource is singularly the problem (ICLARM and NSC
1996). More accurately, the property rights regime combined with the physical nature of
the resource (e.g. common property) is more important. Feeny et al (1990) define four
different property right regimes:
1. Open-Access. Well defined property rights do not exist and access to the resource is

unregulated and free to anyone. Hardin assumed al1 cornmon property resources are held

in open access regimes;
2. Private Property. An individual or group possess rights to exclude others from using

the resource and to regdate the use of the resource. Pnvate property nghts are usually
recognized and enforced by the state and are usually exclusive and transferable;
3. Communal Property. An identifiable comrnunity of interdependent users who exclude

outsiders and regulate use arnong members hold the resource. Rights are unlikely to be
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exclusive or tramferable, and are often rights of equal access and use. Group nghts may
be formally or infonnally recognized; and
4. State Property. The nghts to resource use are vested exclusively in the governent

which possess decision making authority concerning access to the resource and niles of
use.

IdentiQing four property rights regimes proves Hardin's theory incorrect to the extent
that an implicit assumption of the tragedy of the comrnons was that al1 common property
resources are held under an open-access regime. Common property resources vested in
the other three regimes are not necessarily subjected to the tragedy of the commons as al1

three regimes possess components of Hardin's solution

-

the resource must be privatized,

or controlled by a management body. Further, even cornrnon property resources held in
open-access regimes are not necessarily bound to follow the tragedy of the comrnons
because of social factors influencing individual actions and discouraging resource
competition (Oakerson 1992). However, simply identieing the three other types of
propaty rights regimes does not act as a panacea for al1 the problems associated with
managing common property resources. Examples throughout the world identiQ that ail

four of the property rights regimes have led to overexploitation of resources (ICLARM
and NSC 1996). Resource managers are now beginning to recognize "...what is needed is

a more dynamic partnership using the capacities and interests of local...communities,
complemented by the ability of the state to provide...assistance" (ICLARM and NSC
1996). Resource managers and resource management plans should be at a minimum

concerned with equality, eficiency and sustainability.

2.2.0 METHODS OF MANAGING RESOURCES
2.2.1

STATE-IXVEL MANAGEMENT

There are many different ways to manage natural resources. One style of management is
state-level management.

What follows is a discussion on the most prominent ills

associated with state-level management. However, the purpose is not to discredit, but

rather enhance scientific-based knowledge. State-level management is a more cornmon
and accepted fonn of management than local-level and is growing in application
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(Pomeroy 1994). Therefore the following discussion is disproportionately directed
towards identifying weaknesses associated with managing resources based solely on
scientific knowledge.
Pure state-level management is based on Westem scientific data conducted by a
centralized authority such as a federal agency; based on scientific data and analysis; and,
uses the authority of government laws and regulations for enforcement (Berkes 1994). A
defining characteristic of Western scientific knowiedge, and therefore state-level
management is that only the expen or scientist can be knowledgeable.
management is representative of the trend of resource management

State-level

O C C U ~
in ~ ~

Southeast Asia and the Pacific. Using only Western scientific knowledge to manage
resources however lads to problems especially when the inherent management
problems of cornmon propew resources are accounted for. One of the problems Westem
scientific knowledge has in dealing with cornmon property resources is lack of
experience. The western knowledge system is based on the scientific method, only
developed in the 1800-1850's' as the basis of knowledge (Hoare 1993). The subsequent
lack of practical application to natural systems has led to a rnindset dominated by narrow
assurnptions such as unregulated access to cornmon property resources and lack of power
for a single participant to prevent others fkom exploithg the resource.

A further

assumption of Western-based knowledge is that al1 common property resources are
characterized by intense resource user cornpetition and ultimately lead to the tragedy of
the commons (Pomeroy 1994). However, regulated access, enforced at the local level
through community institutions and social practices are found so often in Asia and the
Pacific where local authority still exists, such forms of regdation appear to be the norm
not the exception Pomeroy 1994). Therefore, due to a lack of practical application, the
theoretical contextualization of Western scientific knowledge management systems often

fails to recognize both, the actual situation, and the benefits of existing management
syst ems.

A second problem with oniy using Western scientific knowledge to manage resources is
the fundamental weakness associated with this type of knowledge. Western scientific
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knowledge often separates humans fiom the system and looks for simple cause and eEect
relationships - relationships which are not wrnmon in complex natural systems. Modem
scientific knowledge has been very successfÙI in furthering human understanding and
ability to manipulate simple systems based on the world view that humans are apart from,
and above the naturai world (Gadgil et al 1993). However, ecosystems are complex with

no simple answers and traditional Western-based management approaches based on the
scientific method need to be re-evaluated (Kay and Schneider 1994). When faced with
complex ecological systems, neither the world view which separates humans from the
environment, nor the scientific rnethod have been particularly successfùl. Ecological
systems Vary on spatial and temporal scales rendering generalizations of positivist
science of little use in providing practical solutions to sustainable resource use (Gadgil et
al 1993). The end result of state-level management actions is often a simplification of

complex ecological systems Ieading to overuse and ultimately environmental
degradation.
An example that indicates the difficulties the scientific method will have when applied at

an ecosystem level is the paradox of the second law of thermodynamics. The second law
of thennodynamics states "...when energy is transferred or transfonned, part of the
energy assumes a fonn that cannot be passed on any further" (Smith 1992:361).
Translated to natural systems, the second law of thennodynamics states the world should

be mnning d o m ; but such is not the case. Left alone, ecosystems - and life - proliferate,
not run down. Therefore, a fiindamental law of the scientific method stands in direct
opposition to a basic element of ecosystems - regeneration.
Partially based on the paradox of the second law of thermodynamics, fiirther arguments
against using only the traditional scientific method in dealing with ecosystem
management have been developed.

For example, catastrophe theory focuses on

necessary and unpredictable changes in ecosystems which are not accounted for in
Western scientific knowledge.

Catastrophe theory predicts systems will undergo

dramatic, sudden and unpredictable changes in a discontinuous way. (Kay and Scnheider
1994). An exarnple is a person's heartbeat, or emptying of their bladder. Both events are
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discontinuous, occur suddenly, and are necessary for that person's survival. At the point
of change however. (the catastrophe threshold) several potenîial changes are possible.
The particular change that manifests itself can not be known a priori. For example, an

animal such as a dog establishes a temtory around itself. Encroaching on the territory is
a catasîrophic event. The animal will either atîack or retreat, but which one is not known.
A complex system of environmental factors will influence the decision (Krebs 1989).

When only two variables are involved, fairly accurate predictions can be made, but
complex interrelationships within and between ecosystems make predictions more
dificult as any one of a vast number of potential possibilities could manifest.

Kay and Schneider (1994) applied the catastrophe theory to a discussion at the ecosystem
level. Naturai systems rest in equilibrium with a constant exchange of energy. Systems
reach catastrophe thresholds when excess energy is applied to the system and shifi toward
a new coherent behavioural state to achieve a new equilibnum. However, nature resists
moving away from equilibrium (Holling 1993). The system's response is a spontaneous
emergence of organized behaviour that spends the excess energy so equilibrium can be
maintained (Kay and Schneider 1994). For example, tornadoes form when there is an
excess of energy. M e r the tornado dissipates, the excess energy has been spent and the
natural system is restored. The form of self-organization that is manifested is not
predictable because the process of self-organization is catastrophic. Inversely, systems
does not
that do not receive enough energy cannot be supported and ~el~organization
occur. Systems maintaining equilibnum therefore have a sustainable trade-off of all
forces acting on the system. Energy which flows into the system is spent at the same
rate.

When humans are viewed as part of the naîural system, the community's methods of
resource use are also included as factors which influence the environment (Gadgil et al
1993). With too much development of one type of structure, the system becomes
overextended and brittle and unable to take &Il advantage of available resources and

energy (Holling 1993). Lefl to nature's devices, a more optimal (better adapted) system
or structure will displace the bnttte one (Kay and Schneider 1994). Therefore, if local
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methods of managing and harvesting resources have exïsted for long periods of tirne, the
argument can be made that such methods are optimal because no other system or
structure has displaced the traditional practices.
State-level management that often focuses on maximizing one resource (such as
aquaculture) and does not account for ecosystem fùnctions, is neither optimal nor
sustainable.

The topdown syaem of management analogous with a central

administrative authority is ofken not well suited to developing countries with limited
financial means and expertise to manage resources in widely diverse hawest areas
(Pomeroy 1994). A reductionalist cause and effect world view, unable to deal with the
reality of self-organization in non-equilibrium systems is incapable of supplying a
suficient explanation on how the world works (Kay and Schneider 1994). Related to the
minimum goals of equity, efficiency and sustainability, "pure" state-level management
systems are not an effective tool when used alone..
23.2

COMMUNITY-BASED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (CBRM)

Recognizing that centralized top-down management of resources using only Western
scientific knowledge is not a great management option is the first step to managing
resources more equitably, efficiently and sustainably. The next step is to implement a
management technique capable of addressing the weaknesses associated with Western
scientific knowledge.

An alternative is local-level management.

Pure local-level

management systems are decentralized, and when necessary use customary authority.
Rule-making and enforcement are conducted at the local-level relying on consensus, selfregulation and social sanctions to operate. Additionally. local-level management systems
are based on traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) (Berkes 1994).

TEK is a

cumulative body of knowledge and beliefs, handed d o m through generations by cultural
transmission, about the relationship of living beings (including humans) with one another

and with their environment (Berkes and Foke 1994) and is increasingly being recognized
as an effective management tool. Just as traditional knowledge of medicinal plants is no
longer taken lightly, traditional practices in cornmon property resource management are
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also being taken senously as Western scientific knowledge recognizes the vast
knowledge TEK possesses (Berkes and Farvar 1989).
One system of local-level management that has been developed is called communitybased resource management (CBRM). CBRM is a management system whereby the
local community of resource users have the responsibility of managing resources
including the planning, implementation, monitoring and enforcement (Pomeroy 1994).

CBRM strives for more active local level participation in the planning and
implementation of resource management by investing property rights with the local
communities (Pomeroy 1994).
Investing the ability for local communities to improve their standard of living by
redefining property rights has several advantages.

Econornically, despite high

implementation costs, CBRM is less expensive because of lower administrative and
enforcement cons as the local communities are responsible for monitoring and
enforcement.

Administrative costs of top-down management tend to be very high,

especially where an extemal manger is distant and lacks on-the-ground expenise (Berkes,
George and Preston 1991).

Additionally, absentee management results in high

transaction costs and induces rent-seeking behaviour by resource users and yield
uncertain benefits (Berkes, George and Preston 1991). Further benefits of vesting
decision making authonty with the local community are that management strategies
deveioped are specifically aimed at addressing the needs of the local community. A
result is greater rule compliance and more flexible management regimes better suited to
handle changes to the resource (e.g., floods, plague) (Pomeroy 1994). Also, benefits of
instilling a sense of ownership over the resource to local resource users ofien results in
more sustainable resource use. Over fifiy well-documented w e s of successful fishenes
problem-solving by local bodies in pre-industrial and post-industriai settings exist
(Berkes 1989; Corde11 1989; Schlager and Ostrom 1993; Dyer and McGoodwin 1994;
Wilson et al 1994).
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Therefore CBRM achieves the goals of increased equity as local resource users develop
management plans themselves. Efliciency is increased because of replacing the "red
tapey' associated with absentee management with site specific decision making and at the
sarne time generating greater cornpliance. Sustainability also improves compared to

state-level management when the resource users have property rights to the resource.
However, CBRM is still very often not an effective management tool if used in isolation
because local-level institutions are not yet well enough developed to handle the
responsibility of planning, implementing and enforcing resource management prograrns.
2.2.3

CO-MANAGEMENT

A management system is needed that complements the capacities and interests of the
local community, with the ability of the national government to provide enabling
legislation and other needed assistance (Pomeroy 1994). Such a system exists and is
tenned CO-management. Co-management blends the two "pure" management alternatives
of statalevel management and local-level management (Berkes George and Preston
1991). According to the literature, returning management decisions to local-level

managers under CO-managementarrangements will led to more equitable, efficient and
sustainable resource use. Gadgil et al (1993) note literature exists asserting the traditional
social methods of resource use of communities involved with hunting and gathering,
agriculture and aquaculture were more in tune with the natural ecosystem. Further,
Berkes (1994) notes a cornmon feature of many traditional local-level management
systems was communal control of the resource much like what is advocated in

CO-

management. Berkes, George and Preston (199 1) further state cu-management benefits
extend beyond environmental sustainability. Social health and economic well being
ensure cultural sustainability are also fostered under CO-managementagreements.
Mankote mangrove in St. Lucia, Jamaica serves as an example of the positive effects COmanagement can have. The management of the mangrove in Jamaica shifted from an
open access regime to a communal property regime that is now used by an organized

community of limited numbers under a co-management arrangement. The result has

been a reversa1 of an overall trend of tree cover degradation (Smith and Berkes 1993).
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2.3.0 CONCLUSIONS
If seemingly so much is known on mangroves, management systems, and the role of CO-

management, why are more snidies needed? The answer is because many questions on
managing comrnon property resources niIl remain unresolved (ICLARM and NSC 1996).

For example, why are some CO-managementarrangements successful and others not?
How can the success rate of CO-management arrangements be improved?

What

components of CO-managementare essential and which ones trivial?
Various scholars have made contributions to our understanding of the requuements for
successfbl CO-management,but the necessary conditions are not complete and continued
research is needed to reveal more about CO-management agreements and the factors
leading to successful performance (ICLARM and NSC 1996). Studying CO-management
with an institutional analysis arrangement will hopefully provide, at least, answen to
these questions and hopefully many more.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

3.1.0 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The International Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management (ICLARM), the
North Sea Center (NSC) and National Aquatic Resource Systems (NARS) are working
collaboratively on the Fisheries Co-Management Research Project.

Research on

mangrove CO-managementis being conducted in conjunction with ICLARM's association
with the Fisheries Co-Management Research Project. Therefore methods followed the
methodological fiamework used by the Fisheries Co-Management Research Project as
outlined in ICLARM and NSCs working paper (1996) entitled Analysis of Fisheries CoManagement Arrangements: A Research Framework.
The research framework that was used is called institutional analysis. Adapted fiom
theoretical and empincal work on the Institutional Analysis and Development fiamework
developed by researchers at the workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis at
Indiana University, institutional analysis uses concepts fiom econornics, political science,
anthropology, biology and law. The theoretical foundations are based on game theory,
neoclassical microeconomic theory, institutional economics, political economy,
transaction con economics and public choice. The aim of institutional analysis is to
provide a comrnon analytical fiamework so data can be analyzed systematically to
facilitate generalizations on what conditions are conducive to successful CO-management

and enable cornparisons with other CO-management agreements.

The institutional

anaiysis research framework provides a structured approach to document and evaluate the
ongin, cument statu, operation, impact and performance of fishenes CO-management
institutions.

Institutional analysis is effective as an evaluative tool to describe a

collective action situation, a diagnostic tool to prescribe solutions to modiQ an action
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situation., or a design tool to develop and implement a new action situation (Oakerson
f 992).

Understanding how rules affect the behaviour and subsequent outcomes of resource user
actions is a fundamental component to reaching the goal of providing cornmon analytical
fiamework arrangements. To achieve such an understanding, the various elements and
interadions Ieading to outcomes must be understood. The underlying societal institutions
(rules) mua be separated from the strategy of players and organizations. In so doing, the
inaitutional analysis fiamework can examine how institutional arrangements affect user
behaviour as well as incentives of the resource users to be invohed in the formulation,
implementation and enforcement of management regimes.
An important theoretical element of institutional analysis; that of institutions, was just
presented and w m t s bief discussion. Institutions are societies' "niles of the game".
The rules can be formal (written down, e.g. goverment laws and regulations), or
informa1 (codes of behaviour), but are understood by everyone and govern human
interactions. Among a fishing community, institutional arrangements are a set of rules
that define what actions can be utilized in the fishery. Rules are vested in rights and act
to give rights substance. "Rights" refer to particular authorized actions (Ostrorn 1991)
such as authorization for a fisher to operate within a geographic area. The right however
does not speciQ how the right is to be exercised. Rules define specifically required,
permitted and forbidden actions. For example the type of fishing equipment which can
be used, time of season fishing is permitted and amount of fish which can be harvested
are d e s pertaining to the right to fish. Institutional arrangements therefore refer to the
rules which organize the individual actions of community members.
Three levels of closely linked institutionai arrangements or social rules were identified by

Ostrom (199 1): operationai N les; collective choice rules and; constitutional choice rules.
Operational rules interact directiy with resource use affecting daily decisions of the
resource user. Examples applied to a fisher include when, where, and how to harvest
fish.
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Collective choice rules influence the operational rules. Decision makers implement
collective choice mles when deciding how the fishery should be managed. For exarnple
rules such as qualifications for participation in the management o r g k t i o n and what
proportion of the group of fishers must agree implement new or amend exîsting rules.
h o t her cntical example is determining arrangements for monitoring and enforcing
cornpliance of operational niles.
Both operational rules and collective choice rules are a e c t e d by constitutional choice
rules. Constitutional choice niles determine eligibility to participate in the system and
establish the d e s and processes collective choice rules must follow to be passed,
enforced or modified. A £kmunderstanding of the role of institutional arrangements is
imperative before delving fùrther into the methods.
The fisheries CO-managementproject breaks down the institutional analysis namework
into three parts each of which build on one another. The institutional arrangement
analysis is the first component and provides a fiamework to describe what is occumng in
the action situation as well as speciQing relationships between organizational and
institutional arrangements.

The second element, institutional and organizational

performance assesses how well the management institution is performing and associated
impacts.

The third element studies charactenstics which lead to successfùl

CO-

management.
3.11

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMXNT ANALYSIS

The institutional arrangements analysis links contextual variables with the local fisheries
management institutional arrangements (nghts and rules).

Contextuai variables

characterize both; the key attributes of the resource (biological and physical elements),
and resource user (technology, market, social, cultural, econornic and political).
A causal relationship exists between local institutional arrangements stnictured by

contexhial variables and the actions of resource users. Institutional arrangements shape

the incentives and disincentives which in tum shapes the patterns of interaction which
ultimately are responsible for outcomes of the action situation.
The basic strategy is to: separate and dissect the parts of the action situation (contextual
variables, incentives, patterns of interactions and outcomes); identify and collect data on
the aîtributes and conditions of each part and; examine the relationship between and

arnong the attributes and conditions of each part. Below is a brief discussion of the
contextual variables
3.1.1.1 Contertual Variables

Biological, Physical and Technological Characteristics

The nature of interactions among resource users are ofien stmctured by the biophysical
and technological environment associated with the resource. To understand the actions
resource users have taken and institutions that have been developed requires and
understanding of the mangrove such as species abundance, cutting activity, boundary
conditions and harvesting technology.
Oakerson (1 992) identified three conditions to analyze the biological, physical and
technological attributes of a fishery.
i) The relative capacity of the fishery to support many fishers simultaneously without
mutual interference andor without diminishing the aggregate yield of the fishery for the
grouP.
ii) The degree or relative ease of exclusion.
iii) Spatial boundaries of the fishery determine the minimal scale on which effective
coordinated resource management can occur.
Two other additional concems have been recognized by Schlager and Ostrom (1993).

iv) Technological problems occur when fishers are physically interfenng with each other.

For example nets can become tangled with crowdimg of prime fishing areas.

v) Assignment probiems &se when the management system fails to allocate resource
users efEcientIy across spots leading to conflicts.

The basic forms of fishery management are fûndarnentally shaped by the five
characteristics just presented. The assessrnent of mangrove management followed the

same principles.
Market (supply and demand) Relationships
Market attributes such as pnce, structure and stability can affect the incentives for
resource use activities effort levels and compliance with rules so must be recognized to
determine the effect on patterns of interaction and outcomes.
Fisher, Stakeholder and Community Characteristics
The third group of attributes regarding Institutional Arrangement Analysis include
religious beliefs and practices, traditions and customs, sources of livelihood as well as
many other variables asecting community behaviour and outcomes. Such an analysis is
attempted to understand the behaviour a representative individual will adopt in a certain
situation.
Fisher and Community Institutional and Decision-Making Arrangements
Decision-making arrangements are concemed with how institutional arrangements, rights
and rules are made. Representation, relevance and enforceability are important elements

to be considered.

External Institutional and Organizational Arrangements Attributes
Institutional and organizational arrangements extemal to the community can affect
institutional arrangements.

For example some international, national, regional or

municipal arrangements and agreements may have to be considered.

Outside Influences on the Resources
Factors exogenous to the resource use can impact institutional arrangements. Exogenous
factors are beyond the level of control of decision makers and are surprises or shocks to

the system. Examples include typhoons, civil unrest or elections. Exogenous factors can

provide an indication of how well the institutional arrangements are functioning and
surviving through its capacity or resiliency to handle change.
3.1.1.2 Incentives to Cooperate and Coordinate

Contextual variables shape individuals incentives to take certain actions. The focus of
the second level of analysis is to detennine how rules are advised, what the rules contain,
whether users consider the rules legitimate and if rules are enforced. Primary concerns
are to determine the degree of consiaency for individuals to adhere to management
conditions. If individuals are assured of reciprocal behaviour fiom other members, then
the likeliness of adhering to the CO-managementrules increase (Berkes 1994).
3.1.1.3 Patterns of Interactions Among Resource Users

Even if incentives to cooperate exist, compliance among stakeholders is not guaranteed.
The ways resource users interact with each other and as well as individual and group
behaviour will also affect the outcomes. The analyst must determine reasons for noncooperation where incentives exist. To achieve such an understanding the researcher
must systematically analyze the contextual attributes which combine to shape the
incentive and constraint structure faced by the resource users.
3.1.1.4 Outcomes

Outcomes are produced as a result of pattems of interaction which are, in turn the result
of the strategies employed by the resource users. Studying outcomes can disclose the
effea of a difficulty rnanifested behaviourally in pattems of interaction. The source of
the dificulty however is the Iack of congruence between the first two sets of attributes: a
mismatch between the technical and physical nature of a commons and the decision
making arrangements used (Oakerson 1992).
3.1.2

Xnstitutiond and Organizational Performance

The outcomes of CO-managementinstitutional arrangements can be evaluated in ternis of
meeting management objectives and impact on the resource and resource users. Two
levels of andysis facilitate measunng performance. The fkst level studies the overall
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institutional performance of CO-managementin meeting stated advantages versus other
types of management arrangements. Measurable advantages include equity, being less
costly to administer and enforce, an increased sense of ownership of the resource by
users, self-management, higher acceptability and rule compliance, improved information
about the resource, and more public participatim.
The second level relates to performance in meeting specific management objectives and
impacts at the operational level.

Three evaluative criteria; efficiency, equity and

sustainability are commonly used at the second level. Other measures can also be used in
addition to the three standard measures in evaluating objectives at the operational level.
Feeny, (1992) identified four methodological standards additional operational measures,
as well as the three standard measures should meet before being applied. The criteria
must be able to be used by different observers to evaluate the same situation and provide
similar answers. Second, the cnteria must be applicable in different settings. Validation,
the third cnteria is achieved if results are correlated with a previously validated measure.
Finally, other measures must be able to cope with change and provide stable results in
situations which do not change. Examples of possible measures include the "match" of
the size of organization to the size of resource use area. Increases in information and the
level of rule compliance are also common additional measures
Efficiency is the first standard measure which should be applied. Various measures of
efficiency have been identified. For example the first measure is if fishers have achieved

an optimal rate of use of the fishery, or at Ieast are not exceeding sustainable yield
depending on the criterion for efficiency. A second measure is a minimal eficiency
critenon. Benefits of operating and maintaining the CO-managementsystem must exceed
the full set of direct and indirect costs. A third measure is a comparative eficiency
criterion and states the difference between benefits and costs of CO-management
institutional arrangements must be equal to, or exceed those of similar arrangements
elsewhere (Ostrom 1992).

Equity, the second common meanire, refers to the fair treatment of al1 people involved in
managing, goveming and using the resource.

Hanna (1995) identified four main

components of equity:
1) Representation

-

a more equitable management regime should represent and

accommodate the full range of interests in the resource.
2) Process Clarity - the management process should have a clear purpose and transparent

operation.
3) Homogenous expectations - the extent to which participants have similar expectations

conceming the management process objectives.
4) Distributive Effects

-

the management process should address the distnbutional

changes embedded in the proposed options.
The components can be measured in several ways. For example, the proportional return
of benefits compared to costs among al1 individuals is one measure. A second measure is
to determine if there are different patterns of distribution fishers wish to achieve.
Answers can be gleaned from questions posed to the resource users based on their levels
of satisfaction,
Sustainability is the third common measure of equity and can be divided into stewardship
and resilience.

Stewardship, defined as the tendency for resource users to maintain

productivity and ecological charactenstics of the resource can also be divided into
smaller components: time horizons; monitoring and enforcement.

For effective

stewardship, time horizons should be long tenn, and agreements monitored and enforced.
Resiliency is the second component of sustainability. Resiliency is defined as the
magnitude of disturbance that c m be absorbed before a system changes its structure by
changing the variables and processes that conho1 behaviour, and the ability of a system to
absorb perturbations (Holling 1993; Berkes and Folke 1994). Performance indicators
(presented in section 2.1 of this chapter) were developed to capture the information
regarding equity, efficiency and sustainability.

3.1.3

CEARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL CO-MANAGEMENT
INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

The research hmework provides a means to identify attributes which lead to successfùl
CO-managementfiom those which lead to failure. For example specific contextual
variables such as boundary definitions or a certain level of social homogeneity may be
more critical factors than the institutional arrangements themselves for successful comanagement.

By identi£jting the attributes and then examining their relation with

patterns of interactions and outcornes, it is possible to specie conditions and propositions
which can lead to successful development and maintenance of fishenes CO-management
institutional arrangements.

3.2.0 FIELD RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3,2.1

Data Collection and Sampling

The field research component of the study can be divided into three periods. The first
period was an initial 21 day visit to the case study area. The second component was a 21
day penod in Manila The third segment consisted of a one-month stay at the case study
area. Two main research tools were used. The first was a household survey. The survey
was completed by a random sample of al1 household heads in Barangays Cogtong and
Marcelo and generated rnuch baseline information. Respondents were aven a series of
responses fiom which the most accurate was selected. Some open-ended questions were
aIso included. The second primary research tool was key informant interviews. The key
informant interviews focused on open-ended questions and were administered to
individuals that were involved in the project implementation or were directly affected by
the project.
Essential to the success of the Institutional Analysis Framework is the participation of
local residents in providing information. An initial 21 day visit to both Candijay and
Mabini was the first step of field research. The initial visit provided an opportunity to

make contacts in the towns and be seen by local residents An initial visit was important

as visitors h m outside the Philippines to the villages are rare. The initial visit was
essential to ease ahvieties residents had and provide a period of habituation before
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questions pertaining to there livelihood should be asked. Both town mayors were visited
to explain the research goals and ask formd permission to conduct research in each

rnunicipality. The initial three week visit also provided an opportunity to select two
project sites (barangays) that possessed the criteria deemed desirable. A test run of the
household survey was conducted during the initial visit and casual interviews were also
undertaken.

The second aspect of the field research involved refining the household surveys and key
informant intenriews based on what was learned during the initial visit. Refinement of
the research tools took place at ICLARM headquarters in Manila.

The final leg of the field research was again conducted in Candijay and Mabini. In
Cogtong Bay, the research team conducted a household survey to gather data on
contextual variables and assess the performance of the comanagement regirne. The
performance indicators divided into three major categories, are:
Equity
Participation in community aR'airs
Participation in coastal resource management
Influence over comrnunity affairs
Influence over coastal resource management
Control over mangrove resources
Fair allocation of mangrove harvesting nghts
Satisfaction with mangrove management
Benefits fiom the mangrove area
Overall well-being of the household
Household income
Efficiency
Collective decision-making on policieslniles goveming the use of mangrove
resources
Quickness of resolving community conflicts on mangrove issues
Sustainabiiity
Overall well-being of coastal resources
Community compliance with mangrove-related rules
Community compliance with fishery-related rules
Knowledge of mangroves
Exchange of information on mangrove management
Exchange of information on fisheries management
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On site, twelve field enurnerators were trained to gather household data. The sample size
of 54 was based on power analysis described by Cohen (1988). Two rample groups of 27
people each were developed by random draw fiom members and non-members of project
beneficiary associations that are dependent on fishing as a primary or secondary
occupation. The sample was separated to compare differences in members and nonmembers. Power analysis concems the probability of detecting a statistically significant
relationship in a sample when in fact there is a notable difference in the population. To
increase the probability that the research design can find a statistically significant

difference, if one exists, the concept of "power" is used to determine sample size.
Pnor to conducting the power analysis, the following assumptions were made: 1) the
alpha is set at 0.05, two-tail and 2) the sample size for each group equals 27. With the

sample size of 27 in each of two groups, the power of the statistical design

--

probability that any given sample would have statistically significant differences

or

-

exceeds 0.93 using a two-tailed test. Applying a one-tailed statistical test increases the
power to more than 0.97 (Table 1).
The research team used an updated list of village households by occupation to draw up
the sample of respondents for the survey. Respondents were further classified into
members and non-members of project beneficiary associations. Frorn these groups,
random selection was employed to arrive at the final sample of respondents.

Table 1. Power Analysis for Different Sample Sizes
Group size
25

Two-Tai1
-93

One-Tai1
-97

The research team then conducted key informant interviews to probe into the project
experience and to investigate organizational and institutional arrangements before,
during, and afier project implementation. Key inforrnants included village oficials, past
and current oficers of beneficiary associations, members of beneficiary organizations

and other community-based organizations, fish traders, community organizers, field staff
and other project implementers, and various personnel of local govermnent units (LGUs)
at the municipal level. Secondary data, including local legislation/ordinances, socioeconomic-demographic profiles, project preparation documents, progress reports, and
published articles, were collected to support the primary data.
3.2.2

DATA ANALYSIS

Descriptive and inferential statistics, both univariate and multivariate, were used to
summanze and analyze primary data. The descriptive analysis covered fiequency counts,
percentages, means and standard deviation to provide a distribution of respondents across
contextual variables.
The remainder of the report presents the contextual variables - a holistic analysis of the
action situation first in Barangay Cogtong and then in Barangay Marcelo followed by a
discussion on the incentives to cooperate and patterns of interaction. Results of the
household survey are then presented to detennine the outcomes/performance of the

CO-

management arrangement. The following sections include a synthesis of the major
findings and conclusions on the characteristics of successfûl CO-management. Results

and discussion of the findings are located throughout the contextual variables section
3.2.3

TEAM RESEARCH AND DMSION OF LABOUR

1was very fortunate to be part of a research project nested within a larger network of

research projects conduaed by ICLARM. Specific benefits included adopting a sound
methodological approach and much "in-kind" support fiom the ICLARM staff.
Essentially, I was part of a larger research tem dedicated to answering similar questions
on CO-management.Therefore, an acceptable division of labour was agreed to so that

both parties could rnaximize the benefits each had to offer. Below is a table that details
the division of labour.
Box 1, Division of Labour

1

Contribution
Methodology
Household Surveys
Key Informant InteMew
Questions
Key Informant Interviews
on Biological
Characteristics
Write-up Biological
Characteristics
Key Informant Interviews
on Remaining
Characteristics
Majonty of Wnte-up
Statistical Data Coding
(cornputer input)
Statisticai Data Results
(cornputer output)
Statistical Discussion and

~umrn&yTables and
Tirnelines
Synthesis
Conciusions
Editing

1

Team Member
R S . Pomeroy and Brenda Katon
R.S. Pomeroy and Brenda Katon
Refined bv Marshall Rina after initial visit
RS.Pomeroy and Brenda Katon
Refined by Marshall Ring after initial visit
Jocel Mayordomo and Len Garces

Len Garces
Marshall Ring
Marshall Ring
Jocel Mayordorno
Che1 Gamo
Che1 Gamo
Brenda Katon
Brenda Katon
Marshall Ring
Brenda Katon
Marshall Ring
Brenda Katon
R S . Pornerov

*where multiple contributors are reported, names are presented in vertical heirarchy in
terms of time contributed. Names on the same Iine indicate equal tirne.
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CHAPTER FOUR: BARANGAY COGTONG
CONTEXTUAL VARIABLES

Contextual variables refer to the key attributes of the resource, resource user, and
management arrangements. There are six variables: 1) physical, technical and biological
attributes; 2) stakeholder, community and fisher attributes; 3) market characteristics; 4)
fisher and community institutional and organizational arrangements; 5) externaf
institutional and organizational arrangements; and, 6) exogenous (macroeconomic,
political, social and nahirai) attributes.

4.1.0 PHYSICAL, TECHNICAL AND BIOLOGICAL

CHARACTERISTICS OF BARANGAY COGTONG
The following section discusses the physical, technical and biological attributes of
Barangay Cogtong that have influenced coastd resource institutional arrangements over
time.

Characteristics of Cogtong Bay. Cogtong Bay has an area of about 10,000 ha and a
relatively shallow depth of less than ten meters (5 fathoms).

The inner portion is

particularly shallow. Mangroves fringe the coastline with an estimated extent of 2,000 ha.

Of these, 1,400 ha are intact, while the rest had been converted to other uses, such as
fishponds (Janiola 1996). Several mangrove forest resentes have also been established in
the Bay such as the mangrove wamp forest reserve extending from Barangay Panas to
Lamanok Point in the southem portion of the Bay,the mangrove wildemess areas located
on four islands: Lumislis, Kati-il, Tabondio and Calanggaman.
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Three rivers empty into the Bay, namely, Cabidian, Longsodaan and Sagumay rivers. Near
the rnouth of these rivers, fishponds are situated. The estuarine condition and river mn-offs

may have influenced the extensive mangrove stands at the inner portion of the Bay.
Seagrass beds and cods &ge the outer edges of the reef on the north fiom Kabulao Point
to Lumislis Island and on the muth, fiom Larnanok Point to Kawasihan. In Tagaytay reec
located east of Lumislis Island at the mouth of the Bay, corals are also present. Off the

northeastem section of Lurnislis Island, about 265 artifkial reef concrete modules were
deployed in the eariy-1990s during the CMMRCRM phase (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Resource map of Cogtong Bay

LEGEND:
Man=rovaa

Source: ICLARM: 1998
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PHYSICAL CEtARACTERISTICS OF BARANGAY COGTONG
Candijay on the Bay's south shore is accessible by an 85 kilometer, three hour bus ride
dong mostiy paved roads Eom the provincial capital of Tagbilaran. Composed of eighty
ha, Barangay Cogtong is spatially the smallea barangay in Candijay but has the highest

population at 2,590. The barangay is 4.5 kilometers away from thepoblacion (municipal
center). Cogtong is able to support a relatively dense population because of the reliance
on fishing. Land use in Cogtong can be divided into four main categories. The largest
segment, 24 ha or thirty percent of barangay land, is devoted to major agricultural crops
such as coconu\ banana and rice. Residential areas account for 16 ha or twenty percent
of total land area in the barangay while business composes the third identifiable use of
land. Thirty percent of the residents and eight ha (10% of total land) are associated with
rome fonn of business venture. The remaining 32 ha (40%) of barangay lands are listed
as "other uses". Other uses include institutional, forest, swamp, marshland, minerals, and
Pasture land.
4.1.1.1 Boundaries

Coastal resources of Cogtong Bay have traditionally been open-access. Outside of some
mangrove areas informally owned by long-term residents and concession license areas,
the mangroves of Cogtong Bay have not had any boundaries. With the exception of a
marine park in Mabini waters since 1978, very few restrictions existed on fish harvesting
methods and none regulating limits. Anyone could fish in the Bay's water or cut trees in
the Bay's mangrove areas. Not even residency within the Bay's municipalities was
required. The CMMRCRM marked the first time property nghts to the Bay's mangroves
were introduced on a large-scale basis.

Fishing boundaries have also since been

introduced with fish sanctuaries in both Candijay and Mabini.

Customary Boundaries. For the fishery, customary boundaries are non-existent. For
mangroves, Iimited customary nghts of tenure date back to the 1940s when some 25
families informally designated mangrove areas under their care and management.
Tenurial rights for each mangrove area of about one hectare or less have been enjoyed by
three generations of residents. Though these rights were initially informal, after a
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complicated process the rights evolved to formal holdings in the late-1980s and 1990s
when the DEMZ entered into 25-year CSC with local mangrove growers. A CSC ensures
the D E M recognizes the CSC holders' right to cut the mangroves, provided the area is
replanted.
Prior to entering into CSC agreements on the traditionally held lands, the DENR
conducted a land survey and asked the users to register their land and pay land taxes.
Some users officially filed with the municipal govemment, others with the DEN& some
to both, and some to neither. The ambiguity of the policy on land registration and tax
payments led some landowners to cornplain in the late-1980s about the situation of CSC
holders who benefit from mangrove holdings but pay no taxes at dl. Under present laws,
CSC holders are not required to pay taxes since they do not own their mangrove holdings.
They are merely stewards of the resource. Consequently, in 1996, Barangay Captain
James Olavides requested the DENR to survey the land again and document the

landholder's area. The second request resulted in the issuance of 25-year CSCs to al1
holders, none of whom had to pay taxes. At the end of the contract, the steward c m re-

~ P P- ~ Y
Political Boundaries. The fiamework for the management of coastal resources in the

Philippines has been described as lacking in central focus, authority, or leadership, and
characterized by a fragmentation of functions. Recent initiatives, however, have sought
to dari@ jurisdictions between the national government and the local government

(DENR, DILG, DA-BFAR and CRMP 1997). Management has improved with the
passage of the Local Government Code (Lm)of 1991 that devolved to the local
governments many responsibilities previously performed by national government
agencies.

In 1975, Presidential Decree 705, known as the Forestry Code of the Philippines, placed
the jurisdiction of forestland, including that of mangroves, under the DENR. National
policies and DENR guidelines for mangrove management are embodied in numerous
legai instruments, covering regulatory measures on mangrove protection, award of
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mangrove stewardship contracts, and reversion of cancelled or expired fishpond lease

areas to mangrove forests, among others. Moreover, the DENR has been involved in
policy issuance and prograrns that focus on the management of mangroves and associated
terrestrial and aquatic flora and fauna within the marine zone (
D
met al. 1997).
The junsdiction of fishponds, however, remained with the Bureau of Fisheries and
Aquatic Resources (BFAR), a bureau under the Department of Agriculture @A).

BFAR's influence as the country's main steward for fishery resources has been
influenced by national legislation.

Under Presidential Decree 704, or the Fisheries

Decree of 1975, BFAR assumed responsibility for the formulation, administration, and
implementation of fishenes policies, regulatory measures, licensing, research, and
statistical data collection on al1 aquatic resources, except in municipal waters. In 1986,
Executive Order 116 changed the scope of BFAR's jurisdiction over fishery resources in
an effort to rationalite the stmcture and functions of existing govemment organizations.
Only the regulatory and research functions remained with BFAq dong with the
provision of policy directions and technical assistance. At present, BFAR exercises
jurisdiction over offshore waters and regdates fishery licensing in these waters.
Legally, junsdiction over municipal waters (waters within 15 kilometers fkom the
shoreline of the municipality) now beiongs to the municipal government. The boundaries

are stipulated by the LGC. Where two municipal waters overlap, the boundary is
equidistant from each municipal shore. Such is the case of Candijay and Mabini.
The passage of the Local Govemment Code in 1991 effected a stmctural power shift that
placed coastal local govemments and cities at the forefiont of resource management.
With the devolution of management fundions to local govemments, the DA has been
stripped of its mandate to directly establish fish sanctuaries in municipal waters. The
DENq on the other hand, is now faced with strong pressure from local govemment units
( L G U s ) to cede authority to manage protected areas established within municipal waters

(DENR et al. 1997). No other masta1 resource management activity (CRM)is accorded
emphasis in the LGC more than the fishery sedor.
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For other CRM activities such as forestry, mining, land use, and environmental
protection, the LGC provides for a "managed" scope of devolution. The DENR remains
as the primary govenunent agency responsible for the conservation, management,
development and proper use of the country's environment and natural resources, as
provided for in DAO (Depariment Administrative Order) No. 30, series of 1992. The
implementation of devolved fiinctions, moreover, is subject to the DENR's supervision,
control and review.
Under the LGC, mangrove conservation and implementation of community-based
forestry projects have been devolved from the DENR to LGUs.

Community-based

forestry projects refer to developmental projects involving local communities that include
integrated social forestry projects, family and cornrnunity contract reforestation,
forestland management agreements, management of communal forests with an area of

fifiy square km or less, and other similar projects @ENR et al. 1997). On the other hand,
the management, protection, and development of dl other areas outside communal forests
remain with the DENR.

For the fisheries, the devolved functions from BFAR cover a broad range: issuance of
fishing licenses for operation of fishing vessels of three gross tons or less, grant of fishery
privileges within municipal waters, imposition of penalties on deleterious fishing
methods, enforcement of fishery laws in municipal waters, enactment of ordinances for
the protection of the marine environment, dispersai of fingerlings for aquaculture,
issuance of perrnits for fish cages, gathering of aquarium fish, and for shelled mollusks,
issuance of licenses for establishing seaweed farms and pearl farms, declaration of closed
seasons, and amicable settlement of boundary disputes between two or more
municipalities.
Historically, the involvement of LGUs in mangrove management has been limited. Prior

to 1970 and to a DENR administrative order, a municipal license was required before any
individual could harvest mangroves. A DENR cuning license is now required. The
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Barangay Council, however, needs to endorse the application to the Municipal Council.
The latter, in tum, forwards the application to the D E M for final approval.
Legal Use Boundaries. Mangroves in Cogtong Bay were subject to legal use boundaries

before the CMMRCRM. Concession licenses, different corn a cutting permit, were the

firn forma1 boundaries intended to regulate the cutting of mangroves. Concession
licenses were large scale harvesting licenses issued to applicants by the DENR's Bureau
of Forestry (later changed to the Bureau of Forest Development). The applicant had to
pay for the license which gave the holder "...the exclusive privilege to cut al1 the
allowable harvestable timber in their respective concessions, and the additional nghts of
occupation possession and control over the same to the exclusion of others...". The most
common type of concession license, lasted for four years. Despite a provision of the
license stipulating sustainable yield harvesting, holders of the licenses often did not
adhere to any limits. Moreover, mangrove cutters in Cogtong Bay did not respect pnvate
concession areas and the concession license did not impose any de facto control on
cutting practices. According to key informants, concession licenses have not been issued
for Cogtong Bay area in the last twenty years.
In 1984, Presidential Proclamation 2 151 and 2 152 respectively declared portions of the
Bay's mangroves wildemess and mangrove swamp forest preserve (Janiola 1996). Four
islands (Lumislis, Cat-il, Cabundio and Calanggarnan) totaling 275 ha were labeled as
wilderness areas. An additional 330 ha of mangroves stretching approximately six
kilometers along the southeast shore from Barangay Panas to Lurnanok Point became
mangrove swamp forests according to Presidential Decree 2152. ClasiQing lands as
either wildemess areas or mangrove swamp forests meant ". ..entry, sale, settlement,
exploitation of whatever nature or forrns of disposition.. ." was not permitted. However
without strict enforcement, compliance with the decrees was low.
The DENR introduced additional legal use boundaries goveming limited portions of
Cogtong Bay's mangroves in 1984 with the first issuance of CSCs associated with the
Integrated Social Forestry (ISF) program. In 1989 CSC coverage expanded when the
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CMMRCRM distributed additional CSCs. Both the 1984 and 1989 individual CSC
holders were vested with rights of access and withdrawal. The contrae States "The
grantee shall have the right to peacefully possess and cultivate the land and enjoy h i t s
thereof. ..". The contract lasts for 25 years at which tirne a renewal can be applied for.
The contract also formally imposes limits, albeit ambiguous, on the amount of trees that

cm be cut. The Grantor of the contract (DENR) sets the lirnits. According to the legal
document, the Grantor ". ..reserves the right to regulate the cutting or harveding of the
timber crops to insure normal balance of forest cover on the land". Stewards reported
their interpretation of the Iimits were "sustainable harvesting".
A fairly new legal use boundary in Barangay Cogtong was instituted when the Candijay

Municipal Council established a fish sanctuary in 1996 at the Islet of Tabong Dio
Cogtong. Municipal Ordinance No. 6 Series of 1996 prohibits al1 fishing, littering,
traveling and swimming within the sanctuary. In addition, 'Wo person or group of
persons is allowed to conduct fishing operations within one hundred fifty (150) meters
fiom the boundary of the fish sanctuary".
Communal Boundnries. Communal use areas for mangrove cutting were established in
Candijay. An informa1 agreement exists whereby a11 Candijay residents are permitted to
cut mangroves within the six Candijay communal areas. However, the cut wood cannot
be sold outside the municipality, and for each tree cut, a propagule must be planted.

Technical Boundaries. No comprehensive zoning or technical boundary delineation

exists in Cogtong Bay in terms of restoration zones, research areas, recreational areas,
and multiple use zones. A few areas, however, have been declared as protected areas,
such as the mangrove wilderness, swamp forest reserve, and fish sanctuary.
4.1.2

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
4.1.2.1 Capture Fishery and Fishing Gear

Traditionally, Cogtong fishers have used fish corrals (bunsod). The 1970s, however,
ushered in gillnets, filter nets, and blast fishing, which intensified fishing operations. The

introduction of Danish seine in the late-1970s and the proliferation illegal fishing
operations further hastened resource depletion. Over time, capture fishery in Cogtong
Bay has become even more multi-gear. At present, fishers use nine distinct types of gear.
The predominant gear types are gillnet or pukor (48%), simple handline or pasol(22%),
and fish corral (1 1%). Other gear types are squid jigger (tsa-tsa),longline (palangre),
bagnet (basning), speargun @ana),fish pot (bzrbo), and Danish seine (liba-liba).About
91 percent of the respondents reported that they operate their own gear.

Picture 3. Danish Seine. Barangay Cogtong, Candijay.
Based on key informant interviews on fishing gear operations, gillnets and fish corrals are
used year-round (Figure 4). Longlines and squid jiggers are deployed fkom May to August.
Gillnets for crabs are used only fiom August to December, while gillnets for shrimps are
used fiom Apnl to September. Simple handlines are deployed fiom September to
November.
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Cont'd.
Gcur Type

Çpecies Caught

4nduhno (mackercl), bilnsoti ( fusilicr), nmngsi (lierring),
'nmbiyaoan ( trcavall y), snniiriori (iack)
-

-

-

-

Simple Iiandlinc (Pnsol)

mdohoo (mackercl), bi lnsar~(fusi 1ier), rrrclori, soniit~on(jack),
bonsikol, lomhiynonn (scad), nlnngsi (licrring), bilong-biIong
(spottcd moonfisli), ~~birclIas,
hnng.s(~wm,trmgko (frigatc
rnackcrel), tangigirc (frigatc mackcrcl), tnlnkirok (trcvally),
rnnyn-maya (snappcr),ulmg (lobstçr)

Fisli Corral (Bunsod)

timbrrngnn (goatfisli), gisnw (niullct), diwir (tiairtail), brrgoong
(tigerfish), pworpor ,knbnsi (sardine) bnbnknn, korambok
(pargo), molmol (wrassc), sopoyotr , tigi, sopsop (sliplmouth),
libgoo, kliong (rabbitfisli), dnnggit (rabbitfish,J,halo
(needlefish), labayari (wrassc),pnstryon (slirinip), bilfison
(fusilier), rcidon, sominan (jack), bansikol, ~arrrhiynoon(scad),
mangsi (herring), mangko (frigatc mackcrcl) ,fnngig~ic
(frigate mackerel), talokirok (trçvally),nioyrr-nioyn (siiappcr),
irlmg (lobster)
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Effective Fishing Tirne. In t e m s of effective fishing time, 58 percent of the respondents

operate for three to six hours, while 32 percent operate from seven to ten hours. About ten
percent fish for more than ten hours.
Manuel Badayos and Eduardo Bajardo, both 49 years of age, share, "We normdy h e dfor
ourfishing spots ai 7.00 a m and return ut about 1:OOp.m It tokes us one hour to reach
our fishing spots, which cover Lumirls, Kàîi-il, Luno4 Kmvmihart, Tagaytay and
Banlas Fishers from Mabini and other neighboring municipolities also frequent these
spots NormaIlj, we would set ourfishing gear for about one hour. If there is no catch?
Ive

would trunsfer tu anotherfshing spot" They add, "The length of tim we usuallj

devote tofishing hm not changed since the 1 97Uspbut ourfish catch >vashigher then"

Types of Boats Used and Crew Sue. The majority (71%) of the fishers in Cogtong use

non-motorized boats, particularly gillnetters. Oniy 29 percent use motorized boats. Boat
ownership in Cogtong is high (92 %).
In terms of the number of persons involved in fishing operations, ninety percent of the
respondents operate with a crew of one or two people. This reflects the predominance of
simple gear types and of non-motorized boats.

Fish Harvest Sharing System. The sharing of fish harvest in Cogtong depends on the
type of gear and ownership of the boat used in fishing. With gillnets, the most common

sharing system after deducting al1 the expenses incurred during the fishing trip is 213 of
the net earnings to the boat owner and 113 to the fisher or crew. If the fisher owns the
boat and mobilizes a family member to assist him during fishing operations, the entire

fish harvest usually goes to the fisher. For simple handlines and longlines, the sharing
system is similar. Users of fish corrals, spears, fish pots and squid jiggers, on the other
hand, normally get al1 the harvest. In other cases, users of squid jiggers simply divide the
harvea equally among the fishers involved. Those engaged in bagnet and Danish seine
operations usually follow a sharing system of 415 to the owner and 115 to the crew.
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4-1.2.2 Mangroves

Traditionally, mangrove wood was used for wnstructing houses and fish corrals as well
for firewood. The traditional and current technique of cutting mangroves in both
Cogtong and Marcelo is with a M a , an instrument resembling a machete.
Over the years, the low intensive cutting of mangroves for traditional purposes changed.

In 1965, Dr. Lim moved to Cogtong from Iloilo and developed the first fishpond on the
Bay's shore. Fishponds soon became a popular business venture. The Department of
Agriculture @A) awarded Fishpond Lease Agreements (FLAs) to applicants that gave
the holders the privilege of engaging in fishpond operations. Eduardo Bajardo, 49 years
of age, recalls, "In the 1970s and early 1980s, hrge mangrove areas were converted to

fishponds. Attractive returns from the culture offish, prmvns and shrimps motivated
village residents to engage in aqunculture "

In the early-1970s, traditional low intensive cutting methods gave way to large-scale
harvesting of the mangrove forest with the arriva1 of commercial cutters in Cogtong. The
wood was sold in larger market centers in Tagbilaran and Cebu.
At present, cutting permits are no longer issued to FLA holders. Occasionally, however,
commercial cutters reportedly corne to Cogtong Bay to cut mangroves on one of the
islands (Le., Lumislis) protected under Presidential Decree 215 1 or 2152. In general,
mangrove cutting is reverting to low intensive cutting by local residents.
4.1.2.3 Sources of Information on Fisheries and Mangroves

Fishers in Cogtong tend to be more dependent on intemal information sources than on
extemal sources. The primary information sources are other fishers (59%) and parents
(22%). About 17 percent of the respondents reported that they leaned fishing practices

on their own. The role of govermnent technicians in information dissemination appears
minimal (2%).
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On mangrove technologies, other fishers are also the main source (33%), followed by
non-govemment organizations (7%), govemment technicians (7%), and information
drives (4%). The rest of the respondents did not cite any information source on
mangrove technologies.
4.1.3

BIOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTICS
4.1.3.1 Corals and Associated Benthos.

To assess the condition of coral reefs and associated benthic iife forms in Cogtong Bay,
ICLARM's research team adopted the manta tow reconnaissance technique (English et al.
1994). This technique allows a visual assessrnent of large reef areas within a short time.

The manta tow survey was conducted by towing a snorkeler holding a manta board
following the contour of the reef dope. Each tow lasted for two minutes at a speed of 1
to 1.5 knots (0.7 - 1.0 mis). A semi-quantitative description of the percentage cover, Le.,
iive, dead and sofl corals, was estimated using the following categories: 1 = 0-10%; 2 =
11-30%; 3 = 3 MO%; 4 = 5 1-75%; and 5 = 76-100%.

Twenty-four (24) tows were done dunng the field survey conducted in July 1997 covering
about three-km of coastline. Of these, eight tows (Tow No. 1-8) were conducted at the
eastem section of Lumislis Island, four tows (Tow No. 9- 12) in Tagaytay reef, and 12 tows

(Tow No. 13-24) fiom Lamanok Point to Kawasihan (near Calangaman Island).
The results of the manta tow survey indicate that living coral condition at the eastem side
of Lumislis Island can be classified as poor to f ~ rwith
, percentage live coral cover ranging

from 11 to 50 percent (Figure 5). At Tagaytay Reef, reiatively good conditions of corals
were observed (i.e., live coral cover of 5 1-75 percent). The relative higher percentage of
live corals in the area must have been influenced by hydrographie charactenstics, such as
depth of the reefs, water transparency, and circulation. Corals normally grow in welloxygenated, wann and clear waters that are fiee from suspended sediments, excessive
freshwater nin-off and pollutants (Nybakken 1982;White L 990).

-
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4.1.3.2 Mangrove Community
Four sampling sites were visited during the July 1997 survey. These include: Lumislis and
Kati-il Isiands, Panas, and Katungkian (the mangrove reforestation site). In each sampling
site, the w n s e a line plot method described in English et al. (1994) was used with some
modification. Starting fiom the seaward extent of the mangrove area, a transect line was
extended landwards and perpendicular to the shore.

Picture 4. Reforested Mangrove Island. Cogtong Bay.

At ten-meter intervals along the line, the girth at breast height (GBH)of trees within a 10 x
10-m plot was measured with a fiberglass rneasuring tape. Those with a circumference of

more than 12.5 cm (or 4-cm diameter at breast height, DBH) were recorded as trees. To
measure the regenerative capacity of a particular site, mangrove seedling and saplings were
counted. Those under 12.5 cm in circumference but over one meter high were recorded as
saplings, and the rest (height less than 1-m) were counted as seedlings. The saplings were
counted within a 5 x 5-m subplot, and the seedlings, within a 1 x 1-m subplot.
To compare mangrove sites, three ecological parameters were used: 1) relative density
(proportional number of species); 2) relative fiequency (likelihood of encountering the
species); and 3) relative dominance (proportional basal area covered by the species, which
is a measure of the stand development). The forrnulae used were:
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-

individuals of the species
sum of ail individuals

Relative frequency

=

fieouencv of the species

sum of fiequencies of al1 species
Relative dominance

=

basal area for the species
total of basal areas for dl species

Four major mangrove species are found in the survey sites (Table 2). Rhizopora sp. is the
most common species in Cogtong Bay, based on their relative density, fiequency and
dominance values. Other species include Son~ierutiusp., Avicennia p. and Bmgiera sp.

Bncgiera sp. is present in Kati-il Island, while Rhizophora sp. is found in Panas.
Basa1 area contribution h m the stations was highest at Katungkian, the mangrove
reforestation site with total basal area of 6.82 m2-ha-'. This suggests that the location of the
reforestation site is suitable for mangroves. The relatively shallow depth, protection fiom
waves, muddy substrate, and extensive fiesh water run-offs, are among the factors that
influence the relatively good growth of mangroves at Katungkian. The basal area of the
mangroves in Cogtong Bay, however, is relatively low compared to the mangrove stands
reported in Honda Bay, Palawan (16.47 rn2.ha-') (Garces et al. 1996); Malaysia (27.02
m2ha'') (Gong et al. 1990) and in Indonesia (30.50 m2ha*')(Atmadja and Soerojo 1990).
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Table 2. Structural Cornparison of Mangrove Stands in Cogtong Bay, Bohol
Sarnpling
Site
Catiil Island

Sonneratia sp.
Avicennia sp.
Rhizophora
I
sp.

BA'

Ave.
DBH'

Genus

,

(m2/ha)

28.7
23 -9
10.7

BruMerasp.

2.0
60.6
32.3

60.6
32.3
7.1

62.6
34
5.5

154.0
153.2
56.9

0.21
3.98

7.1

2.0

1.5

24.8

0.06
2.40

1.31

14.0

Total
Lumislis
Island

DI'

RDmS

RD3

2.8

Someratia sp.

20.5

2.16

55.7

65.2

51.2

194.8

Avicennia sp.
Rhizophora
sp.
Total

38.2
22.1

0.77
1.29

14.0
30.4

13.9
20.9

18.3
30.6

85.2
105.2

Rhizophora
sp.

17.9

4.44

100

100

100

322.3

Sonneratia sp.
Avicennia sp.
Rhizophora
sp
Total

23.5
28
23.6

0.04

0.57

0.6
7.8
91.6

0.6
7.82
91.6

0.56
8.35
91.1

25.2
52.5
304.1

1
1.5

3.98

1

I

Panas Islet

Katungkian
(Mangrove
Reforestation
Site)

,

6.21

6.82

0.0

2.1

'

diameter at breast height
~e lative demity
elu ut ive dominance
7
Diversity index
4
Relativefreqz<emy lmportame valire
'baralIn other Philippine coastal areas, low basal area values have been reporied in severai bays:
Carigara Bay, 9.84 m2*hà1(Bonga et ai. 1996); Panguil Bay, 9.08 m2.ha-' (Lumasag and
Openiano 1990); and San Miguel Bay, 6.53 m'.ha'' (Vega et al. 1994). These are bays
where overharvesting and mangrove conversions to aquaculhire are major causes of
degradatioddestruction of mangroves.
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4.1.3.3 Fish Catch and Species Composition

A variety of fish species is caught in Cogtong Bay and its adjacent coastal waters.

Species caught by gillnets Vary fiom soft-bottom to reef (hard-bottom) dwelling species goatfishes, rabbitfishes, sardines, slipmouths, wrassses, and shrimpskrabs. Those caught

with handlines @oth simple and longlines) are pelagic fishes, such as mackerels, fusiliers,
scads, jacks and reef dwelling snappers.
The composition of fish caught has changed over the years. Feliciano Guterez, 48 years of
age, recalls, cCD~ring
the 1960s, most of ourfsh catch consisted of more expensive reef
filte., such as groupers, snnppers, and SpanLFh mockerels. Nmv, Ive rarely see them
anyniore nie types offish Ive normdly catch now are cheaper and less valuable"

Based on key informant interviews, the typical catch per fishing trip in 1997 of the majority
(about 80%) of Cogtong fishers was wo to ten kg, down from about 15-20 kg in the 1960s
(Table 3). Catches of gillnets, which were higher at twenty to forty kg in the 1960s,
progressively fell to three to ten kg in the 1990s. Catches from fish corrals, along with
other types of fishing gear, showed a similar downtrend over time.
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Trends in Catch Rates (kgltrip) of selected fishing gear in Cogtong Bay:
Cogtong

Fishing Gear
1. Set

1960s

1980s

1990s

10 kg

5-7 kg

2 kg

5 kg

1-2 kg

1970s

I

longline 10- 15 kg

(palangre)
2. Crab/fish pot (bubu)

10-15 kg

10 kg

3. Spear gun (pana)
4. Squid jigger (tsa-tsa)
5. Simple handline

10 kg
10- 15 kg
10 kg

7 kg
(7-8 kg)
Less than 10
kg
5-10 kg

5-8 kg
5-8 kg
5-7 kg

3 kg
1-2 kg
1-2kg

4-6 kg

2 kg

15-20 kg

6-10kg

3-10 kg

10-20 kg

10-15

2-9 kg

(pasol)
6. Squid jigger (Ulang- 10-12 kg
ulang)
20-40kg
7. Gillnet
(sometimes 50
@ukot/lambat)
kg)
S. Fish Corral (bunsod) 20-30 kg

Feliciano Guterez, a crab catcher at present, notes, "In the 1960s, Ive could easily catch I O
kg of crobs or more in jusî hnlf a day. New, it is dl%ficulttu catch men a kilo. We
amibute this to the increme in the nunrber of crnb catchers, tlre uncontrulled cum0ng4

mangrove trees for firovood and fur house construction, and the conversion of
mangroves into fishponds

We Izme observed a decline in the volume of bivalves and

At present, Mr. Simplicio Anud, a fish corral owner, harvests two kg of fish per day during

the lean season (February to lune) and nine kg per day during the peak season (September
to January). Mr. Aparici, a gillnet operator, catches ten kg of fish per day during the peak
season. An operator of push nets indicated that pollution fiom fishpond areas may have
adversely affecteci his shrimp catch. He noted relatively smaller shrimps (st~gpo)in his
catch.
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4.1.3.4 Fishing Grounds

Based on the household survey, the majority (78%) of the fishers from Cogtong vil1;ige
operate inside the Bay, while 22% fish outside the Bay. The localized range may be partly
attributed to the predominance of non-motorked boats owndoperated by the fishers in the
area. These fishers employ gillnets and simple handlines. For fish corrals, about seven
units are operating at the inner portion of the Bay.
Key informants mentioned that the encroachment on their traditional fishing areas is a
negative effect of the mangrove rehabilitation project. Before 1988, the distance between
fish corrals was more than 200 meters, but this was shortened when mangrove
rehabilitation starteci.
Fishing spots fiequented by the fishers are the shallow portions of the Bay. About 37
percent of the fishers operate in waters less than five fathoms (1 5 m), whiIe twenty- percent
fish in waters with a depth of six to ten fathorns (18-30 m). Gillnets, simple handlines and
longlines are commonly employed within the Bay. Fishing operations outside the Bay are
usually in waters exceeding 25 fathoms (75 m). Gillnets are also used outside the Bay to a
limited extent. Figure 6 ponrays the depth of fishing operations by gear type.

Figure 6. Depth of Fishing Operations by Gear Type

Source- ICLARld 1998

4.1.3.5 Perceived Trends in the Condition of Fishery and Mangrove

Resources
To obtain a comparative perception of resource conditions 54 heads of fishing
households in Cogtong were asked to descnbe the condition of fishery resources 15 years
ago and today. A similar question was asked on the condition of mangrove resources.
Fishery Resources. About 65 percent of the fishers expressed that 15 years ago (1982),

fishery resources were in a relatively good condition. The underlying reasons were
linked to abundant fish catch, fewer resource users, and limited commercial fishing.

About 24 percent, on the other hand, felt that the resources were in a bad shape due to
illegal fishing activities, mangrove cutting, damaged habitats, and decreasing fish catch.
Some 11 percent stated that fishery resources were neither in a bad nor good condition.
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In terms of the perceived condition of fishery resources today, fishers perceive resource
deterioration. The majority (80%) felt that the resources are now in a bad shape (Table 4)
citing a declining fish catch as the predominant reason. Illegal fishing, overfishing,
habitat destruction, presence of commercial fishers, use of fine mesh nets, and population
growth were also considered contributing factors. Only 15 percent perceived a very good
resource condition at present. The rest (5%) perceived no change at d l .

Mongrove Resources.

On the condition of mangrove resources 15 years ago, the

perception is somewhat divided. Almost the same percentage of respondents viewed the
resource condition as good (46%) or bad (45%). The rest (9%) were neutral. Those
perceiving the resource condition as good attributed it to the presence of thick mangrove
stands and to minimal fishpond development in the village. Those who viewed the
mangrove resource condition as bad cited the uncontrolled cutting of mangroves,
decrease in mangrove stands, fishpond development, and decreasing fish catch.
With regard to the perceived resource condition today, the percentage of respondents who
regarded the condition as bad increased to 65 percent, largely due to uncontrolled
mangrove cutting, decline in mangrove stands, fishpond development, and declining fish
catch. A lower percentage of respondents who perceived the resource situation as good
(28%) explained that this could be attnbuted to mangrove reforestation efforts,

irnprovement in fish catch, and information campaigns.
Comparing resource conditions now versus 15 years ago (1982), a statistically significant
increase emerged in the perception of bad resource conditions for fisheries (pc0.05)as
well as for mangroves @<0.01). This implies that overall, the perception of resource
conditions has worsened. Though the CMMRCRM introduced coaaal resource
management interventions fiom 1989 to 1991 and though fishers have noted an
improvement in their fish catch after the mangroves were rehabilitated, the perception is
that earlier resource conditions have not been fiilly restored.
rehabilitation and protection efforts remain imperative.

Continuing resource
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Table 4. Perceived Resource Conditions Based on Household Survey Resuits:
Cogtong

Condition

15 Years Ago (1982)

No,

YO

24.0
11.0
65.0
100.0

43
3

80.0
5.0
15.0
100.0

45.0
9.0
46.0
100.0

35
4
15
54

NO.

Fishexy:
Bad
Neither bad nor good
Good
Total
Mangroves:
Bad
Neither bad nor good
GOO~
Total

Today (1997)

'Y0

13
6
35
54

I

8

54

T-value

P

-6.153

c0.01
I

-2.107
24
5
25

54

1

1

<O.OS

65.0
7.0

1

28.0
100.0

1

4

4.1.3-6 Perceived Importance of Mangrove Management

Al1 the respondents were unanimous in expressing that mangrove management is
essential to the fishery, regardless of membership in the village-based fishers'
association, known as the Partaghizrsa su Gagmying Mmagat

sa Cogfong

(PAGAMACO). This indicates an awareness of the interaction of coastal ecosystems
that may be attributed, in part, to information campaigns and training sessions carried out
by the project. Based on multiple responses, observations since the introduction of
mangrove management in Cogtong include: 1) expanded mangrove stands (61%); 2)
improved fish habitats (54%); 3) increased fish catch (19%); and 4) less fishpond
development (4%).
4.1.3.7 Ecological Knowledge

Based on a random sample survey of 54 fishers in July 1997, the respondents exhibited
knowledge of various characteristics of the sea and Coast that help the fish to grow and be
healthy. Multiple responses include the presence of sea grassedseaweeds (82%),
existence of mangroves (52%), presence of corals (28%), and presence of algae (13%).
Members and non-members alike gave similar responses.
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No zoning or technical boundaries are present for mangroves in Cogtong Bay. Technical

boundaries exist for fishing regarding the species of fish harvested during diffrrent
periods of the year due to the pelagic characteristics of the fish.

To try to extrapolate more traditional ecological knowledge (TEK)dunng key informant
interviews, respondents were asked if any stories existed that influenced mangrove or
fish harvesting behaviours. For example, some key interviews were asked "Do you know
of any stones that say one should not fish during the full rnoon because bad things may
happen to you or your family"? Generally, respondents laughed at such an absurd
statement. A possible explanation is that cultural practices that encourage sustainability
(one of the values of TEK perkes 19891) only perpetuate themselves when validated
with positive reinforcement. For example, if one harvesting method reduces the
reproduction capacity of a resource by twenty percent. white another does not affect the
reproductive capacity, the latter should be culturally preferred. More accurately, one
could expect to find the former culturally restricted through social sanctions or even
taboos. However, if the resources are so abundant that the community of users can easily
sustain their needs with a regeneration rate of only fifiy percent, then there would be no
incentive to use the more environmentally harvesting method.
Remembering the historical context of Cogtong Bay, resources were always abundant,
and most mangrove wood and fish harvesters had similar, low intensity harvesting
methods. Resource conflicts and shortages did not aise until the 1970s - only about
thirty years ago. A defining element of TEK is an information source that is passed down
from generation to generation. Ifone accepts that resource shortages are a major prerequisite to positive reinfiorcement, and positive reinforcement is required to perpetuate
culturally preferred harvesting methods, then the short period of resource conflicts would
not be suficient to develop a rich TEK system regulating hawesting methods.
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4.2.0 STAKEHOLDER, COMMUNITY, AND FISHER

CHARACTERISTICS
This section presents the socio-economic characteristics of stakeholders, fisher
cornmunity, and fishers, which cary implications for resource use and for incentives to
cooperate and coordinate.

Among others, it highlights the social homogeneity of

Barangay Cogtong, the high dependence of the village on fishery resources, the extent of
fisher participation in the project, the motivation of resource users, and the extent of
fisher satisfaction with their chosen occupation. The evolution of stakeholder groups as
well as the socio-economic characteristics of the community, sample fishers and fisher
househoids is assessed to determine the influence on incentives to cooperate and
coordinate such characteristics have.
4.2.1

Stakeholders

Stakeholders are defined as institutions. social groups and individuals that possess a
specific, direct and significant interestktake in the area. The stake may corne from
institutional mandate, historical association, dependence for livelihood, econornic
interest, geographic proximity or a variety of other capabilities and concerns. Usually
stakeholders are aware of their interests in the management of an area (NCN 1996).
Not al1 stakeholders are equally interested ir. conserving a resource, nor equally entitled
to have a role in resource management. Stakeholders therefore must be distinguished.
Cnteria to diainguish stakeholders are presented in Box 2 (TUCN 1996). Social actors
who score high on several accounts may be considered as primary stakeholders and those
with lower scores secondary stakeholders. An individual may have representation in
several stakeholder groups.
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Box 2. Possible Criteria to Distinguish Among Stakeholders

1
1

1

Existing rights to natural resources
Continuity of relationship (e-g., residents versus visitors and tounsts)
-

a

-

-

Unique knowledge and skills for handling resources at stake

l
I

l

J

Losses and damage incurred in the management process
Historical and cultural relations with the resource at stake
4

Degree of economic and social reliance on such resources
Degree of effort and interest in management
Equity in the access to the resources and distribution of benefits from their use
/

Compatibility of the interests and activities of the stakeholder with the national

1

conservation and developrnent policies
-

a

-

-

-

-

-

- -

~resentor potential impact of the activities of the stakeholder on the resource base

Barangay Cogtong has a variety of stakeholders with an interest in the coastal resources.
Some stakeholder groups are directly concerned with the mangrove wood, others the
fishery, and still others the ecosystern functions provided by mangroves.

Members of Panaghizisa Sa Gagmay Ztg Mannnagat Sa C o s m g (PAGAMACO) can be
identified as primary stakeholders.

Original PAGAMACO members participated in

either the mangrove rehabilitation, artificial reef construction (AR) or mariculture
component of the CMMRCRM. Members of the group, mainly fishers, also attended
project activities such as seminars and meetings, and helped enforce fishery and
mangrove laws. Moreover, group members worked together with the Barangay and
Municipal Councils to stnve for a healthy ecosystem. Today, the re-organized group
works closely with the United Barangay Federation (UBF) and Municipal Council to
protect and manage coastal resources.

The firewood gatherers of Cogtong Barangay are an informa1 group who directly relies
on access to mangrove stands to cut and sel1 the wood as their primary source of
livelihood.

1
1
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Fishers and shell gatherers (mainly women) who are not part of PAGAMACO are also
stakeholders. Both informa1 groups benefit from healthy mangroves. The fishers usually
provide the primary source of income and food for their households while shell gatherers
augment family income and food source.
Holders of FLAs comprise another group of stakeholders.

There is no forma1

organization but members of the group are individuals who have a legal claim on the land
and have usually invested both time and money into developing or attempting to develop
the land into a fishpond.
Fish vendors also rely on the fishery. The IiveIihoods of fish vendors are dependent on
abundant fish. No formal market arrangements exist outside the vendors procuring and
selling fish on a competitive basis.
The Cogtong Barangay Council emerged as a stakeholder during the CMMRCRM by
offenng moral support to project activities and helping with information carnpaigns and

stricter enforcement. Today, the Barangay Council is even more active in managing
coastal resources and has joined the UBF to have a stronger voice in influencing
decision-making on coastal management.
The Candijay Municipal Council exercises junsdiction over municipal waters. It has

invested efforts in coastal resource management by passing enabling legislation,
extending moral support, and helping with enforcernent efforts.
The DENR is also a key player.

It has junsdiction over mangrove areas outside

communal forests. It was also involved in the CMMRCRM implementation.
4.2.2

COMMUNITY CaARACTERISTICS

Cogtong, a coastal barangay of Candijay was originally settled because of abundant
fishery resources. The reliance and deep cultural value fishing holds in the comrnunity is
evidenced by the name "Cogtong". The barangay derived its name nom the legend of a
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Cogtog

large fish named Kogtong that helped to ensure abundant fish harv2sts for the original
barangay residents. The residents of Barangay Cogtong have since expanded on the
livelihood sîrategies employed by the original settlers. Cogtong now offen many more
employment opportunities.

Fish vendors and other business directed jobs offer

alternatives, as do various government jobs such as teaching. Although the economy of
Cogtong has expanded, fishing is still the economic rnainaay and foundation upon which
other employrnent opportunities is built.
When the CMMRCRM was introduced to Cogtong, there were approximately 380
households. In 1997, the households increased to 445, representing an increase of 17
percent from 1988 (the pre-project penod).

The overall occupational structure has

remained fairly stable over time, where fishing households have accounted for 45 percent
and fish vendors, 15 percent (Table 5). Laborers and small business operators have
increased slightly to 12 percent and 1 1 percent, respectively.
Individuals using the mangroves as a primary occupation have, however, decreased
substantially since the CMMRCRM from 11 percent in 1988 to three percent today.
Several factors c m be attributed to this trend. First, there are fewer areas to cut wood

from now that the majority of mangroves have formal property rights. Second, although
mangrove areas have been replanted, the CSC holders are mostly fishers. Funher, the
stands are not yet mature enough to begin cutting. Fourth, within the barangay, the
tradition is for children to follow in the same line of employment as their parents.
However, more with mangrove users than fishers and f m e r s , the children are finding
other jobs.
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Table 5. Distribution of Households by Primary Occupation: Cogtong
Occupation

i

Fisher
Fish Vendor
Laborer
Small Business Operator
Governrnent Employee
Manpove Gatherer
Driver
Fanner
Total

t

1988 (%)
45
15
6
7
12

1997 (Yi)
45
15
12
11

II
2
2
100

3
2

10

I

2
100

I

Overall, the village residents of Cogtong may be regarded as fairly homogeneous in terms
of ethnicity and religion. The present village population is predominantly of native
ongin, where Boholanos comprise ninety percent. Non-Boholanos, such as Cebuanos,
Hiligaynons, and other ethnic groups, account for ten-percent. In terms of religion, the
Roman Catholics have continued to be dominant (90%). The rest (10%) are Seventh Day
Adventists, Jehovah' s Witnesses, and IgZesiu nz Krisro.
At present, the village facilities are varied. These include: a pre-school, elernentary
school, high school, and a govemment-run fisheries college. The village also has a health
center, a village hall, food market, restaurant, drug store, television facilities, electnc
service, radio staticn, postal service, and public transportation. Water is supplied from a
variety of sources: water piped from a submersible pump; one communal artesian well;
three privately owned artesian wells; a deep well; and, natural springs. Electricity
accounts for 80 percent of light generated, while kerosene only twenty percent. Wood is
the primary fiel (go%), followed by electricity (5%) and kerosene (5%).

Providing

recreational outlets for the village residents are a cemented basketball court, a tennis
court, a mini-park, and multiple video houses.
Overall, the integration of Cogtong village into the national economy may be regarded as
low to medium. Market links are medium, marked by the daily transport of fish by public
transportation to neighbouring villages and municipalities. Transportation links are low
due to the presence of unpaved roads to and ffom the village and of the sole dependence
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on motorcycles as a mode of transportation. Communication links are medium. A handheld radio in the village and a telephone facility are available at the Candijay :own center,
about seven km away. By contrast, political links are high since the mayor of Candijay
visits the village more than once a year.
4.2.3

CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE FISHERS

A randorn sarnple of 54 fishing households was drawn fkom the village population. The

sample comprised 27 members of the project beneficiary association, known as

PAGAMACO, as well as 27 non-members. Table 6 shows no statistically significant
difference between members and non-members in terms of mean age, education,
household size, and length of residence in the village (p>0.05). On the average, the
survey respondents are 48 years of age, have completed an elementary education and
have resided in the village for about 37 years. The majonty of the respondents were bom
in Cogtong (54%), while the rest came from neighbouring Visayan areas (44%) and from
far-flung Luzon in the Northem Philippines (2%). The average household consists of

five members.
Table 6. Characteristics of Sample Fishers: Cogtong
Variable

YO

1

%NonMember

Members
I

1

Age
Education
Household size
Years of residence in
the village

49.2
6.5
5.2
39.0

46.8
6.1
4.2
34.2

1

1
1

%Total

( T-value

1

P

1

47.9
6.3
4.7
36.6

0.72
0.45
1.36
1.O7

>O.OS
>O.OS
>O.OS
>0.05

In terms of fishing experiencc, most respondents (76%) reported that they have been
fishing for more than 15 years. About 11 percent of the respondents have fished for L 115 years, and 12 percent, for 10 years or less. In the past, 48 percent were also engaged

in non-fishing occupations such as vending, farming and carpentry. Between members
and non-mernbers, a statistically significant difference does not exist (X2=2.67,
p0.05).

1
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In tems of participation in the project, Table 7 shows that members differ significantly
nom non-members in four aspects of project interventions: attendance at project
meetings, completion of training, influence over project planning, and knowledge of
project objectives. Based on the household survey in Cogtong, attendance at project

meetings was higher for members than non-members (52% versus 19%; x2=6.58,
p<O.OS). On the average, most respondents attended five meetings or less. Training
completion, likewise, was statiaically higher for members than for non-members (30%
versus 7%); ~ ~ 4 . 4pc0.05).
2 ,
The training duration lasted for a minimum of three days
and a maximum of ten days.

Training topics covered mangrove planting and

management, establishment of artificial reefs, Iivelihood, and leadership, among others.
The project staff of ACIPHIL and the Department of Trade and Industry @TI) provided
the training.
Table 7. Fisher Participation in the froject: Cogtong
Variable

%

Members

1

% NonMember

% Total

x2

P

I
Attend project meetings
Cornpiete training
Influence project
planning
Knowledge of project
objectives

51.9
29.6
48.1

18.5
7.4
5.3

35.2
18.5

6.58
4.42

33.3

5.33

0.01
0.04
O.02

100.0

85.2

92.6

4.32

0.04

The survey results, show that more members than non-members indicated that they were
able to influence project planning (48% versus 5%; x2=5.33,
pCO.05) and that members
had a greater knowledge of project objectives (100% versus 85%; x2=4.32;p<O.OS).
These responses are consistent with actual project objectives.
4.2.3.1 Fisher Households

Household Size and Out-Migration. About 78 percent of the respondents have six

members or less in their households. The rest (22%) have a larger household size of
more than six members. More than one-half (57%) of the households also reported that
some of their household members have left Cogtong for various reasons. These are to

work (80%), to get married (Il%), and to study (9%). The usual destinations include
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Metro Manila (50%), other provinces (33%), and other municipalities on Bohol (8%).
Accounting for the rest of the destinations are other countries (6%) and other villages
within Candijay (3%).
Educational and Occupational Profile of Wives. The educational profile indicates that

about 55 percent of the wives received an elementary education, while some 26 percent
went to high school. A few (19%) pursued a college education. About four percent did
not go to school at dl. In terms of age, eighty percent of the wives are more than 35
years of age. About 13 percent are in the 25-30-age bracket.
In Cogtong, women's key roles in the village economy and contributions to the support

of their households involve the use of local resources. About thirty percent of the wives
are engaged in imporîant subsistence and income-generating activities, such as shellfish
gleaning, fish vending, oyster gathering, selling cooked food, and nipa shingle-making2.
Others are store owners (9%), teachers (4%), laundry women (2%), and dressmakers
(2%). About 53 percent are housekeepers and caregivers.

During the CMMRCRM implementation, women were actively involved in the fishers'
association despite the lack of any deliberate planning on the pan of project designers or
staff30 target women (Mehra, Alcon and Baling 1993). An apparent lack of involvernent
could be Iinked to their perception of women's roles as their husband's "helpers".

Women were rnost active in providing voluntary labour for mangrove rehabilitation and

for mariculture (oysters and mussels). They also cooked community meals when the men
installed the artificial reefs.
When the CMMRCRM introduced oyster culture in Cogtong, the women assisted their
husbands in stringing the collectors together, installing stakes, and hanging collectors,
They also did much of the harvesting (Mehra, Alcott and Baling 1993).
Household Assets. Unlike paid and fixed employment, income from fishing cannot be

adequately quantified due to the absence of record-keeping and to the daily income
Nipa treeS esxntially lack a m.& mahm trees are composed almon entirely of large leaves that shoot up
fiom the grouad The leaves are interwoven and form rooftops that last for about five years. In Cogtong
Bay, Nipa therefore is analogous to Western "shingiesn.
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variations (Pomeroy et al. 1996). In lieu of actual income, relative wealth was based on

house structure, household fumishings/facilities, and ownenhip of productive assets (Le.,

land and boats).

Picture 5. Mid-Range Household. Cogtong Bay.

Table 8.
r

Percent Distribution of Assets: Cogtong

Variable
House Structure
Minimal
Low
Medium
High

Household Furnishing
1 and Facilities
Minima1
Low
Medium
High

% Non-

Members

Member

A

x2

% Total

P
0.08

6.78

14.8
48.1
25.9
11.2

11.1
33.3
55.6

-

13.0
40.7
40.7

5.6
0.25

4.08

1

11.1
55.6

1

-

18.5
44.4
25.9
11.1

29.6

37.0

33.3

Land Ownership
Ownenhip motorized boat.

YO

1

89.7

1

93 -3

1

14.8
50.0
29.6
5.6

1

33 -3

1

91.5

1

0.56

0.33

1

0.26

1

0.61

1
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To evaluate house structure, four categones were used: minimal, low, medium and high.
A minimal house structure refers to a house made up entirely of light matenals, such as

bamboo, cogon and nipa, including the fiames. A low quality house structure consists of
light matenals for the walls and roofs but the fiames are made of wood or lumber. A
medium quality structure combines lumber and concrete for the walls and fiames but uses
nipa or cogon for the roof A high quality house structure, on the other hand, has either a
roughly or completely finished external surface and painted or cemented imer walls,
along with galvanized iron sheets for the roof. Table 8 shows no statistically significant
difference berneen memb ers and non-members (x2=6.
78, p>0.05). Non-members,
nonetheless, are more likely to have minimal to low house structures than non-members.
The respondents tend to have minimal to low household fumishings and facilities.
Minimal refers to the presence of one to two household furnishings, while low refers to
the presence of three to five fumishings. Included on the list of hmishings/facilities are
such assets as furniture, radio, cassette player, cooking stove, elearic fan, water-sealed
toilet, sewing machine, motorcycle, and other facilities. Ownership of productive capital
such as boats and land may also be regarded as indicators of the respondents' relative
wealth. The survey results reveal that there is no statistically significant difference in
ownership of land and motorized boats between members and non-members @>0.05).
4.2.3.2 Occupational Multiplicity and Dependence on Coastal Resources

Al1 respondents are dependent on fishing as a primas, occupation. Fishing provides more
than half of household eamings for 78 percent of the respondents.

Occupational

multiplicity as a s u ~ v a strategy
l
among fishing households is fairly evident. Apart from
fishing, respondents are engaged in fish trading (19%), carpentry (6%), farming (4%),
and gathenng of wood, nipa palm leaves, and oysters (5%).

The rest are engaged in

tailoring, masonry, hog raising, and service-related jobs (22%). Forty-four percent of the
respondents, however, reported that they do not have a secondary occupation.
The harvest of mangrove products accounts for less than half of household income for 9 1
percent of the respondents. This indicates that mangrove products supplement household
eaniings. Some households (35%) also receive remittances fkom members living outside
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the household to augment their income. The difference between members and non-

members in dependence on extemal reminances is not statistically significant (33%
versus 37%;

x2=2.08, p>O.OS).

When the respondents were asked if plants and animals that were regarded as few 15
years ago have become more abundant now, they responded that, in general, there is no
increase (61%). The same pattern holds tme for Pest species (76%). Most respondents
(72%) also reported that, in general, harvesting areas are dynamic.
4.2.3.3 Job Satisfaction

Given the chance to live theû lives over, 52 percent of the sample would no longer
choose to become fishers (Table 9). Between rnembers and non-members, the difference
is not statisticaf ly significant (48% versus 56%; xZ=0.3
0, p>O.O5).

The predominant

reason for giving up fishing is linked to the desire to earn a higher income and improve
living conditions (82%). Other reasons (multiple response) relate to the difficulty of
fishing (25%) and declining fish catch (14%).
For those who chose to remain in fishing (48%), the reasons are: lack of skills in other
jobs (39%), being used to fishing (3 1%), contentment with fishing (12%), absence of a
boss

(a%), and provision of basic needs (8%). This finding partly suggests that fishers

face limited options in terms of job oppominities, given their work experience and
limited education, which lead them to choose fishing again if they were to live their lives
over.
Table 9. Job Satisfaction of Fishers: Cogtong
Choice

Leave fishing, given the
chance to live one's life over

1%

/

Member
48.1

I%~on- /%~ohilI
Member

1

55.6

1

51.9

1

x'I
0.30

P

1

0.59
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When the respondents were asked if they would change their occupation now nom

fishing to something else, about 76 percent said yes. Underlying this response are
economic reasons, such as the need for higher eaniings (56%) and to improve living
conditions (39%). Others qualified their response by expressing that they would shift to
other occupations if the alternative job were Iight and easy (10%). Non-income related
reasons for leaving fishing also emerged. These cover the difficulty of fishing (12%),
declining fish catch (7%), and old agdweak body (2%). Thus, the yearning for a better
economic status appears stronger in the fishers' desire to shift now from fishing to other
jobs.

4.3.0 MARKET RELATIONSHIPS
4.3.1

FISHERY

The fishery of Cogtong is market-driven and onented toward food fish. About 89 percent
of the 54 dshers covered by the random sample survey in July 1997 reported that they
sold the bulk of their catch. Only 11 percent indicated that they sold less than half of
their catch. The sale of fish primarily takes place at the village (91%). About seven
percent goes directly to the Candijay town market (7%). Only two percent of food fish is
sold outside Candijay, particularly in Mabini, Guindulman, Jagna, and Tagbilaran. Box 3
highlights the market attributes of Cogtong.
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Box 3. Summary of Present Market Characteristics
Attributes
Fishing ground
Market outlets

Inside Cogtong Bay (78%)
Consumer (54%)
Primary buyer (28%)
Retailers (1 8%)
Village (9 1%)

Number of traders
Existence of nrki (favored buyer)
Length of nrki relationship
Market orientation
Value of produa

30
48% with sukz
< 5 years - 69%
5-10 years - 23%
> 1O years -- 8%
LocaiProvincia~
Lowhnedium

In relation to market outlets, Cogtong fishers reported that they sel1 their food fish to

consumers (54%), primary buyerdfish dealers (28%), and retailers (18%). The choice of
these market outlets is govemed by the existence of a nrki (credit-marketing relationship
between a fish buyer and a fisher), proximity, and best pnce offer. Women (usually
spouses and daughters of fishers) dorninate the trade of fiesh fish.
Key informants recalled that before 1988, there were about 10-15 full-time fish traders
from Cogtong. Now, their number has reportedly doubled to thirty. Of this number,
twenty traders go offshore to procure their fish. Fish traders have generally observed
stability in market outlets, but not in the volume of fish procured f?om Cogtong fishen.
Pedro Odona, 53 years of age, recalls, "ln 1988, Ive could sel! around 5&60 kg dai& of

f s h caught from Cogtong Bay. Noiv, we are fortunate ifwe can sel1 30-40 kg a day of
fuh caught from Cogtong Bay. ï l i e volume of jish catch from Cogîong Bay h m
declined" Bebot Galagar, another fish trader, adds, "ln the 1980s,

fish directly from village fishers
offshore"

Ive

bought al1 our

Wifh the onset of the I 99Os, Ive stmted buying fish
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Market charnels, at present, include the following: 1) fisher -> fish trader -> consumer;
2) fisher -> primary buyedfish dealer (village-based and offshore) - > consumer; and 3)

fisher --> primary buydfish dealer (village-based and offshore)-> fish retailer -->
consumer. The first category is the most common marketing channel.
Fish is normally packed in ice to preserve its quality and is stored either in styrofoam
containers or plastic-covered buckets. Fish traders obtain their fish directly nom village
fishers. Most traders load their fish on motorcycles (habol-habal) early in the moming
and transport them to the Candijay town market. Fish intended for more distant markets
outside Candijay is transported on buses. About ten transient fish traders go to Cogtong
to procure fish. These transient traders come from other municipalities, such as Jagna,
Ubay, Guindulman, and Anda.
Fish is sold by weight or by gallon in Cogtong. The type of fish and size of fish
determine prices. Groupers and blue marlin normally command higher market prices.
The volume of fresh fish landed also affects fish prices, which, in tum, is dependent on
climatic conditions and on the lunar season. During stomy seasons or windy periods
when fish supply in the market is low, fish pnces tend to increase by at least sixty
percent. The main sources of information on fish prices (multiple response) are fish
buyersldealers (41%), other fishers (37%), and market vendors (30%).
In general, the comparative retail prices of marine products in 1988 and 1997 increased.
Several types of fish registered doubledigit price increases of at least forty percent:
herring (mmgsi), snapper (katambak), rabbitfish (kitong), trevally ( m m s a ) , and grouper

(pgapo). The traders noted that prices almost tripled for mackerel (mdohao), anchovy
(bolinao). and hainail (diwit) over a nine-year period.
The trade of food fish is very cornpetitive. There is no official control over individual
fish traders, such as the restriction of fish trading in the area or the imposition of rules on
fish landing. Ice plant facilities are virtually non-existent in Cogtong. Based on key
informant interviews, fish vendors dry their tish or process them into fish paste
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(guinamus) when they cannot seIl al1 their fish at the end of the day. The processed fish,
however, is normally for home consumption only. At times, fish drying is also done, but
traders noted that dned fish commands a lower market price.
The survey results indicate that 48 percent of the fishers have maintained a suki
relationship. This is largely due to the services that the nrki provides and the guaranteed
market that cornes with this arrangement. Multiple responses given by fishers on the
advantages of the fisher-suki relationship include a guaranteed market for food fish
(24%), availability of emergency credit (22%), and provision of fishing assets (2%).

The

rest (52%) did not have a szrki. Among the most sought after services f?om the ski are
Ioans for basic needs and provision of capital. In this type of relationship, however, the
trader normally dictates the price of fish and limits the fishers' choice of market outlets.
Nonetheless, 83 percent of those who have a mki expressed that they are happy with their
ndki arrangements. Most strki relationships have generally lasted for 1-4 years (69%).
4.3.2

Mangrove Wood

Wood gatheringltrading in Cogtong is a part-time livelihood. In 1988, there were about
ten full-time wood traderdgatherers. Their number was reduced to seven in 1997 due
largely to geographical restrictions in trading mangrove wood, death of earlier wood
gatherers, and migration of some wood traders to other areas.
Wood gathering and trading are family-based activities, where family members harvest
and gather mangrove branches, chop, remove the bark3, and dry the wood. Bakhaw
(Rhirophora sp.) is normally gathered for firewood due to its relative abundance and ease

in cutting the wood. When poas are needed, wood gatherers cut down the tree tninks of
Avicenia sp. Other uses for Nipa are for roof construction and making ~uba'. The
major mangrove harvesting grounds in Candijay are found in Cabidian, Lumislis
(Cogtong part), Sagumay, and Pangpang. The dned wood is transported to the market
3

Bark fiom mangrove trees is ofien used in the process of tanning leather. However the benefits of
stripping the bark in Cogtong wvas unclear.
Tuba is a mild alcoholic drink that is usuaiiy m e r distilied to a powerful alcoholic drink called
Laubanog.
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and sold to a wholesaler or to a store orner. Demand for firewood rises during normy

seasons, when wood gathering is diiEcult, and during village festivals (fiestas), when
large quantities of food are cooked using firewood.

Salome Beftran, a wood trader who is 53 years of age, shares, "We normal&produce IO0
bundles of wood in two days Each bunde comprises 6pieces of cut wuod We deliver
the wood bunlaes directly to our suki, who then sells the wood to conrumers We get
poid in carh upon delivering the wood Hmvever, ivhen our suki hm remaining stocks,

we are paid in kind, such as rice, canned guodr, cigarettes, kerosene, and other basic
item, insteud of cask During emergencies, lue nonnally get a loluifiom our suki."

Picture 6. Mangrove Wood Cutter. Barangay Cogtong.

The procurement pnce of mangrove firewood has increased by fifty percent fkom 1988 to
1997. In 1988, one bundle of b a k h v was sold at PI -00.Now, it costs PI30. The retail

price to consumers is P2.00 per bundle. The sale of mangrove firewood is confined to the
municipality of Candijay, in line with a local ordinance that seeks to restrict mangrove
harveaing and exploitation.
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4.4.0 COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL

GRRANGEMENTS
The following section focuses on the tradition of collective action, attitudes towards
collective action, and responsibilities for coastai resource management and decisionmaking in the village of Cogtong. Included in the analysis is the evolution of property
rights and rules, and opinions on rule breaking. Additionally, insights into the a m a l
monitoring and enforcement of coastal resource management related rules are presented.
4.4.1

TRADITION OF COLLECTIVE ACTION

Cogtong does not have a very nch tradition of collective action at the village level. The
first village level organization in Cogtong was the Parents' and Teachers' Association
(PTA).

Present since the 1970s, the PTA is directed at improving schooI-related

activities
An organization dedicated to environmental protection was however formed in 1984.

The group was called COMAGCO and strove to protect mangroves and rehabilitate the
fishery, both of which were subject to intense and destructive harvesting pressures. The
catalyst in forming the organiration was Mr. Gulle. Originally a resident of Barangay
Cogtong, Mr. Gulle moved to General Santos City in Mindanao to work for the
Development Bank of the Philippines in the Planning Division. Upon retinng, Mr. Gulle,
who had gained much environmental knowledge, retumed to Cogtong and witnessed the
dismal state the coastal resources were in.

Mr. Gulle was able to rally support and formed COMAGCO. Members consisted mainly
of residents fiom Cogtong, but also included some residents fiom the neighbouring
coastal barangay of Panas. The main actions of COMAGCO were directed towards
protecting the mangroves and fishery. In one instance the group discovered that a
fishpond was being constructed in one of the mangrove areas protected under Presidential
Decree 2 151/2. COMAGCO reported the information to the Municipal Council who
stopped the construction. The Philippine National Police (PNP)supported COMAGCO

by giving rnembers the authority to arrest anyone using illegal harvesting practices.
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Barangay officiais as well lent support to the group by giving travel allowances for
members to attend court harings. COMAGCO disbanded in 1988 when Mr. Gulle, the
president as well as founder, retumed to General Santos City without appointing a
successor.
The CMMRCRM was implemented in Cogtong Bay in 1989 with community organizing

as one of the four main project components of the CMMRCRM. .4s such, PAGAMACO
was fonned and officially registered with the Department of Labour and Employment in
1989. As part of the community organizing component of the CMMRCRM, a municipalwide United Federation was also proposed. Although the idea succeeded in Mabini the
idea never materialized in Candijay. There were only two FAs in Candijay, both of
which had intemal leadership problems. The original membership of 58 individuals was
divided into three groups. The groups, which were not mutually exclusive, included
mangrove planters (44 members), artificial reef cooperators (28 members) and
mariculture cooperators (22 members). The overall objective of the association was to
rehabilitate and protect the coastal resources of Cogtong Bay.
Individuals involved with rehabilitating the mangroves collected and planted propagules
on lands assigned to them. Artificial reef adapten helped in the construction and setting

of artificial reefs. Members involved with mariculture built stmctures to faditate oyster
production. Association members also attended seminars, joined in enforcement efforts
and helped with information campaigns.

PAGAMACO however, did not form a

cooperative of any type. Unofficially, the association disbanded a few months after the

CMMRCRM staff lefi. Officially PAGAMACO remained as a registered organization
with the Department of Labour and Employrnent. PAGAMACO became active again at
the barangay level 22 February 1997 with the help of the Bohol Resource Management
Development Organization (BOREMADEV) and now has 71 registered members. The
association has recently applied to the Barangay Fisheries and Aquatic Resources
Management Council (BFARMC) for a 50-hectare reforestation contract.
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Other village-based organizations were initiated d e r the CMMRCRM. The St. Joseph
Multi-Purpose Cooperative existed from 1993-94 during which time a store was operated.
The store was not successful and the cooperative was discontinued.
Another cooperative has recently been formed as a joint effort of residents in Cogtong
and Panas called the Candijay Multi-purpose Co-operative. The group has purchased a
fishing boat for al1 members to use and are involved with other livelihood strategies.
A youth group exists to help the youth of the barangay to develop into people of good

moral character. Religious organizations also abound to promote the Catholic Way of
life.
AI1 of the village-based groups just mentioned were formally organized. No informa1
groups function in Cogtong.
4.4.1.1 Values of Collective Action

Current Membership in Village Organizations
A survey of 54 respondents in July 1997 indicates that 46 percent belong to a fishers'

organization (PAGAMACO) and 26 percent to civic and religious organizations. The rest
(28%) are not afEliated with any association at all.
As perceived by the respondents, the purposes of PAGAMACO are varied: 1) improve

the condition of coastal resources and prevent resource destruction (17%); 2) provide
information on fishing (17%); 3) foster unity among members (13%); 4) stop iilegal

fishing (9%); 5) increase fish catcldstock (6%); and 6) help develop the community (6%).
These are congruent with the declared purposes of the association. Lower fkquency
responses include: plant mangroves, help the less fortunate, and promote oyster culture.
About 39 percent were unable to cite any purpose, none of whom were PAGAMACO
members.
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Attitudes Toward Association Leadership and Decision-Making. Most PAGAMACO
members have a positive regard for their association leader, perceiving the leadership not
only as very respectable (74%), but also very credible (89%). The leadership may also
be described as legitimate, having been elected by the members themselves. With regard
to actual decisionmaking within the association, the majority (96%) perceived the

decision-making process as democratic and participatory, marked by consultation and
election to arrive at major agreements.
Attitudes Toward Collective Action. Based on the survey of 54 respondents, inclusive

of PAGAMACO members and non-members, the attitudes toward collective action are
positive. About 98 percent of the respondents expressed that the people in the village
could work together to solve community problems (Table 10). In fishery, around 89
percent feIt that village fishen could work together to address fishery problems.
Similarly, they felt that mangrove growers could work together to solve mangrove-related
problems (94%). These responses are encouraging since mangroves and fishery are part
of a mutually supportive ecosystem. Many fishers (BO%), moreover, mentioned that both

the govemment and the fishers should work together to solve fishery problems, indicating
a positive attitude toward fisheries CO-management.
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Table 10. Attitudes Toward Collective Action: Cogtong

Attitude

YO

% Non-

YO

Member

Member

Total

100.0

96.0

98.0

X'

P

The community can work together to
solve village problems
l

1-01 0.312
1

Mangrove growers can work
together to
solve mangrove problems.

88.0

Fishen can work together to solve
fishery problems

89.0

93 .O

94.0

3.17 0.074

89.0

89.0

0.00 1.000

67.0

80.0

5.97

100.0

1

1

The govemment and the community
c m work together to solve fishery
problems

0.050

Attitudes Toward the Distributiodsharing of Responsibility for Fisheries
Management. When the respondents were asked about the extent of sharing
responsibility for resource management, the majority (74%) expressed that the
govemment and the fishers must have equal responsibility (Table 1 1). The rest (26%)
opted for a less equal sharing. Among these respondents, about 17 percefit are in favor of
giving more responsibility for fisheries management to the govemment while 9 percent
expressed otherwise. Overall, there is a relatively strong support for CO-management.
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Attitudes Toward Responsibility Sharing for Resource
Maaagement:Cogtong

YO
Member

Attitude

1

%NonMember

%

i
The government will have most of
the responsibility for resource
management while the fishers will
have relatively less.

l

11.1

x2

P

0.38

0.53

Total

22.2

16.6

The government and the fishers
will have equal responsibility.
The governrnent will have less
responsibility while the fishers will
have most of the responsibility.

Willingness to Support a Similar Project in the Future. A fairly high percentage of
the respondents (76%) indicated a willingness to support a sirnilar project in the future.
p>O.OS).
The response of members and non-members is similar in this regard (x2=2.53,

The finding is encouraging in light of project accornplishments at the site and the
painstaking efforts pursued by ACIPHIL and Network Foundation.
When asked about the types of fish and quantity of fish (multiple response) that they are
willing to contribute per year to a similar project in the future, 66 percent of the
respondents expressed that they are willing to give small and large pelagics. Others
would contribute demersals (48%) and crabs (7%). For srna11 pelagics, whose price is
relatively cheaper at about 21 pesos per kg, the predominant quantity involved is more
than five kg. For the more expensive large demersals costing about 42 pesos per kg, the
amount of fish to be donated is around one to five kg per year.
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DECISION-1MAKING AT THE VILLAGE LEVEL

At the village level, a Barangay Council consisting of ten members conducts formal

decision-making.

On the council are representatives from each sub-village who are

elected by the sub-village constituents for a term of three years. A Barangay Captain,
elected by a11 barangay residents also for a three-year term, heads the Council. The

Barangay Council has the authority to pass ordinances on the coastal resources and to
enforce laws within barangay boundaries.
Before the CMMRCRM, the Cogtong Barangay Council took preventative masures to
discourage illegal fishing such as increased vigilance of the types of fishing practices
each boat was using and reporting any wrongdoing to the Municipal Council for forma1
action. The Municipal Council has the authonty to conduct an investigation and refer the
case to the Provincial Court if enough evidence was found.
However, the Barangay Council was not very active in managing mangroves. On rare
occasions when illegal cutters were caught, laws were not enforced. The Barangay
Captain was responsible for conducting an investigation and forwarding the case to the
Municipal Council if enough evidence was found. However, perhaps because of the lax
enforcement policy of the Municipal Council, the barangay captain seldom conducted
preliminary investigations. Once the project began, however, residents were informed an
investigation would be conducted, and if the available evidence warranted legal action,
the case forwarded to the Municipal Council. In actuaiity, the situation was that the
cutters were apprehended by the foot patrol and wamed that they must not cut illegally

anymore. If caught again, charges of the first and second offense would be forthcoming.
There were no repeat offenders.

Stricter enforcement was dso accompanied by

information campaigns conducted by the Barangay Council on the importance of
mangroves.

Barangay involvement in coastal resource management was not limited to more strict
enforcement. When the project was proposed, Council members went door to door to
encourage people to join PAGAMACO. Barangay ordinances were passed to prohibit
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purse netting where mangroves were planted. The council also listened to the concems

of the people and proposed solutions. For example, the recognition of a communal area
so the firewood gatherers' livelihood was not extinguished.
The Barangay Council in Cogtong joined with three other Candijay Barangay Councils in
1994 to form the United Barangay Federation (UBF). During the firn meeting, the UBF

resolved that al1 of Candijay waters be redefined as a marine reserve area and also called
for al1 fishing within municipal waters to be restncted three days before and three days
after the spawning season. However, the Barangay Councils do not have the necessary
judicial power to approve such resolutions. The resolutions were rather intended as a
message to the Municipal Council. The UBF has also continued to request the national
govemment to convert abandoned FLA areas into timberland. Since PAGAMACO's
rebirth, the UBF has also worked together with the FA to lobby Municipal Council for
stricter environmental laws.
4.4.3

DECISION-MAKING AT THE MUNICIPAL LEVEL

Before the CMMRCRM, the participation of the Candijay Municipal Council in
mangrove management was minimal. With the implementation of the CMMRCRM, the
situation changed. Before, there was no monitoring of illegal cutting and no imposition of
penalties. Confusion prevailed on who was responsible for enforcing mangrove laws in
Candijay. The following account is drawn from excerpts of the minutes of the Candijay
Municipal Council meeting on 3 1 July 1972. The vice-mayor reported that a boat full of
firewood was not apprehended by the Philippine National Police (PNP)and that he had
requested the Chief of Police to appear at the meeting for an explanation. Both the Chief
and a patrolman were present dunng the Council meeting. The patrolman explained that
he apprehended the boat, but the Chief of Police ordered him to release the boat instead.
The Chief then explained to the Council that only the Bureau of Forest Development

(BFD) could apprehend illegal cutters.
The Municipal Council was more involved with managing the fishery. B e g i ~ i n gin the
early-1980s, more and more restrictions were placed on the fishery. Monitoring was lax
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however because there was no boat to patrol the municipal waters. Penalties were
imposed whenever the Coast Guard caught violaton.
Once the project began, the Candijay Municipal Council lent moral and material support.
The mayor attended some of the project's early meetings and encouraged people to join.
The Council also deployed the municipal agriculturist to lend expertise and help in
troubleshooting. The Council helped the CMMRCRM staff build an office and d o m by
donating a lot where the former town market had been destroyed by a typhoon, dong
with lumber and galvanized iron sheets for construction. To support enforcement efforts
the Municipal Council provided police officers and for seven months (until the project
was able to procure an engine) provided an engine for the CMMRCRM motorboat.

Informa1 agreements, such as the agreement in 1991 pexmitting cutting in communal
areas but restricting sale outside the community were also adopted to facilitate the

smooth operation of the project.
M e r the CMMRCRM contract concluded, the Municipal Council ceased to support the

B m t q Dagat. Dunng the project, the Municipal Council provided police to aid in the
patrol. Once the CMMRCRM ended, there were no more funds to finance the Bantay
Dagat and the patrol stopped. However, the Municipal Council became more active in

passing ordinances directed towards managing coastal resources more sustainably.
Operating any fonn of destructive fishing gear was banned in Candijay waters in 1994.
Two years later a closed season was established for Smiranan Sa Danggit. A fish
sanctuary at the Islet of Tabong Dio Cogong was also established in 1996.
The Municipal Council, both dunng and f i e r the CMMRCW also promulgated many

resolutions. For example, dunng the projects' life span the council requested President
Aquino to cancel three FLAs and asked the authorities of the BFD and Bureau of
Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (BFAR)to reject any applications for fishponds within
the municipality. An urgent petition was also sent to President Aquino to ". ..help the
residents of Candijay recover a substantial means of livelihood by restoring to them the
beneficial use and enjoyment of the mangrove swamp areas ..." abandoned by FLA

Cho-
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owners. Further, a request was made to BFAR to detail a fish inspector to Cogtong to
identify and confiscate illegally caught fish. The results of these actions were the
cancellation of the FLAs held by Jaime Boja, Toradio Tecson and Jose Martier.
President Aquino fonvarded the request of having abandoned FLA areas converted to
thberlands to the D

m but no action

was taken. BFAR deployed a fish inspector

which helped to diminish the trade in illegal fish.
Once the CMMRCRM concluded, the Municipal Council continued to request for
assistance in managing coastal resources.

Requests were made to the Provincial

Govemor to allocate a motorboat for a seaborne patrol and to the Commandant, Chief
Superintendent, and Director of the Philippine Coast Guard to assign a navel attachment
to Barangay Cogtong to deter illegal activities. No navel attachment was ever sent.
The Provincial Governor, moreover, was unable to give a new patrol boat. Consequently,
the Cogtong Barangay Council took the initiative to repair the boat purchased by the
project afier it was forrnally tumed over to them by the DENR. At present, the boat is
being used to patrol the coastal waters. A memorandum of agreement between the
Council and the DENR allows DENR to use the boat when needed.
Outside of requests for help, the Municipal Council also continued to demonstrate
support for the ideals the CMMRCRM implemented. PNP members were officially
recognized for a job well done when apprehending illegal fishers and cutters, and the
Council oficially refùsed a request of fishpond operators to title their land.
4.4.4

PROPERTY RIGHTS AND RULES

Excluding the areas of traditional use in Barangay Cogtong and concession Iicenses,
property rights over the mangroves have been non-existent (open-access).

Local

residents as well as cutters nom abroad in large boats could harvest without limits and
not be concemed with govemment intervention. Cutting areas were determined by first
corne first served. The first issuance of CSCs in 1984 and the subsequent large-scale
implementation of CSCs during the CMMRCRM changed the properîy nghts structure.
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Within the boundaries of the CSC, the mangrove stewards can restria access and
withdrawal. CSC holders have "the right to peacefùlly possess and cultivate the land and
enjoy its fiuits." They are entitled to harvest the mangroves, provided they replant the
trees. They can also limit the entry of outsiders to their areas. The CSC lans for 25 years,
but is renewable afterwards.

Outside the boundaries of the CSCs, and even within some of the land area held under
CSC, the property rights picture is ambiguous and still being contested as FLA operators
continue to try and exert their privileges. Where CSCs and FLAs both exist, the area thus

far has been legally recognized as private property for the CSC holder. For an example,
the reader is directed to the Marcelo case study in chapter five where a discussion is
found in section 4.5.

The example is germane to Cogtong's situation because the

decisions are above the barangay and municipal levels.
Areas not bounded by CSC but subject to FLA seem to be moving towards a communal
propev ownership. Dating back to the CMMRCRM, and continuing until present day,
village residents have petitioned the national govemment to recognize the rights of
residents versus the FLA operators' privilege. The petitions ask FLAs be canceled and
re-defined as communal swampland.

The local residents argued that the 1987

Constitution recognizes "the rights of subsistence fishers, especially of local
communities, to the preferential use of communal marine and fishing resources, both
inland and offshore." FLAs only grant the holder the privilege to develop the land into a
fishpond. Therefore, residents claim that their rights exceed the privilege of fishpond
operators. Some =As, such as those granted to Jaime Boja, Toradio Tecson and Jose
Martier, have been cancelled based on this argument.

Fishery. Traditional rights and tenure do not exist. Except for the area covered by the
recently established fish sanchiary at Tabong Dio Cogtong, open access prevails.
Management rights exist for al1 fishers in the village. The Municipal Council can gant
exclusive fishery privileges to operators of fish corrals and mollusk beds in municipal
waters outside of the fish sanctuary.
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4.4.4.1 Property Rules

Many rules exist that govem the bebavior of fishers: operational, collective choice, and
constitutional rules. Operational rules, which govem and regulate resource use, directly
affect day-to-day decisions made by the fishers on where, when and how tu harvest fish
(Ostrom 1991). The niles also identify who should monitor the actions of others and
how, and what rewards and sanctions are assigned to certain actions. Operational rules
may be formal (written/legitimized) or informal (unwritten/traditional). In Cogtong,
operational rules may be classified into: 1) boundary rules (who can enter the resource
area); 2) allocation rules (actions or procedures for harvesting); 3) scope rules
(specification of the characteristics of the resource that can be harvested); 4) aggregation
rules (procedures in decision-making that involve mukiple individuals); 5) penalty d e s
(punishment for non-cornpliance); and 6) input niles (requirements from resource users in
terms of time, money andlor materials for management and participation). Examples of
these rules are provided in the following section.

Formal Operational Rules. Forma1 operational rules in Cogtong are largely embodied
in local ordinances, national legislation, CSC contracts, and other legal instruments. For
instance, the Municipal Council requires fishers to secure fishing permits before they can
fish in the municipal waters. This represents a boundary rule. LegaI mangrove cutting,
likewise, is limited to holders of CSCs and to holders of cutting permits from the DENR.
Formal allocation niles ban destructive gear and practices, such as dynamite fishing, use
of cyanide or other strong poisons, use of fine mesh gillnets (below 3 cm), deployment of
commercial fishing boats in municipal waters, and scaring fish. A local ordinance
enacted in 1984 also prohibits any person fiom operating Liba-liba (Danish seine) within
seven kilometers fiom the shoreline.
Scope rules pertain to the ban on catching and selling gravid sigrnid since 1981. A
closed season was declared in 1996 within the area of the Saurmm sa D a n g = f
(rabbitfish spawning area), as stipulated in Municipal Ordinance 12-87, to ensure
rabbitfish reproduce.

Aggregation rules require PAGAMACO members to hold

dialogues and meetings before endorsing a resolution formally to the Barangay Council.

In turn, the Village Council forwards the resolution to the Municipal Council for
deliberation and legal action.

Village assernbly meetings are convened for issue

clarification and consensus building, with the active participation of village and
municipal officiais. Penalty rules also exist in Cogtong. Violations of fishery rules cal1
for a fine or imprisonment of not more than six months, or both. Input rules refer to the
mandatory payment of membership fees by PAGAMACO members to Nppon the
association's operations, apart nom helping report rule violations.
Informa1 Operational Rules. Informal niles also exist in Cogtong, both for fisheries
and mangroves.

Entry to the fishing ground is on a first come-first served basis

(boundary rule). During fishing operations, fishers are required to deploy their fishnets
with care so that they do not get entangled with other nets (allocation d e ) . When
constructing fish corrals, fishers also observe a distance of 200 meters between fish
corrals (allocation rule). For mangroves, CSC holders grant other coastal resource users
permission to enter their mangrove area (boundary rule). In the communal mangrove
are% firewood gatherers are not a m t e d for cutting trees, provided they plant a propagule
for each tree cut.
Collective Choice Rules.

Collective choice rules define how rules are made and

enforced. This set of mles are used by resource users, officials or extemal authonties in

making decisions about how the resource should be managed. For example, these mles
state what proportion of the group must agree before a rule may be adopted or what
methods will be used to monitor and enforce compliance with the stated rules (Ostrom
199 1). Accordingly, because the CMMRCRM was a CO-managementproject, both the

govemment and local resource users have collective choice d e s . Of critical imponance
are the arrangements for monitoring and enforcing compliance wit h the operational d e s
and for settling disputes.

The DENR's Forest Management Bureau (FMB), formerly known as the Bureau of
Forest Development, has legal jurisdiction over mangrove areas. Therefore, govemment
collective choice rules relative to the mangroves are vested within the act that established
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and described the operation of the FMB. Responsible for reporting violations of fishery

laws in Cogtong are members of the government-deployed sea patrol (Bmt.yDagat) and

PAGAMACO memben.

Assisting them are other law enforcement officers who

apprehend illegal fishers. Arrangements for settling disputes involve the conduct of
hearhgs by the barangay captain and the municipal mayor before legal cases are elevated
to the court.
The newly re-organized PAGAMACO has yet to pass any association d e s goveming
coastal resources, however the PAGAMACO constitution details the collective choice
rules which must be followed. The meeting must be legal, meaning at least fifty percent
of the members are present, and for a proposal to be accepted, a majonty vote is needed.

If however existing PAGAMACO rules are to be changed, a quorum of eighty percent
m u t vote in favour of the change.

Monitoring of PAGAMACO rules are simply done by members. Rule breakers are
subject to fines.

Persistent rule breakers are expelled from the organization. For

example, if an individual fails to attend a meeting, a fine of P X is imposed. A member is
asked to leave the organization if three consecutive meetings are missed. Disputes are
settled by vote during the general assembly. As an illustration, if an individual is of the
opinion that the fine of P25 is too much or not warranted the issue can be raised and
voted on during the general assembly meeting. Due to the short time the reactivated

PAGAMACO has functioned (since Feb 1997), not many collective choice rules have
been established. Further, no instances of de-breaking and confiict resolution have
occurred.

Constitutional Rules.

Constitutional niles determine the types of rules which are

perrnissible and who has collective choice nghts (governance and modification) (Ostrom
1991). Therefore, constitutional rules define who is eligible to participate in the process
of rule formation, monitoring and enforcement. Again, two sets of constitutional rules
exist in Cogtong Bay. The fïrst set is embodied within the Local Government Code,

Fisheries Decree of the Philippines and other related national legislation enacted by the
govemrnent (for further discussion see section 1.1.1 of this chapter labeled "boundaries".
The second set of constitutional choice rules is associated with PAGAMACO. Although
the FAs have not passed any mangrove or fishery-related rules as of yet, the association
does has formal rules stipulating the process for passing rules.

Al1 members of

PAGAMACO can be involved in the association's process of nile formation. To be a
member of PAGAMACO, the individual must possess several characteristics. The
individual must: be a resident of Barangay Cogtong; a coastai resource user; not be
addicted to vices; pay a one time membership due of PS; rnonthly dues of P5; attend an
orientation seminar given by existing members; and, receive seventy percent of the votes
by existing members to accept the applicant. Any member may propose a new idea at the

generaI assembly meeting heid the first Saturday of every month. A discussion follows if
consensus is not immediate. After the discussion, there is a vote (public) and rnajority
rules. For a meeting to be legal, the quorum must be fifly percent.
Although decision-making powers are distributed to al1 organization members, four
committees exist which are responsible for presenting ideas on different facets of the
organization. The four committees are: education; project management; finance; and, an
audit and inventory cornmittee. These cornmittees make and send reports to the Board of
Directors.

The Board rnay either endorsdpresent the idea for vote to the general

assembly, or to reject the idea. The Board of Directors is composed of five officers:
secretary; treasurer, auditor, vice-president; and, the president. The officers are elected
through secret ballots for a term of one year. Elections are conducted during the general
assernbly meeting the second week of December. At least eighty percent of the members

must be present to have a legal election.
Knowledge of Fishery Rules. A survey of 54 fishers in Cogtong in July 1997 indicated
that the fishers are aware of fishery-related rules, particularly those embodied in local
ordinances and national laws (e-g., formal rules). Based on multiple responses, the most
frequently rnentioned forma1 rules are: 1) prohibition of illegal fishing (85%); 2) ban on
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the use of fine mesh nets (6%); and, 3) ban on commercial fishing within 15 kms nom
the shoreline (2%). About 19 percent expressed that they do not know any fishery laws.
Most fishers, likewise, understand the reasons behind these fishery laws. The major
reasons cited are to protect marine resourcedimprove coastal resource conditions (59%),
increase fish stocks (18%), allow fish juveniles to mature (13%), and avoid conflicts
between municipal and commercial fishers (2%).

For informal rules, some fishers cited the maintenance of a 200-meter distance between

fish corrals, first comedrst served basis when entenng the fishing grounds, avoidance of
tangled nets during fishing operations, and imposition of sanctions on violators. The
majority (82%) of the respondents were unable to cite any informal fishery niles.
Knowledge of Mangrove Rules. Moa respondents expressed that mangrove cutting is

fonnally prohibited in certain areas (67%), while 33 percent are not aware of any niles at
all. The reasons cited for such existing rules include the need to preservdincrease
mangrove stands (46%) and to increase fish catch (17%).

These reflect a basic

understanding of the relationship between mangroves and fishery.
Attitudes Toward Rules.

The respondents generally feIt that nile breaking is not

acceptable (67%), inclusive of members and non-members alike. For about 18 percent,
nile breaking is sometimes acceptable. About 15 percent neither agreed nor disagreed.
For those who find rule-breaking unacceptable, several reasons were given (multiple
responses): 1) people must learn to obey niles (39%); 2) rule-breaking will encourage
others to violate the law (28%); 3) fear of imprisonrnent (13%); and 4) nile-breaking will
damage the resources (1 1%). The rest did not cite any reason.
For those who felt that mle breaking is sometimes acceptable, the reasons are basically
linked to immediate survival needs. About 15 percent stated that the family's needs are
more important. Another seven percent mentioned that rule breaking is sometimes
acceptable if it benefits the majority.
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When the respondents were asked if the d e s on fish harvesting must be changed, 53
percent agreed while 33 percent disagreed. The rest (14%) were neutral. For those who
agreed, enforcement is perceived as weak and stricter masures are imperative. They felt
that illegal fishing methods are still prevalent, enforcement is lax, and the destruction of
coastal ecosystems has continued. For those who disagreed, they felt that the rules are
effective and that they help prevent conflicts among resource users.
When asked if the rules on mangrove cutting/harvesting should be changed, most
respondents (63%) agreed, twenty percent disagreed, and the rest were neutral (17%).
Some respondents are dissatisfied with existing laws on mangrove cutting due to: 1)
declining mangrove stands (37%); 2) jack of involvement of the local govemment (19%);
3) lack of mangrove management (19%); 4) lax enforcement (1 1%); 5) decreasing fish

catch (9%); and 6) political interferendinfluence (2%). Reforms are needed in these
areas.
4.4.5

MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT

Monitoring and enforcement has a different history for each time penod: before the

CMMRCRM; dunng the CMMRCRM; immediately after the CMMRCRM; and now.
Before the CMMRCRM, monitoring and enforcement was lax. There was no patrol of
mangrove areas as the PNP did not enforce the cutting laws on their own initiative.
When the PNP did respond to complaints, violators were just told to stop but no penalties
were imposed. Iilegal fishing activities were dealt with more severely. If violators were
caught, fines, and sometimes penalties (e.g. jail) were enforced. However monitoring
fishery rules was rare as the municipality did not own a motorboat.
Once the CMMRCRM narted, monitoring efforts were intensified. A Bantq Dagat and
foot patrol were i ~ t i a t e d . For the Bantcs, Dugat, the Municipal Council provided
enforcement officers and, for seven months a boat and engine.

The CMMRCRM

supplied a boat, money for gas, and a boat crew. PAGAMACO members also joined the

Bantg Dogat that coordinated efforts with the Bmtay Dagat being operated out of
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Mabini. The foot patrol included CMMRCRM staff, DDENR s t a f f and PAGAMACO
members.
Accompanying a physical presence to discourage illegal fishers and cutters, the policies

of the Barangay and Municipal Councils on enforcement became stricter. Offenders
were no longer merely told to stop. If illegal cutters were apprehended, the culprits were
usually w m e d and made to a sign a promise to stop illegal cutting. If the same culprit
was caught again, the offender would be tried for both the first and second offense. Ody
two illegal cutters were caught by the foot patrol in Cogtong. Neither offender was

caught again so no forma1 action was taken.
Penalties on iIlegal fishers continued to be imposed in most cases. Some first time
offenders, mostly purse net and beach seine fishers because they are relatively poor, were
released only with a warning if they promised to stop the illegal activities. Equipment of
other illegal fishers such as blast fishers and commercial fishers had their fishing
equipment impounded until a fine was paid. Only two forma1 arrests were made during
the CMMRCRM, both for blast fishing. The two arrests did however, prove suEcient to
drastically reduce illegal fishing in Cogtong Bay (The Network Foundation 1990).
Information campaigns were also conducted. The Municipal Council, Barangay Council,

CMMRCRM staff, and PAGAMACO members were al1 involved in explaining the
importance of mangroves and new enforcement policies.
Immediately after the cornpletion of the CMMRCRM in 1991, the sea patrol also stopped
because no one would pay for the gas. Iilegal fishing activities soon retumed to Cogtong
Bay.

The foot patrol also disbanded without the CMMRCRM and DENR staff to

coordinate the efforts. CSC holders monitored their titled lands on an individual basis.
The boat procured by the project was tumed over to the DENR.
The present day situation is still different. Since 1995, the sea patrol has again been
functioning. The Cogtong Barangay Council repaired the CMMRCRM boat eventually
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retumed by the DENR Now the patrol goes out fiom seven in the moming to four in the
aftemoon about three times a week and is completely funded by the Municipal Council.
Three men, a police officer, driver, and any other municipal employee go on the patrol.

The B a n t . Dagd prograrn was re-started after the Municipal Council funded a Bantqv
Dagat serninar. However, the mayor, for unknown reasons, refbsed to deputize any
graduates as fish wardens for a Bmtay Dagat prograrn. As a compromise, the mayor
instead initiated the sea patrol using municipal employees whom many local residents
suspect of being compt. However, during the Municipal Council meeting held the final
week this research was being conducted, the Municipal Council had again oficially
requested the mayor to deputize graduates of a fish warden seminar and endorse a Bantay

Dagat program.
Today, illegal cutting is still a problern to CSC holders in Barangay Cogtong. However,

the large boats have almost completely stopped coming to cut mangroves.

Local

residents today do almost al1 (90-95%) the illegal cutting.
4.4.5.1 Recorded Violations

No records exist of the wamings issued to illegal cutters and fishers, but records from as
far back as 1958 document incidents where the Municipal Council took forma1 action.

No records documented offenses by barangay, therefore violations are reported for al1 of
Candijay. A sample of recorded violations were taken from the years 1958, 1960, 1970,
1975, 1980, 1985, and I988-1997. A recorded violation does not consider the number of

actors. If, for example, five people in one boat were apprehended for illegal fishing, only
one violation is recognized. There were 25 instances of official action by the Municipal
Council during the sarnple years. For the years before the CMMRCRM there were six
violations. Dynamite fishing accounted for two violations (33%). Illegal possession of
dynamited fish, illegal possession of explosives intended for fishing, fishing using a bow
and arrow without a bow and arrow license and, cutting without a municipal permit each
represent 17 percent of the recorded violations (only one recorded instance each). The
illegal cutting charge was ftom 1960 before the DENR mandated a DENR license instead
of a municipal license.
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Dunng the project, there were only three recorded violations. Illegal possession of
explosives intended for dynamite fishing accounted for two (66%) and illegal possession

of dynamited fish the other instance (33%).

Only one of the cases charged with

possessing explosives was forwarded to the provincial court.

The other was not

processed due to a Iack of evidence.
Seven years after the CMMRCRM, sixteen violations have been recorded. Ilkgal fishing
with methods other than blast fishing represents one half of the violations (eight in total).
Four violations (25% of total) of Section 68 of Presidential Decree 705 requiring a
Iicense to cut, gather or collect timber were also reported. Blast fishing (19% or three
instances) and illegal possession of dynarnited fish (6% or one instance) are the
remaining violations on record.
4.4.5.2 Current Perceptions of Rule Enforcement and Violations

Based on multiple responses, the most cornmonly violated rules involve dynamite fishing
(98%), sodium cyanide fishing (46%), entry of commercial fishing boats in municipal

waters (32%), use of fine mesh nets (13%), and beach quarrying (4%). Multiple
responses indicate that the violators came from the village (59%) and from other areas
within Candijay (57%). The rest came ftom other towns (20%).
In terms of rule enforcement, the respondents stated that sanctions are imposed on the
violators. Based on multiple responses, violators are arrested (65%), warned (39%),
fined (35%), and jailed (32%). Around 19 percent cited that no action was taken on
violators. Thus, enforcement is perceived to be wanting in some cases. Only 56 percent
of the respondents were satisfied with rule enforcement.

About 39 percent were

dissatisfted, and the rest were neutrd.

On the responsibility for enforcing fishery rules and regulations in Cogtong, 76 percent of
the respondents felt that the govemment and fishers are responsible for actual law
enforcement. Thus, a partnership between the government and fishers appears to be felt.
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Actud Responsibîlity for Enforcing Fishery Ruies and Regulations:

Cogtong
Responsible Unit
Governent and fishers
Govemment only
Fishers only
N

4.5.0

% Member

% Non-Member

% Total

70.4
14.8
14.8

8 1.3
18.5

75.9

27.0

27.0

-

P

X'

16.7

7.4
100.0

4.23

1

0.12

EXTERNAL INSTITUTIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL
ARRANGEMENTS

The following section highlights the delivery of services to Barangay Cogtong by
extemal organizations before, during and afier the CMMRCRM. Also discussed are the
provincial and national level decision-making arrangements.
4.5.1

SERVICES FROM EXTERNAL ORGANIZATIONS

Before the CMMRCRM, Barangay Cogtong did not receive many benefits corn extemal
organizations. The barangay was a recipient of a 1984 reforestation contract as part of
the national governments' Integrated Social Forestry (ISF) program, but the community
problems of illegal cutting and fishing as well as the FLA-related problems were largely
ignored.
During the CMMRCRM, both Candijay and Mabini began to receive services from
extemal organizations. ACIPHIL Inc. and the Network Foundation, under a DENR
contract implemented the CMMRCRM.

SeMces the CMMRCRM brought were

community organizing, mangrove rehabilitation, a d c i a l reef construction, mariculture
and, law enforcement. USAID and the Govenunent of the Philippines funded the project.
Associated with the project, new institutional support was provided by the Municipal
Council through the passage and enforcement of laws aimed at better coastal resource
management.
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Services since the CMMRCRM concluded have corne nom various organizations. The
Provincial Agriculture Office, in collaboration with the Department of Interior and Local
Govemment, and the Municipal Govemment of Candijay conducted a B m t q Dagut
training seminar July 1995.

The Bohol Resource Management Developrnent

Organization (BORMADEV)helped re-organize PAGAMACO in Febmary 1997 so the
organization could apply for a 50-hectare reforestation contract. BORMADEV also
conducted seminars and training on Coastal Resource Leadership as well as providing
information on the environmental effeas of various fishing techniques.
4.5.1.1 Decision-Making Arrangements

The provincial government of Bohol is not directly involved in managing the coastal
resources of Cogtong Bay. As a provincial govemment, neither the mangroves nor the
fish resources lie within their jurisdiction.
The national govemment has had more of a role in coastal resource management in

Cogtong Bay. During the 1970s, centralized govemment control over coastal resources
was reinforced with Presidential Decrees (PD) 704 and 705. Popularly known as the

Fisheries Decree of 1975, PD 704 revised and consolidated al1 fishery related laws and
decrees in the Philippines. The decree defined the current boundaries for municipal and
commercial fishing. Some of the most consequential sections of PD 704 stipulated the
establishment of fish sanctuaries and fishing reservations; declaration of a closed season
by are* gear, or species of fish; and, prohibition of illegal fishing such as the use of

explosives, obnoxious substances, fine mesh nets, and electro fishing gadgets.
Likewise, PD 705, or the Forestry Reform Code of the Philippines was also issued in
1975 and served to centralize forestry decision-making at the national level. PD 705

merged the Bureau of Forestry, Reforestation Administration, Southem Cebu
Reforestation Development Project, and the Parks and Wildlife office into one body
called the Bureau of Forest Development (BFD). The BFD recognized that mangroves
could not be effectively managed within the broader scope of forestry regulations. As
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such, the Coastal Resources Management Committee (CRMC)was formed as a branch of
the DENR to manage mangroves.
National level laws that have been passed complementing CMMRCRM activities and
goals have stemmed 5om the CRMC.

The most germane example being DENR

Administrative Order Number 15 Series of 1990. Section four States the "Conversion of
thickly vegetated mangrove areas into fishponds shall no longer be allowed". The same
section later calls for abandoned or undeveloped FLAs to revert to the category of
forestland.
Also important in influencing national level decision-making was the new Philippine
Constitution enacted in 1987 that further brought coastal resources under state control.
The constitution declared that the exploration, development and utilization of natural
resources, including aquatic resources are under the ". ..full control and supervision of the
State".

Unlike previous constitutions, the 1987 Constitution articulated a marine

resources development policy.

The new constitution also limited exclusive use and

development of marine wealth to Filipino citizens as the mandate of protection of
communal marine and fishing resources extends to offshore fishing grounds of Iocal
fishers against foreign intrusion (UP-Local Government Center 1996).
4.5.2

OUTSIDE INFLUENCES ON LOCAL RESOURCES

A significant event affecting the population of Cogtong was the number of people that

settled al1 throughout Cogtong Bay after W.W.D. However, because of the nch resources

of Cogtong Bay the increased population alone was not a significant event relative to the
history of coastal resources. Three particular events can be identified that had a more
direct influence on the coastal resources. The first event was in 1965 when Dr. Lim
moved to Barangay Cogtong from Iloilo and developed the first fishpond in the area. The
introduction of fishponds has contributed to mangrove destruction even up to today. The
second major exogenous event affecting the coastal resources of Cogtong was the arriva1
of commercial fishers in the Iate-1960s and commercial cutters in the eariy-1970s. The

CMMRCRM project is identified as the third major exogenous event. PAGAMACO was
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organized and illegal activities, due to the increased enforcement efforts, were drastically
reduced during the project phase.

Figure 7. Timeliiie of Contextunl Variables: Cogtong, Bohol
Period
CONTEXTUAL VARIABLES

Biological, Physical rnd
' k h n o l o e i c ~Attributes
l

mangrove harvesting
Low-intensive, subsistence-based
h'ish harvestine

eserve areas
Refusal of DENR to issue cutting
ermits to FLA holders
Replanting of mangroves
Re-appearance of aquatic life around
newly planted mangroves
Establishment of a fish sanctuarv

b
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4.6.0 INCENTIVES TO COOPERATE AND PATTERNS OF

INTERACTION
Incentives to cooperate are found at various levels: 1) among resource users; 2) between
govemment organizations (GOs) and non-government organizations QVGOs); and, 3)

among resource users, GOs and NGOs. The incentives to cooperate have triggered
certain interactions, both positive and negative that have influenced project results over
tirne. Box 4 highlights the incentives and patterns of interactions at various levels.
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Box 4. Incentives to Cooperate and Patterns of Interaction: Cogtong

.

Incentives to Cooperate
AmoozR&O&ce O&

Comrnon reliance on coastal resources

1

.

Patterns of Interaction
..

.

.
..

..

1i1egal fuhing, mmmercial firhing, and illegal
migrove cu&ng
resource deterioration and
conflicts arnong resource users 3 community
organizing and information campaigns
stricter d e enforcement and recognition of
property rights support for resource
management
Information dissemination on sound
environmental management involvement in
resource management projects recognition
by village residents that positive action could
be taken

+

+

1

1
Increased environmental awareness

+

+

Among Goyernment Organiz~tions
(GOs) and No&ovedent
.
.
..
. Orgaaizatians(NGOs].
.
Desire for better coastal resource management
,

.

Issuance of national Iegislation in support of
coastal resource management creation by
DENR of the Coastal Resource Management
Cornmittee
Design of a cornmunity-based resource
management project pattemed after the Central
Visayas Regional Project (CVRP)
partnership between DENR and NGOs in
implementing the CMMRCRM

+

Concern for improving the quality of life of
impovenshed families who rely on coastal
resources for livelihood

Among Resource Users, GOs and NGOs
Need to fight illegal fishing and illegal
mangrove cutting

.

+

1.

Joint effort to patrol the sea and land during the
project phase termination of Bantay
Dugat S patrol operations after CMMRCRM
completion retum of illegal fishing and
cutting 7 recent collaboration befiveen a
newly elected municipal councilor and the
fishers' federation (UBF) to give priority to
environmental concems passage of more
fishing legislation and reactivation of sea
patrol establishment of a fish sanctuary
Monitoring and enforcement of required
cutting permits and mangrove stevmdship
contracts alienation of firewood gatherers 3
informal agreement between project staff,
fishers' association, Municipal Council,
Village Council, and firewood gatherers to
designate communal areas for fuewood
gathering

+

+

+

+

Legitimacy of property rights

+

1
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4.6.1

II2

AMONG RESOURCE USERS

Incentives for the resource users to CO-operateonginate in a common reliance on coastal
resources for their livelihood. Beginning in the 1970s, the residents of Barangay
Cogtong began to notice that the fish populations were decreasing. A combination of
fewer mangrove stands surrounding the Bay, harmful fishing practices and over fishing
reduced the produaivity of the Bay's fishery. The decrease in fish catch was intensified
by a need to feed a growing population.

Values of the village residents were also changing. COMAGCO's bnef existence and the
1984 ISF reforestation project had helped heighten environmental awareness. Residents

were now prepared to act to help manage coastal resources so the situation was ripe for

community involvement when the CMMRCRM was proposed. Local resource users
welcomed and eagerly participated in the CMMRCRM. The results of such cooperation
were that most local residents agreed to recognize the establishment of property rights
over previously open access mangroves. Resource users also volunteered time and effort
to help curtail illegal fishing and cutting activities.
4.6.2

AMONG GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS (GOS)AM) NONGOVERn'MENT ORGANIZATIONS (NGOs)

Involvement of the DENR, ACPHIL Inc., and the Network Foundation in the
implementation of the CMMRCRM mangrove rehabilitation project was motivated by
three factors. The factors were to: I) gain experience in the design and implementation
of a community-led, NGO-assisted coastal resource management project; 2) validate the
Central Visayas Regional Project ( C W ) leaming's in coastal resource management,
and; 3) develop and test other new approaches to mangrove management.

ACIPHKL's earlier experience with the IBRD-assisted CVRP, where it extended technical
assistance to the project, provided the driving force to expand to other areas and
promotdrefine tested approaches.

The Network Foundation (TNF), a development-

oriented organization primarily concemed with poverty alleviation and environmental
protection, continued the work of ACIPHIL in Cogtong Bay &er September 1991. A
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stated goal of TNF is to improve the quality of life of impoverished families who rely on
communal resources for livelihood (Janiola 1996).

ACIPHIL and TNF, together with the authority-wielding DE%

sought to establish

legitimate property rights over the Bay's mangrove areas. The DENR issued CSCs to
mangrove growers, providing a legal instrument for assuring tenurial security for
mangrove areas under their stewardship.
Afier the project, new incentives to cooperate continued to influence govemment level
actions. Imrnediately after the project had ended, and lasting for a few years, the
Candijay Municipal Council decreased support for coastal management activities.
However, the Municipal Council has again become more involved with coastal resource
management. Two main reasons can likely be attributed to the increased involvement.
Immediately after the project, there were minimal illegal activities relative to fishing and
cutting.

However, as time progressed, more and more violators were retuming to

Cogtong Bay. Today illegal fishing is once more rampant in the Bay and the Municipal
Council probably realized that the local govemment could no longer rely on the
decreasing residual enforcement benefits of the CMMRCRM.
Secondly, a new rnember has been elected as a councilor in the Candijay Town Council.
Marcos Dellosa Jr., a graduate of the BohoI School of Fisheries was elected as a member
of the Municipal Council in June 1992 and brought with him a desire to protea the Bay's
coastal resources. Mr. Dellosa has forged a strong political relationship with the United

Barangay Federation to implement ordinances and activities directed towards sustainable
harvesting. The result of the increased involvement has been the reorganization of a sea
patrol and perspective implementation of a Bantay Dagat program (pending the mayor's
approval of the Municipal Council's request). Also, positive steps towards managing
coastal resources more sustainably, such as the establishment of a 20-hectare fish
sanctuary, have resulted fiom the increased interest in coastal resources.
procurement of buoys and nylon materials started in 1997.

The

The Council has also
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requested the Provincial Commander of Bohol to station a navel detachment in Cogtong
to assist in guarding coastal waters.
The MunicipaI Council additionally sought the services of the Bohol Resource
Development (BOREMADEV) Foundation in organizing the B arangay Fisheries and
Aquatic Resource Management Council (BFARMC), as well as in conducting coastal
resource management training in 1996. As an offshoot of these activities, the BFARMC
later came up with a resolution on coastal management and protection. BOREMADEV

offered to strengthen PAGAMACO so the group could represent village fishers on issues
that directly affect them.
4.6.3

AMONG RESOURCE USERS, GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS (GOs)
AND NON-GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS (NGOS)

The traditional system of open-access worked well for the residents of Cogtong until the
late-1960s when commercial fishers and cutters began to frequent the Bay to harvest and
sel1 the coastal resources to larger market centers of Tagbilaran and Cebu. Cogtong Bay
became a haven for both illegal fishers and illegal mangrove cutters in the 1970s because
of the lack of enforcement of existing legislation, inadequate legislation, and open access
nature of the coastal resources. Consequently, the traditional users of the Bay's resources
became "losers" under the existing situation. The residents witnessed the exploitation of
coastal resources by large-scale commercial fishers and cutters for sale to extemal
markets. The commercial cutters and fishers left no benefits but instead contributed to
environmental damage.
Local-level resource users wanted to cooperate with GOs and NGOs so that project
implernenters could receive formal property rights to mangrove areas.

Without

govemment recognition, such property rights could not be established. As well, the
illegal activities within Cogtong Bay were so rampant that extemal interventions were
needed to assist the under-equipped and under-funded efforts of the Municipal and

Barangay Councils.
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Though al1 of the actors wanted to cooperate, there were obstacles to implementing the
project. Despite early enthusiasm of local resource users, and moral support fiom the
barangay and municipal levels, village residents maintained a guarded skepticism of the
project and were not immediately willing to volunteer their labour. Illegai cutring and
illegal fishing were rampant in Cogtong Bay and the DA was continuing to issue FIAS.
Many of the individuals involved with mangrove rehabilitation were discouraged ftom
planting because either the trees would be cut d o m under an FLA; or if the trees
survived long enough, illegally cut and sold in Cebu. Therefore the credibility of the
project and of the govemment's political will were main obstacles in initiating project
action.

To address the problem of conflicting government policy, the CMMRCRM staff aided
the FAs in filing petitions to the DENR to not issue cutting permits for existing FLAs and
to convert to communal swamplands. existing land held under FLA agreements that had
not been cleared or was abandoned. Success was enjoyed nom these actions as some
FLA titles were canceled. The DEN2 assured the residents around Cogtong Bay that

cutting permits for areas held under FLA title would no longer be issued. In effect,
without a cutting permit, the trees on the FLA land could not be legally cut. This policy
created conflicts between the FAs and DENR on one side, and the FLA holders on the
other. The conflicts still exist today and have escalated to the point of armed security
guards threatening to use deadly force to keep trespassers off FLA lands while workers
clear the land. Today, village residents still resent the construction of fishponds, but
there are no physical hostilities.
Working together, PAGAMACO members, project stafS and at times staff from
govemment agencies were able to effectively diminish il legal activities wit hin Cogtong

Bay. The legitimacy provided by the government alongside enforcement efforts by
project staff and project contributed to the prevention of more environmental damage
during the project phase.
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To deal with the problems of illegal adivities CMMRCRM staff aiso became law
enforcement officials organizing a sea patrol and foot patrol. PAGAMACO members
joined both. The actions and dedication of the CMMRCRM staff in stopping fishpond
construction and illegal fishing and cutting activities eased the members' doubts about
the government's commitment to the project .
However, not al1 of the barangay's coastd resource users were happy with the project.

When the CMMRCRM began, de facto rules on who could cut the mangroves changed.
The law stating any cutting without a DENR permit was illegal, was now being enforced.
The firewood gatherers cornplained that their livelihood had been taken away. An
informa1 agreement was reached in 1991 between PAGAMACO, CMMRCRM, the
Municipal Council, Barangay Council and firewood gatherers to leave some mangrove
areas as open access. The firewood gatherers could harvest wood fiom these areas, but in

turn, for every tree cut in the cornmon area, a tree would have to be planted. Further, the
wood that was cut could not be sold outside of Candijay. The compromise was suitable
to ail parties and has had fairly good operational success to date.

Figure 8. Summary of Contextiial Variables, Major Events and Initiatives by Project Phase: Cogtong

Period

* Major Events
Arriva1 of migrants
Construction of fishponds
Presence of commercial fishers
Presence of commercial cutters
lssuance of Fishpond Lease
Agreements
Iiicentives to Coonerrite
(Cornmon dependence on coastal

in fish yieldslrising environmental
awareness
PROJECT PHASE
illegal cutting
Limited illenal fishinp.
ctive participation of
AGAMACO
blanaroves reolanted
Strictly enforcement of mangrove
land fisherv rules
hnformation carnoaians
Joint patrol of mangroves
Joint patrol of Municipal waters
Persona1 patrolling of mangroves
Establishment of property rights ove
mangroves
Local Government Code Passed
Decline in
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4.7.0 OUTCOMES/PERFORlMANCE INDICATORS OF CO-

MANAGEMENT
Ideally, baseline data should be compared with current data to measure changes over
time. However, baseline studies on physical, biological and social aspects of Cogtong are
not available. A cornparison of sites with and without project intervention may also be

adopted, but the difficulty of finding a similar site with no project intervention precluded
this option. In light of these constraints, the perceptions of project participants and nonparticipants may be the best alternative in measuring the performance of CO-management
over tirne. In a previous evaluation of community-based coastal resource management
sites in the Philippines, Pomeroy et al (1996) documented the perceptions of perceived
changes over time are useful in the absence of solid baseline data. The technique
involved a visual, self-anchoring, ladder-like scale which allowed for making ordinal
judgments, placed little demand on informant memory, and could be rapidly
administered. The respondents were shown a ladder-like diagram with ten steps, where
ten represented the best possible scenario and one the wora possible scenario in terms of
the perceived changes in the indicators. The respondents were asked to indicate the
appropnate step on the ladder which corresponds to their perceptions of changes in
various time periods: before the project (e-g., 1988), today, and five years £kom now.
Box 5 summarizes the performance indicators.
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Box 5. Performance hdicators of Co-Management: Cogtong

Equity
Participation in cornmunity affairs
1.
comrnunity affairs in general
(PARTICIPATION IN GENERAL)
2.
coastal resource management
(PMTICIPATION-CRM)
Muence over community affairs
1.
cornrnunity &airs in general
(INFLUENCEIN GENERAL)
2.
coastal resource management
(INFLUENCE-CRM)
Control over mangrove resources
(CONTROL)
Fair allocation of mangrove harvesting
rights
(ALLOCATION-HARVEST)
Satisfaction with mangrove
management
(SATISFACTION-MANGROVE

Sustainability
Overall well-being of coastal resources
(COASTAL RESOURCE WELLBEING)
Community cornpliance with rules
1.
Mangrove rules
(COMPLIANCE MANGROVE)
2.
Fishery rules (COMPLIANCE FISHERY)
Knowledge of mangroves
(KNOWLEDGE - MANGROVES)
Exchange of information
1.
Mangroves (NF0
EXCHANGE
MANGROVE)
2.
Fishery (INFO EXCHANGE FISHEFUES)

MGT)

Eflïciency
Collective decision-making on rules
goveming the use of mangrove
resources
(COLLECTIVE DECISION-

Benefits fiom the mangrove area
(BENEFITS- MANGROVEAREA)
Overall well-being of the household
(HOUSEHOLD WELL-BEING)
Househoid income (INCOME)

-

-G)
Quickness of resolving community
conflicts ori mangrove issues

(CONFLICT
RESOLUTION)

4.7.1

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The first step in the analysis involved the calculation of mean difierences between to&y

(T2)and before the projecl (TI)
for each indicator. A paired cornparison t-test

was used

to determine if the mean differences between these two time periods are statistically
significant. For the overall sample, Table 13 shows a statistically significant increase in
perceived levels of al1 performance indicators @<0.01), except overall well being of
coastal resources and household income. Weak Iaw enforcement efforts must have
aEected the perceived gains in the well-being of coastal resources due to the resumption
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of illegal mangrove cuning and illegal fishing afier project completion. Increases in the
income of fishing households, moreover, have not been statistically significant.
Household income can be considered a function of the well being of coastal resources.

Larger positive changes, by contrast, were perceived in knowledge of mangrove,
participation in coastal resource management, and information exchange on both
mangrove and fisheries management. These represent areas where the project had direct
intervention.
Table 13.

Perceived pre-project to post-project changes in performance
indicators for a11 respondents: before the project and now: Cogtong
Al1
Todav Before

1 Equity
a. Participation in general
Participation - CRM
b. Influence in general
Influence-CRM
c. Control - mangrove
d. Allocation-harvest
e. Satisfaction-mangrove management
f. Benefits-mangrove area
g. Household well-being
h. Household income
Efiiciency
a. Collective decision-making
b. Conflict resolution
1 Sustainability
a. Coastal resource well-being
b. Compliance - mangrove rules
Cornpliance - fishery rules
c. Knowledge-mangrove
d. Information exchange-manmove
Information exchange-fishenes

1

1

1
5.26

3.39

5.43
5.37

3.30
3.46

5.33
4.74
5.56
5.59
5.50
4.67
4.56

3.54
3.00
4.15
3.74
4.33
3.93
4.13

5.39

5.30

3.70
3.39

4.56
5.02
5.43
5.57
5.37
5.56

4.43
3.35
3.48
3.35
3.28
3.48

1

1
1.87
2.13
1.91
1.80
1.74
1.41
1.85
1.17
0.74
0.43

<0.01
<O.Ol
<0.01
cO.01
<0.01
cO.01
cO.01
c0.01
cO.01
>0.05

6

<0.01
CO.01

1.91

1

1
0.13
1.67
1.94
2.22
2.09
2.07

>O.OS
CO.01
cO.01
cO.01
cO.01
cO.01

A paired cornparison t-test was also done to determine if the mean differences between
perceptions to&y and five yearsfrom now @turc) are statistically significant for each
indicator. The results show that al1 respondents perceived positive and datistically
significant changes in al1 performance indicators (pc0.0 l), indicating optimism on future
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CO-managementindicators in terms of equity, efficiency, and sustainability. Relatively
larger positive changes were perceived in overall well being of the household, benefits
nom the mangrove area, and control over fishery resources.
Table 14 shows the perceived pre-project chmges to post-projeci changes (fmhy) in the
performance indicators based on mernbership in the village-based fishers association.
Members perceived positive and statistically significant changes in the indicators, except
in the overall well being of coastd resources and household income. For non-members,
the perceived levels of four indicators are positive, but not statistically significant:

benefits from the mangrove area, overall household well being, household income, and
overall well being of coastaI resources. The findings irnply that more efforts are required
to bring about perceived improvements in matenal and ecological gains.

Table 14.

Perceived pre-project to post-project changes in peiformance
indicaton for members and non-members: before the project and
now: Cogtong
-

.

Performance Indicator
Todav
I

0;)

Member
Before
T2-Tl
( 1 )

Non-Member
Before
P
(Tz) (Ti) T2Today
-

P

Tl
,

Equity

a. Participation in
general
Participation - CRM
b. Influence in general
Influence - CRM
c. Control- mangroves
d. Allocation - hantest
e. Satisfaction mangrove mgt
E Benefits - mangrove
area
g. Household well-being
h. Household income
Eflïciency
a. Collective decisionmaking
b. Conflict resolution
Sustainabiïity
a. Coastal resource wellbeing
b. Cornpliance mangrove
Cornpliance - fishery
c. Knowledge mangrove
d. Ido exchange -

mangrove
Infb exchange -

5.74

3.41

2.33

<0.01

4.78 3.37

1.41 <0.01

5.81
5.70
5.85
5.11
5.85
5.85

3.22
3.59
3.81
3.30
4-11
3.81

2.59
2.11
2.04
1.81

5.04
5.04

4.81
4.37

2.04

c0.01
c0.01
<0.01
<0.01
c0.01
cO.01

5.33

3.37
3.33
3.26
2.70
4.19
3.67

1.67
1.70
1.56
1.67
1.07
1-67

5.96

4.26

1.70

c0.01

5.04

4.41

0.63 >0.05

4.89
4.48

3.85
4.07

1 .O4 CO.01
0.41 >O.OS

4.44

4.00 0.44 >O.OS
4.19 0.44 >0.05

5.56

3.67

1.89

<0.01

5.22 3.74 1.48 4.01

5.59

3.48

2.11

CO.01

5.00 3.30

4.70

4.37

0.33

>0.05

4.41

4.48

0.07 >O.OS

5-00

3.37

6

<0.01

5.04

3.33

1.70 cO.01

5.67
5.93

3.52
3.44

2.15

2.48

<0.01
cO.01

5.19 3.44
5.22 3.26

1.74 CO.01
1.96 4l.01

5.63

3.30

2.33

CO.01

5.11

3.26

1.85 <0.01

5.74

3.56

2.19

<0.01

5.37 3.41

1.96 cO.01

1.74

5.26

4.63

<0.01
<0.01
c0.01
c0.01
c0.01
c0.01

1.70 <0.01

fisheries

For the perceptions tociay and Jve years from n m , members perceived positive and
statistically significant changes in a11 performance indicators of CO-management(pe0.01).
Non-members, likewise, appeared optimistic on al1 indicators, except influence over
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The second step in the analysis was to determine if the members of the fishers association
differed fkom non-members.

This was accomplished by subtracting the pre-project

perception fiom the today perception for each indicator (T2-TI) and calculating a twosample t-test for the difference of mean values between the member and non-mernber

samples. As indicated by Table 15, the only statistically significant difference between
members and non-rnembers lies in the perceived participation in cornmunity affairs
@<O.OS).

Members tended to perceive greater participation in community affairs, which

could be partly linked to deliberate project efforts to involve them in collective concems.
Table 15.

Differences between members and non-members with respect to
perceived pre-project to post-project changes: before the project and
now: Cogtong

c
Indicator

---

--

c. Control - manegroves

d. Aliocation- hawest
le-. Satisfaction -mangrove mgt

1 f Benefits - mangrove area

T w l e d ge ggmG&ro;e
d. Info exchan e - man ove
Info exchanae - fisheries

Member

NonMember
Tt-Tl

TValue

Probabilit

1

Moreover, the to&y perception was compared with the perception five yearsfrom now
for each indicator using a two-sample t-test (e-g., members versus non-members).
Positive changes were perceived in al1 indicaton. However, there is no statistically
significant difference between members and non-members, except in the perceived
quickness of resolving cornmunity conflids @<0.05).
higher gains in conflict resolution.

Members tended to perceive
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CHAPTER FIVE: BARANGAY MARCELO
CONTEXTUAL VARIABLES

Contextual variables refer to the key attributes of the resource, resource user, and
management arrangements. There are six variables: 1) physical, technical and biological
attributes; 2) stakeholder, community and fisher attributes; 3) market characteristics; 4)
fisher and community institutional and organizational arrangements; 5) extemal
institutional and organizational arrangements; and, 6) exogenous (macroeconomic,
political, social and natural) amibutes.

5.1.0 PHYSICAL, TECHNICAL AND BIOLOGICAL

CHARACTERISTICS OF BARANGAY MARCELO
The following section discusses the physical, technical and bioiogical attributes of
Barangay Marcelo that have influenced coastal resource institutional arrangements over
tirne.
5.11 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Barangay Marcelo is part of the municipality of Mabini. Located on the north shore of
Cogtong Bay, Marcelo is accessible fiom Tagbilaran by a 95-kilometer, three and a halfhour bus ride aiong mostly paved roads. Barangay Marcelo is more than twice the size of
Barangay Cogtong but has one-third the population. Located eight kilometers away fiom
poblacion (town center), and connected by mud roads dificult to travel in rainy
conditions, the 727 residents live on 207 ha of land. The majonty of people rely on
fishing for their primary source of income.
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Picture 7. Road from Barangay Marcelo to poblacion (town center).

Although there is more land in Marcelo than Cogtong, there are fewer land-based
economic activities. Most houses stretch along the seaward side of the road that connects
the barangay to poblacion. Across the road are upland areas with a hilly terrain not well
suited to agricultural purposes.

Barangay land that is brought under agricultural

production mainly produces cassava crops.
5.1.1.1 Boundaries

Coastd resources of Cogtong Bay have traditionally been open-access.

Outside

concession license areas, the mangrove areas in Marcelo have not had any boundaries.
With the exception of a marine park in Mabini waters since 1978, very few restrictions
existed on fish harvesting methods and none regulating limits. Anyone could fish in the
Bay's water or cut trees in the Bay's mangrove areas. Not even residency within the

Bay's municipalities

was required.

The CMMRCRM marked the first time property

rights to mangroves within Mabini were introduced. Fishing boundaries have also since
been introduced with fish sanctuaries in both Candijay and Mabini.

Customary Boundaries. No traditional boundaries or customary rights of tenure have
existed in Marcelo.

Politicai Boundanes. Historically, jurisdiction over coastal resources was fiagmented.
BFAR, a national bureau under the Department of Agriculture, was responsible for
fisheries until the early-1990s. D
mangroves and forestiy.

m on the other hand, exercised jurisdiction over

During the CMMRCRM phase (1 989- 199l), confiicting

policies that hampered project implementation partly emanated from the fragmentation of
functions among national govemment agencies.
In 1991, the devolution of many of the functions of BFAR and DENR altered the political
boundaries and placed local government units at the forefiont of coastal resource
management. In particular, local govemment units now exercise authonty over waters
within 15 kilometers from the shoreline of their municipality (Le., municipal waters).
Beyond 15 km, BFAR still exercises jurisdiction. For mangroves, local govemments are
now responsible for community-based forestry projects and communal forest
management. Outside communal forests, DENR still retains its authority. For details,
see section 1.1.1 in chapter four, which also holds true for Marcelo, Mabini.

Legal Use Boundaries. A marine park in Mabini waters was the first legal boundary
established around Cogtong Bay to restrict fishing. Established by the Mabini Municipal
Council in 1978 around Lumayag, an islandkeef exposed at low tide, the total area of the
park was 500 ha and marked by buoys. Al1 fishers were allowed to fish in the area of the

marine park but the fishing gear was restricted to longline and the catch to consumption.
Mangroves in Cogtong Bay were also subject to legal use boundaries before the

CMMRCRM. Concession Iicenses, different from a cutting permit, were the first formal
boundaries intended to regulate the cutting of mangroves. The moa common concession
license was an "ordinary license" and lasted for four years. Concession licenses were
given to applicants by the Bureau of Forestry (later changed to the Bureau of Forest
Development). The applicant paid for the license which gave the holder "...the exclusive

privilege to cut ail the allowable harvestable timber in their respective concessions, and
the additional rights of occupation possession and control over the same to the exclusion
of othen ...". Concession licenses were large-scale commercial Iicenses. Despite a
provision of the license stipulating sustainable yield harvesting, holders of the licenses
often did not adhere to any limits. Generally, mangrove cutters in Cogtong Bay did not
respect private concession areas and the concession Iicense did not impose any de facto
control on cutting practices. According to key informants, concession licenses have not
been issued for Marcelo since the 1970s.

In 1984, portions of the Bay's mangroves were declared Mangrove Wildemess and
Mangrove Swamp Forest Preserve under Presidential Proclamation 2 151 and 2 152
respectively (laniola 1996). Four islands (Lumislis, Cat-il, Cabundio and Calanggaman)
totaling 275 ha were labeled as wilderness areas.

Consequently, ". ..entry, sale,

settlement, exploitation of whatever nature or forms of disposition.. ." was not permitted.
However, without strict enforcement, cornpliance with the proclamation was low.

In 1989 legal boundaries on mangroves in Cogtong Bay were introduced when the

CMMRCRM distributed CSCs. Individual CSC holders were vested with rights of
access and withdrawal.

The contract states "The grantee shall have the nght to

peacefully possess and cultivate the land and enjoy fniits thereof ..". The contract lasts
for 25 years at which time a renewal can be applied for. The contract also formally
imposes limits, albeit ambiguous, on the amount of trees that c m be cut. The Grantor of
the contract (DENR)sets the limits. According to the legal document, the Grantor
"...reserves the right to regulate the cutting or harvesting of the timber crops to insure
normal balance of forest cover on the land". Stewards related that their interpretation of
the limits were "sustainable harvesting".
Legal use boundaries over coastal resources continued to evolve in Cogtong Bay during,

and after the CMMRCRM. Mabini Municipal Council redefined the Lumayag Marine

Park as a fish sanctuary 1988 in response to encouragement f?om the Association of
Barangay Captains and CMMRCRM st&

No one was allowed access to the waters

inside the sanctuary. The fish sanctuary, however, reverted to a marine park with
restricted fishing but not restricted access in 1995 because the sand bars within the
sanctuary's boundaries were popular spots to visit.

The end of one sanctuary marked the birth of another. Also in 1995 the Mabini
Municipal Council passed a resolution to establish a different fish sanctuary by approving
resolution No. 3 series of 1995 of the Board of Directors of Mabini Federation of Small
Fishers' Associations (MAFESFA). The Municipal Council recognized the niles and
regulations promulgated by MAFESFA and therefore did not pass an ordinance. As such

a new fish sanctuary endorsed by the Municipal Council but governed according to
MAFESFA guidelines was established at Lumislis Island. Access within the sanctuary

was restricted to authonzed personnel.
Communal Boundaries.

Mabini has formalIy recognized communal areas at the

barangay Ievel. Al1 barangay residents can cut mangroves within the Marcelo communal
area, but none of the wood gathered can be sold. A municipal ordinance fiom 1988 also
exists that prohibits the transport of raw forest goods outside municipal boundaries.
Technical Boundaries. No zoning or technical boundanes are present in Cogtong Bay

for mangroves. Technical boundaries exist for fishing regarding the species of fish
harvested during different penods of the year due to the pelagic characteristics of the fish.

5.1.2

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Technical Boundaries. No comprehensive zoning or technical boundary delineation

exists in Mabini, except for areas covered by the mangrove wildemess and mangrove
forest reserve as well as by the Lumislis Fish Sanctuary. Since Lumislis Island is located
in the middle ofcogtong Bay, Mabini and Cogtong share the isiand.
5.1.2.1 Capture Fisheries and Fishing Gear

The village of Marcelo is charactenzed by multi-gear and multi-species fisheries. Village
fishers use five types of fishing gear, cornpared to nine in Cogtong, Candijay. About 67
percent of the fishers use gillnets (prkot). Others use simple handlines or paso1 (26%).
The rest deploy longlines or palangre, jiggers and spearguns. Most fishers (85%) own
their fishing gear.
Based on key informant interviews, fishers use gillners and spearguns throughout the year
in Marcelo. Used seasonally are longlines, simple handlines, and jiggers. Longlines are

deployed fiom May to August, and simple handlines, ffom September to November.
Effective Fishing Time. Fishers report that fishing time has remained the same since the

1970s, but their average fish catch has deciined. For 89 percent of the fishers, the number
of hours per day spent for fishing ranges nom six hours or less. About 1 1 percent fish for
more than ten hours.

Types of Boats Used and Crew Size. Non-motorized boats are dominant in Marceio
(68%).

Only 32 percent of the fishers operate with motorized boats.

Given the

predorninance of non-rnototized boats and simple gear types, only one or two people assist
in fishing operations.

Fish Harvest Sharing System. Sharing arrangements in Marcelo Vary by type of fishing

gear. Gillnet and longline fishers, after deducting the expenses incurred during the fishing
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trip, usually divide the earnings into three parts. One part goes to the crew and two parts to
the boat owner. In rare cases involving Iongline fishing, 4/5 goes to the boat owner and 1/5
to the crew. However, if the fisher owns the boat and fishes with a family member, he
normally gets al1 the fish harvest. For fishers using simple handlines, four parts normally

go to the boat owner and one part to the crew. In the absence of a crew, the fisher gets al1
the harvest.
Across al1 gear types, the rnost cornmon sharing is 1/3 to the fisher and U3 to the boat
owner (70%). About 23 percent of the fishers reported that they do not have to share the
fish harvest with anyone.
5.1.2.2 Mangroves

Mangroves have been traditionally used for house construction and firewood. Beginning
in the 1940s, mangrove wood was also used for constructing fish corrals.

Wood

hawesting has been done with a traditional technique that uses bola, a cutting instrument
resembling a machete.

The low intensive cutting of mangroves for these traditional purposes changed over the
years, prompted by the introduction of fishponds in the mid-1960s and the issuance by
the DA of Fishpond Lease Agreements (FLAs). An FLA entitled the holder the privilege
to operate a fishpond. Records show that in Mabini land was released for fishpond
development in 1979 (Janiola 1996). Also changing the traditional, low intensive cutting
methods were the entry of large-scale commercial cutters in the early-1970s and the sale
of mangrove produas to larger market centers, such as the cities of Tagbilaran and Cebu.
At present, commercial cutters seldom come to Cogtong Bay. Those that do usually cut

on one of the islands (especially Lumislis) protected under Presidential Decree 215 1/
2152. Cutting permits are also no longer issued to FLA holders. The cutting of

mangroves is reverîing to local, small-scale, and more sustainable practices.
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5.1.2.3 Information Sources on Fisheries and Mangroves
Based on multiple responses, fishers tend to depend more heavily on other fishers for
information on fisheries (70%), covering fishing gear, fish fming/mariculture, and other
related areas. Other S o m a t i o n sources include: NGOs (13%),

fisher himself (1 l%),

government technicians (Ph),parents (7%), and radio (4%).

On mangrove management, NGOs (61%) âre also the primary provider of information.
Other sources are the fisher himself (28%), government technicians (9%), other fishers

(6%), information carnpaigns (4%), radio (2%), and pamphlets (2%). Wrinen materials
play a minimal role in information dissemination.
5.1.3

BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERXSTICS
5J.3.1 Live Coral Cover and Mangrove Community

The findings discussed earlier on Cogtong also hold for Marcelo (Section 4.4.1.3).
5.1.3.2 Fish Catch and S pecies Composition.
Various types of fish per gear type are caught in different months by Marcelo fishers, as
shown by Figure 8. For gillnets, the fish species caught range fiom soft-bottom to reef
(hard-bottom) dwelling species, such as goatfishes, rabbitfishes, sardines, slipmouths,
wrassses, and shrirnps/crabs. For simple handlines and longlines, pelagic fishes are
caught, such as mackerels, fusiliers, scads, jacks and some reef dwelling snappers.

Over time, there has been a progressive decline in the average catch per fishing trip. Table
16 shows the downtrend fiom the 1960s to the 1990s, based on information drawn fiorn
key informants.
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Table 16. Trends in catch rates (kg/trip) of selected fishing gars in Marcelo.
-

-

Fishing Gear

1960s

1 1970s

1980s

1990s

1

1 (sometimes 50 kg) 1

1

In 1997,eighty percent of the fishers reported an average catch per fishing trip of five kg or
less. In 1988, or just before the MRCRMP implementation, only 68 percent caught five-kg
or less of fish per fishing trip. Thus, the proportion of fishers who obtained this volume
increased. Moreover, those who caught six to ten kg of fish per fishing trip decreased to 18
percent in 1997 fiom thirty percent in 1988.
5.1.3.3 Fishing Grounds

Based on the household survey in Marcelo, ninety percent of the fishers operate inside the
Bay, while ten percent fish outside the Bay. The small range may be attributed to the
predominance of non-motorized boats in the area and the use of gillnets and simple
handlines, which are usually used in shallower waters.
About 81 percent of the fishers operate in waters less than five fathoms (15 m), while nine
percent fish in waters between six to ten fathoms (18-30m). Fishing operations outside the
Bay (10%) are usually in waters more than 25 fathoms (75 rn).
5.1.3.4 Perceived Trends in the Condition of Fishery and Mangrove

Resources

To obtain a comparative perception of resource conditions, 54 heads of fishing
households in Marcelo were asked to describe the condition of fishery resources 15 years
ago and today. A similar question was asked on the condition of mangrove resources.

1

Fishery Resuz~rces.About eighty percent of the fishers expressed that 15 years ago
(1982), fishery resources were in a relatively good condition. The reasons given were
abundant fish catch, limited commercial fishing, and fewer resource users. About 17
percent, on the other hand, felt that the resources were in a bad shape due to illegal
fishing activities, mangrove cutting, damaged habitats, and decreasing fish catch. The
rest (3%) stated that fishery resources were neither in a bad nor good condition.

In terms of the perceived condition of fishery resources today, fishers perceive resource
detenoration. About 68 percent felt that the resources are in a bad shape now (Table 16).
Members and non-rnembers of the fishers' association shared this perception.
Respondents claimed the resources to be unhealthy today largely due to illegal fishing,
lower fish catch, and over-fishing. Other reasons mentioned are commercial fishing,
habitat destruction, use of fine mesh nets, and increase in the population. Only 19
percent perceived a very good resource condition at present, based on their observations
of increased fish catch, reforested mangrove areas, and reduced illegal fishing. The rest
(13%) perceived no change at all.

Mmigrove Resoiirces. On the condition of mangrove resources 15 years ago, 48 percent
viewed the resource condition as good. About 41 percent perceived it as bad, while the
rest (1 1%) were neunal. Those who perceived the resource condition as good noted the
presence of mangrove stands and improved fish catch. Those who viewed the mangrove
resource condition as bad cited the illegal cutting of mangroves, fishpond developrnent,
and decline in fish catch.

Regarding to the perceived resource condition today, the percentage of respondents who
regarded the mangrove condition as good reached 91 percent. Good conditions were
linked to the existence of thick and ta11 mangroves, as well as to higher fish catch. A
much lower percentage (6%) perceived the resource situation as bad due to illegal

mangrove cutting. Others (3%) were neutral.

Thus, the respondents perceived a

statistically significant improvement in the condition of mangroves, but not in fisheries.

Table 17. Perceived Resource Conditions: Marcelo
Resource Condition
Fishery
Bad
Neither bad nor good
Good
Total
- - - -

Bad
Neither bad nor good
Good
Total

1

15 Years Ago (1982)

Today (1 997)

NO.

YO

NO.

Yo

9

17.0
3.O
80.0
100.0

37
7
10

68.0
13.0
19.0
100.0

T-value

-5.985

2
I

43

54

26
6
22
54

I

1

48.0
11.0
41.0
100.0

I

1

1

54
3
2
49

54

1

P

<0.01

I

1

6.O
3 .O
91.0
100.0

5.1.3.5 Perceived Importance of Mangrove Management
Almost al1 respondents (98%) expressed that mangrove management is essential to the
fishery, regardless of membership in the project beneficiary associations. Based on
multiple responses, observations since the introduction of mangrove management in
Marcelo include: 1) expanded mangrove stands (6 1%);

2) improved fishing conditions

and reduction of commercial fishing (41%); and 3) improved fish habitats (9%). Thus,
the project helped rehabilitate the mangroves and improve law enforcement in Marcelo.
5.1.3.6 Ecologicai Knowledge

Based on a random sample survey of 54 fishers in JuIy 1997, the respondents exhibited
knowledge of various characteristics of the sea and Coast that help the fish to grow and be
healthy.

Multiple responses include the presence of sea grasses/seaweeds (89%),

presence of corals (65%), existence of mangroves (52%), presence o f algae (17%), and
clean water (9%). Members and non-members alike gave similar responses. For a
further discussion on traditional ecological knowledge the reader is referred to section
1.3.6 of Chapter Four.
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5.2.0 STAKEHOLDER, COMMUNITY AND FISHER

CHA3RACTERISTICS
The evolution of stakeholder groups as well as the socio-economic characteristics of the
community, sample fishers and fisher households is assessed to determine the influence
on incentives to cooperate and coordinate such characteristics have.
5.2.1

STAKEHOLDERS

For an introductory discussion on stakeholders, the reader is directed to Chapter Four,
section 2.1 of the Barangay Cogtong case study.

A number of different stakeholder groups can be identified in Marcelo. BOSFA (Bonbon
SmalI Fisher's Association) and MAFA (Mabini Fisher's Association) are the main
stakeholders. Ail members of the FAs are coastal resource users (mainly fishers) and
most were involved with the CMMRCRM in rehabilitating the mangroves and fishery as
well as enforcement efforts in Marcelo. The groups continued to operate when the

CMMRCRM concluded and have since been involved with the DENR through the
Coastal Environment Project (CEP)by replanting trees in both the mangrove and uplands
areas. In addition, both groups have continued to aid enforcement efforts against illegal
cutting and fishing. CSC holders also have property rights over sections of mangroves.

Picture 8. MlAFA Clubhouse. Marcelo
Like its member groups BOSFA and MAFA, MAFESFA (Mabini Federation of Small

Fishers' Associations) can also be identified as a pnmary stakeholder.

MAFESFA

members are composed of individual members serving as representatives of al1 the
vanous FAs in Marcelo.

MAFESFA, or the United Federation (UF) has passed

legislation that individual FAs adopt. MAFESFA also has successfully lobbied for
municipal ordinances such as establishg a fish sanctuary and is in charge of
coordinating efforts for the Bmtay Dagat.
Fishers and shell gatherers (mainly women) not part of BOSFA or MAFA are also
stakeholders. Both informa1 groups benefit from healthy mangroves. The fishers usually
provide the primary source of income and food for their households while shell gatherers
augment family income and food source.
Holders of FLAs also form part of the stakeholders. There is no formal organization but
members of the group are individuals who have a legal claim on the land and have

usually invested both time and money into developing or attempting to develop the land
into a fishpond.
Marcelo Barangay Council is responsible for conducting investigations of illegal
activities and fowarding the case to the Municipal Council if enough evidence is found.

The Barangay Council also lent moral support to the CMMRCRM, participated in
information campaigns and passed legislation to better manage coastal resources.
The Mabini Municipal Council is also a stakeholder. The Municipal Council lent moral
and financial support to the project and passed legislation to help with enforcement. The
Municipal Council also has jurisdiction over the Mabini waters.
The DENR was involved with project irnplementation, monitoring and enforcement. The
project was also one part of the larger CMMRCRM finded by USAID and implemented
by the DENR.
5.2.2

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FISHER COMMUNXTY

Overall, the village population is homogeneous in terms of ethnicity, religion, and
occupation. Marcelo's socioeconomic characteristics have remained relatively stable
between 1988 and 1997. When the CMMRCRM started in 1989, Boholanos were the
most dominant ethnic group. They continue to comprise the biggest ethnic group,
accounting for 86 percent of village households in 1997. Cebuanos and other Visayans
comprise 12 percent, while Tagalogs account for the minonty (2%). The occupational
structure has remained stable between 1988 @re-project) and 1997.

At present,

households engaged in both farming and fishing are predominant at 84 percent (Table
18). Fish vendors, drivers, and owners of small stores (suriisuri)account for three

percent each, while office employees and mangrove gatherers comprise the rest. In terms

of religion, about 76 percent are Roman Catholics. Sixteen percent belong to Jehovah's
Witnesses and eight percent, to Born-Again Christians.

Table 18. Estimated Distribution of Eouseholds by Occupation: Marcelo
-

-

-

occupation
Fisher-Farrner
Fish Vendor
Driver
Store Operator
Employees
Manerove Gatherer
~ oal t
-

I

-

3
3

-

U

1997 (Yo)
84

1988 (%)
83

3
3
3
5

4

3

I

4

100

I

2
100

1

J

Village facilities include: an elementary school, a day care center, a food market, piped
water supply fkom a spring, television, electric service, and public transportation
(motorcycle). A village stage and a basketball court provide recreational facilities. There
is no health center. The nearest doctor and nurse reside at the Mabini town center, some
eight kilometers away from the village. The nearest midwife is stationed 4.5 kilometers
From Marcelo.
Overall, the level of integration into the national economy may be regarded as low to
medium. Transportation links are low, given unimproved and seasonally impassable
roads and the sole dependence on motorcycles for transporting people and village
produds. Likewise, communication links are low due to the absence of telephones.
Political links, however, are relatively high because politicians visit the village more than
once a year.
5.2.3

CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE FISEERS

A random sample of 54 fishing households was drawn from the village population. The

sarnple was divided into members and non-members of the project beneficiary
associations.

Table 19 shows that the respondents have no statistically significant

difference in tems of mean age, education, household size, and length of residence in the
village @>0.05).

On the average, the survey respondents are 48 yean of age, have

undergone elementary schooling and resided in Marcelo for 41 years. Most of the village
residents (61%) were born in the village. The rest trace roots to other Visayan areas
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(28%), Mindanao (Y%), and Luzon (2%).

The average household has about five

members.

In temis of fishing experience, the rnajority (61%) of the respondents indicated they have
been fishing for a long time - more than 15 years. About 19 percent have fished for 6-15
years, while 11 percent have done so for one to five years only. The rest of the
respondents (9%) have been fishing for 11- 15 years.

No statistically significant

difference exists between members and non-members (x2=1.95, pXI.05).
Table 19. Characteristics of SampIe Fishers: Marcelo
-

variable

% Members

% Non-Members

% Total

49.7

45.4

5.6
4.6

5.4

5.1

47.6
5.5
4.9

45.5

36.7

41.1

Age
Education
Household size
Years of residence in the
vihge

T-value

1

-

P

0.97

>0.05

0.33

>O.OS

-0.78

>0.05

1.56

>0.05

In the context of project-related variables, Table 20 shows a statistically significant

difference between members and non-members in three aspects: attendance at project
meetings, completion of training, and influence on project planning @<0.05). On the
average, most respondents joined ten meetings or Iess. Training activities, which often
lasted for one to three days, covered mangrove management, artificial reefs, sanctuary
establishment, leadership and pre-membership, among others.

The project staff of

ACIPHIL provided most of the training (83%), dong with the DENR and the Department

of Trade and Industrj @TI). In terms of the knowledge of project objectives, mernbers
do not differ statistically fiorn non-members.

The relatively lower percentage of

respondents who are aware of project objectives, however, may be partly attributed to
recall problems in Marcelo.
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Table 20. Fisher Participation in the Project: Marcelo.

Variable
Attendance at
project
meetings
Completion of training
Influence over project
planning
Knowledge of project
objectives

YO
Members

% Non-

YO

Members

Total

88.9

37.0

63.O

85 -2
88.9

29.6
37.0

57.4
63.O

36.4

18.4

25.0

X'

P

5.2.3.1 Fisher Households

Household Size and Out-Migration.

Approximately seventy percent of fishing

households in Marcelo have a household size of six or less. The rest (30%) have more
than six household members. More than half of the respondent households reported that
sorne members have left the village to work (30%) or to look for a job (24%). Othen
have gone to other areas to study (7%) or to marry (6%). Metro Manila is the most
popular destination.
Educational and Occupational Profile of Wives. Mon wives (80%) have obtained an

elementary education, while some 15 percent went to high school. Only five percent
pursued a college education. About 73% of the wives are 36 years of age and older. The
rest (27%) are younger, belonging to the 25-35-age bracket.
Women's economic activities in Marcelo represent a mix of subsistence and incomeeaming endeavors.

Women reserve a portion of the fish harvest for household

consumption and sel1 the surplus. Altemtively, if a harvest yields fish of higher value,
the fish rnay be sold. Similar decisions are made with respect to other marine products

(Mehra, Alcott and Baling 1993). Aside fiom trading manne products, women often
gather shellfish dunng low tide for household consumption. They also fânn, make nipa

@dm) shingles, weave mats, and sel1 food. Day-to-day activities normally involve
housekeeping and c h n g for the children.

Household Assets. The absence of records and daily income variations make fishing

income difficult to quanti@. In this study, relative wealth was based on house structure,
household fumishingifacilities, and ownership of productive assets, such as land and
boats. Table 21 shows that non-members are more likely to have minimal to low house
structures than members, but the difference is not statistically signifiant (67% versus
59%; ~ ~ = 1 . 3 p>0.05).
2,
A minimal house structure refers to a house made up entirely of

light materials, such as bamboo, cogon and nipa. A low quality structure consists of light
materials for the walls and roofs, but the fiames are made of wood or lumber.

Pichire 9. Mid-Range Household: Barangay Marcelo

For household fbmishings and facilities, non-members also tend to have minimal to low
facilities (86% versus 82%; x2=5.38,p>0.05). Minimal refers to the presence of one or
two fbrnishingfacilities in the household, while low pertains to three or four fùmishings.
Included in the fùmishings are such assets as fumiture, radio, cassette player, cooking
stove, electnc fan, water-sealed toilet, sewing machine, motorcycle, and other facilities.

Ownership of productive assets, such as motorized boats and land, shows that a

statistically significant difference does not exist between members and non-members

Table 21. Percent Distribution of Assets: Marcelo

YO

Variable

YO

% NonMembers

Members
House Structure
Minimai

20.6
3 8 -2
20,6
20.6

Low
Medium
High
1

Household F h s h i n g s and Faciiities

Minimal
Low

Land Ownership

41 -2

Otvnership of rnotorized bats

88.9

5.2.3.2

Occupational

9.5
I

1

1

1

I

41.2
41-2

14.3
71.4

38.1
77.8

Multiplicity and

P

1.32

0.72

20.0
41.8
21.8
16.4

19.0
47.6
23 -8
1

1

X
'

Total

1
1

30.9

52.7

40.0

83.3

Dependence

1

1 0.07 1
1

5.38

1

1

I

1

0.05
0.40

on

1

0.82
0.53

Coastal

Resources

Almost al1 respondents (9 1%) reported that fishing is their pnmary occupation. Fishing
provides at least half of the household earnings for 76 percent of the respondents.
Occupational multiplicity is seen in the existence of secondary occupations. In addition
to fishing, 49 percent of the households are engaged in f m i n g . Still others work as
carpenters (6%), cirivers (6%), oyster gatherers (2%), and barbers (2%). About 35
percent of the respondents, however, have no second job.
The harvest of mangrove products accounts for less than half of household incorne for 91
percent of the households. Dependence on coastal resources primarily covers fishery.
Sorne 41 percent of the households receive eaernal remittances ftom family members

and relatives outside Marcelo. In ternis of dependence on remittances, members do not

differ statisticdly fiom non-members (44% versus 37%; x2=0.3
1, p>O.OS).
When the respondents were asked if plants and anirnals that were regarded as few 15
yean ago have become more abundant now, seventy percent said yes while the rest said

no. The same observation was noted in pest species (61%). The respondents (57%) also
reported that they have not harvested in the same general area.
Job Satisfaction. Given the chance to live their Iives over, 57 percent of the sample

fishers in Marcelo expressed that they would not choose to become fishers (Table 21).
About 43 percent felt otherwise. For those who would no longer choose fishing if they
had their lives to live over, the main reason is the inadequacy of eamings from fishing in
meeting household needs. Another reason is declining fish catch.
For those who opted to become fishers again, the predominant reasons are primarily
psychological ----job contentment (32%), easy nature of the job (20%), and being used to
fishing (20%).

Other reasons include: proximity to the place of wormshing ground

(8%), Iack of skills in other jobs (8%), low educational level (4%), absence of a boss

(4%), and food provision inherent in fishing (4%). From these responses, the lack of

education and expenence in other jobs appear to limit the choice of their occupation to
fishing.

Table 22, Job Satisfaction of Fishers: Marcelo.
Choice

%

% Non-

%

Member

Member

Total

xz
v

Give up fishing, given the chance to live
one's life over

Shift h m fishing now

49
94

71
95

57
94

P

1

I

2.76 0.10
0.35 0.55

When the respondents were asked if they would change their occupation now from
fishing to something else, about 94 percent said yes. Only six percent said no due to
psychological reasons. Thus, Marcelo fishers expressed willingness to shift to nonfishing occupations, in the context of the present situation and a second lifetime. This
willingness appears to be largely driven by economic considerations

- eam

more

money, improve living conditions, and have a stable job. Non-economic reasons include

a declining fish catch. The finding implies that the financial appeal of fishing has
diminished relative to other occupations.

The perceived resource deterioration,

moreover, has been viewed as a negative factor.

5.3.0 MARKET RELATIONSHIPS
5.3.1

FTSEIERY

The fishery of Marcelo shifted fiom a subsistence orientation in the 1950s to a market
orientation since the 1970s.

Food fish is the primary product sold in the market.

Approximately eighty percent of the Marcelo respondents covered by the random sample
survey in July 1997 indicated that they sold most their catch. Only twenty percent
indicated that they sold less than one-half of their catch. Fish transactions are primarily
carried out at the village IeveI (93%), implying that fishing households do not have to go
to distant areas to sel1 their fish harvest. Four percent of food fish is sold in the Mabini
town market, while three percent goes to nearby municipaiities. At present, there are six
fish traders in Marcelo who procure fish ffom village fishen.

Box 6. Summary of Present Market Characteristics: Marceio
Indicator
Fishing ground
Market outlets
Place sold

Attributes
Inside Cogtong Bay (90%)
Primary buyer (78%)
Retailer (1 1%)
Consumer (1 1%)
Village (93%)
Mabini t o m center (4%)
Other municipalities (3%)

6
Number of traders
Existence of suki (credit-trading
33% with niki
relationship)
c 5 years (56%)
Length of d i relationship
5- 10 years (44%)
Market orientation
Local/provincial
Value of produa
Low/medium

Marcelo fishers reported that they usually sel1 their food fish to primary buyers (78%).
Other market outlets include retailers and consumers (1 1% each). In general, the reasons
for selecting a given market outlet are proximity, existence of a credit-trading
relationship or ndci, and best pnce offer. Two types of market channeis exist in Marcelo:
1) fisher -3 pnmary buyedfish trader +consumer; and, 2) fisher iprirnary buyedfish

trader -3 fish retailer

+ consumer.

Fish is normally packed in ice to retain its freshness and is stored either in styrofoam
containers or buckets. Fish traders generally transact directly with village fishers for their
fish supply.

Similar to Cogtong traders, they use motorcycles (habal-habal) in

transporting their fish to the t o m market. Fish meant for markets located outside Mabini
is loaded on buses and sold in Candijay, Guindulrnan, Pilar, and Tagbilaran City.
Fish is sold by weight or by bundle (tzhg). Norrnally, the type of fish caught, available
supply/fish volume, and fish size determine prices. The pnce of anchovy is relatively
lower than that of snappers and mackerels by about thirty percent. Fish prices are also
affiected by climatic conditions and by the lunar season. During stormy seasons or windy

periods when fish supply in the market is low, fish prices increase by about fifty-sixty
percent. The main sources of information on fish prices are fish buyerdtraders (91%),
market vendors (7%), and other fishers (2%).

In general, the comparative retail prices of marine products in 1988 and 1997 showed an
uptrend. Double-digit pnce increases of at least thirty-forty percent occurred for snapper
(katambak), Spanish rnackerel (tanigrle), and rabbiffish (dimg@t).
The trade of fiesh fish in Marcelo is competitive. Fish processing at the village level is
limited to simple fish drying and preparation of fish paste (guinamos),but these products
are oflen meant for home consumption only. Ice plant facilities in the village are absent.
The household survey results indicate that 33 percent of the village fishers have
maintained a niki (credit-marketing relationship), largely because of credit assistance
from the trader and a guaranteed market for the fish caught. Most stiki relationships have
lasted for five to ten years (56%). Others (44%) are relatively more recent (less than five

years).

Al1 respondents in Marcelo have expressed satisfaction with their mki

relationships.
The dependence on this credit-marketing relationship, however, is not too pronounced in
Marcelo. More fishers (67%) have managed to fish and sell their catch without credit and
marketing assistance fiom the ski. In the process, they also have leeway in choosing
their market outlets, being free fiom the obligation to sell their catch to the sirki.
5.3.2

IMANGROVE WOOD

Wood gathering/trading in Marcelo is a part-time livelihood, providing an additional
source of household income. It is also a family-oriented activity where household
members assist each other in chopping and collecting mangrove branches, removing the
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bark5, drying the wood, and bundling the dried wood for subsequent sale as firewood.
Wood gatheren usually se11 the dried wood to a wholesaler or a storeowner who, in tuni,
caters to the fuel needs of consumers. Pnces of mangrove firewood usuaily increase
during the typhoon season, when wood gathenng and drying is difficult. Annual village
festivals also exert an upward pressure on firewood prices due to the large quantities of
food cooked during the celebration.

5-4.0 COMMUNITY AND INSTITUTIONAL ORGANIZATIONAL

ARRANGEMENTS
The following section focuses on the tradition of collective action, attitudes towards
collective action and responsibilities for coastal resource management and decisionmaking in Marcelo. Included in the analysis is the evolution of property rights and niles,
and opinions on rule breaking. Additionally, insights into the amal monitoring and
attitudes toward enforcement of coastal resource management related d e s are presented.
5.4.1

TRADITION OF COLLECTIVE ACTION

Marcelo does not have a long tradition of village-level collective action although an
informa1 tradition of dwong has deep roots. Dayjng is akin to a social organization.
Whenever a member of the community dies, community members donate money to the

grieving household. Local residents were unsure of when the practice started, but were
certain that dayjong has always existed.
Regarding forma1 groups, the Parents' and Teachers' Association (PTA) has aimed to
improve school-related activities in Marcelo since the 1950s.

Also, the Farmers'

Organization (especially for coconut f m e r s ) was established in 1972. The objectives of
the Fumer's Organization were to obtain hybrid coconut seedlings for its members. If a
member has vacant land ready to plant, the Philippine Coconut Authonty (National
Although manpove bark is used in the pmcess of tanning leather, the use of the bark in Cogtong Bay wm
unclear.

government) would give P2,000 and seedlings for each hectare that a farmer is planting.
A forma1 youth organization dedicated to ensuring the village youth develop a good

moral conscience has also existed in Marcelo since 1988. The Barangay Health Workers
group was formed around the sanie time, and is dedicated to helping the sick and old as
well as helping with childcare and immunizations.
The CMMRCRM project, as part of its community organizing goals, established two FAs
in Marcelo. Two groups formed because of the geographical distance between the two
sitios (sub-villages). The Bonbon Small Fishermen's Association (BOSFA) was formed
in sirio Bonbon, and the Marcelo Fishermen's Association (MAFA) in sitio Popog. Both

FAs were registered with the Department of Labour and Employment in 1990.
Community organizing evolved beyond the barangay level in Mabini. One month d e r
the last coastai barangay FA in Mabini officially registered, an organization uniting al1 of
the individual FAs in Mabini was also duly registered. The name of this organization

was Mabini Federation of Small Fishers' Associations (MAFESFA).

Individual

MAFESFA membership was composed of the president and secretary from each

barangay level FA in Mabini. As an umbrella organization, the United Federation (UF)
as MAFESFA is also called, gives cohesiveness to al1 the individual FAs of Mabini.

BOSFA and MAFA are both formal groups whose objectives are to rehabilitate and
manage the coastd resources.

BOSFA and MAFA members attended seminars

conducted by the CMMRCRM and were involved in collecting and planting propagules
as well as fonning artif'cial reefs. Both organizations also helped enforcement efforts by
joining the Bmtay Dagat. No foot patrol was established for the barangay but members
of both groups were active in information campaigns explaining to individuals the
importance of mangroves. Members also watched over, pruned and re-planted their own

CSC area as well as monitored the barangay communal forest area.

M e r the

CMMRCRM project concluded, both groups continued to function and have engaged in
other reforestation activities in the uplands and on Lumislis Island. Both groups are also

niIl involved with the B m t q Dagut. Membership in BOSFA has increased from 15 to
34 while MAFA membership has remained constant at 21 members.

BOSFA and MAFA also established credit cooperatives whereby members can loan from
the associations' capital. Both groups charge an interest of seven percent. Half of the
year-end profits of the lending institution are retained to augment the capital. The other
half is split evenly and paid out to members as year-end dividends.
Many new organizations in Marcelo have been established subsequent to BOSFA and

MAFA. The SrnaIl Coconut Farmers was forrned in 1990. The objectives of the SrnaIl
Coconut Farmers are to unite the farmers at a municipal level, much like MAFESFA
unites the fishers. The Rural Improvement Club also came into existence in 1990 in
Marcelo. Established by the Dq the group has formal members, all of whom are
women. The objective of the organization is to teach skills such as mat weaving and
gardening that will help improve the lifestyle of rural residents.

A Senior Citizen's

Group was formed in 1994 to help improve the [ives of seniors. Social activities and
political cohesiveness are some of the activities conducted by the group.
5-4.1-1 VALUES OF COLLECTIVE ACTION

Current Membership in Village Organizations. A survey of 54 respondents in July
1997 indicates that 39 percent belong to BOSFA and 28 percent to MAFA. Others (13%)

are affiliated with civic and religious organizations.

About twenty percent are not

members of any association at d l .

As expressed by the respondents, the main purposes of BOSFA and MAFA are to
improve the condition of coastai resources (39%) and promote unity among the members
(30%). In addition, these fishers' associations provide fishing information (4%) and

assist in community development (4%). Other respondents (23%), al1 of whom are nonmembers of BOSFA and MAFA were unable to cite any purpose.

Attitudes Toward Association Leadership and Decision-Making. Based on the
survey, members have a very high regard for their association leader, perceiving the
leadership as very respectable (85%) and very credible (93%). The leadership, moreover,
is legitimate since the officers were elected by the members themselves. Decision-

making within the associations is described as democratic and consultative, marked by
consensus to arrive at major policies and agreements.
Attitudes Toward Collective Action. The attitudes of the respondents toward collective
action are positive.

About 98 percent expressed that village residents could work

together to solve comrnunity problems (Table 23). In fishery, around 89 percent felt that
village fishers could work together to address fishery problems. Similarly, they felt that
mangrove growers could work together to solve mangrove-related problems (93%).
These responses are very encouraging. Many fishers (72%), also expressed that both the
government and the fishers could work together to solve fishery prcbIems, indicating a
positive attitude toward fisheries management.
Table 23. Attitudes Toward Collective Action: Marcelo
% Member
-

-

-

The community can work
together to solve village
problems.

Mangrove growers can
work together to solve
to solve fisherv ~roblems.
-

-

[ The government and the

1 fishers can work together
1 to solve fishery problems.

Member
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Attitudes Toward the Distnbution/Sharing

Management.

of Responsibility for Fisheries

When the respondents were asked about the extent of responsibility

sharing for resource management, 54 percent indicated equal responsibility for the
governrnent and the fishers. The rest preferred a less equal sharing (46%). Overall, there
is a fairly strong support for comanagement.
Table 24.

Attitudes Toward the Sharing of Responsibüity for Resource
Management: Marcelo

Attitude
The govemrnent and the
fishers will have unequal
responsibility for resource
management..
The govemrnent and the
fishers will have equal
responsibility.

0'9
Member

%NonMember

%Total

42.4

52.4

46.3

57.6

47.6

53.7

x2

P

0.5 1

0.47

Willingness to Support a Similar Project in the Future. A fairly high proportion of

respondents (72%) signified willingness to support a project similar to the CMMRCRM
in the future, regardless of membership in the FAs (70% versus 72%; x2=0.09,
p>O.OS).
This finding is encouraging, in light of arduous tasks canied out by ACIPHLL, Inc. and
Network Foundation in Cogtong Bay.
When asked about the types of fish and quantity of fish (multiple response) that they
would like to contribute to a similar project in the future, 63 percent of the respondents
mentioned that they are willing to give small pelagics. Others would share demersals
(15%) and crabs (9%). The predominant value offered was one to two kg per year.

I

5.4.2

DECISION-IMAKING AT THE VILLAGE LEVEL

At the village level a Barangay Council consisting of ten members conducts formal

decision-making.

On the council are representatives nom each sub-village who are

elected by the sub-village constituents for a term of three years. A Barangay Captain,
also elected for a three-year term by al1 barangay residents, heads the council. The
Barangay Council has the authority to pass ordinances on the coastal resources and to
enforce laws within the barangay boundaries.
Before the C M M R C M the Marcelo Barangay Council was not very active in enforcing
fishing regdations as the coastal waters are vested within municipal junsdiction. On rare
occasions when illegal cutters were caught, the Barangay Council did not enforce laws.
The Barangay Captain was responsible for conducting an investigation into illegal cutting
and Convarding the case to the Municipal Council if enough evidence was found.
However, perhaps because of the Iax enforcement policy of the Municipal Council, such
preliminary investigations were seldom conducted.
Once the CMMRCRM began however, the situation changed. Residents were informed
investigations would be conducted, and if the evidence w a m t e d , cases filed. No one in
Marcelo has been apprehended for illegally cutting mangroves since the CMMRCRM
began.
Marcelo Barangay Council also lent support to the project outside of stncter enforcement.

The Council provided verbal endorsements and moral support to project activities. The
Barangay Council was involved with information campaigns telling people why
mangroves are important. Sorne Council members even joined the Bantuy Dagat. The
Council also passed an ordinance imposing a fine of P Z per illegally cut log and agreed
to a communal area. Today, the Council still supports the activities of BOSFA and
MAFA.

5.4.3

DECISION-MAKING AT THE MUNICIPAL LEVEL

The Mabini Municipal Council was slightly more involved than the Candijay Municipal
Council before the CMMRCRM began. Concerned with a declining fish catch, in 1978
the Council formally established a marine park at Lumayag Islet. Within the 500-hectare

park, al1 types of fishing gear except longline were restricted. Also, the amount of fish
that could be caught was restricted to household consumption. However, there were no
concerted efforts to monitor the area as the rnunicipality did not own a motorboat.
Instead, the council rented a boat fiom time to time.

When illegal fishers were

apprehended in Mabini waters, the Municipal Council usually forwarded the case to the
Provincial Court. Seldom were penalties imposed on violators of illegal cutiing.
Once the CMMRCRM began, the municipal govemment lent moral and financial
support. The mayor attended some of the original meetings and helped explain the
purpose and benefits of the project. A Bmtqy Dagat was oficially established in 1989.
The Municipal Council provided a motorboat (given to Mabini after the Municipal
Council requested a boat fiom the Provincial Govemor), a driver, and police officers as
well as a weekly allotment for gas. Laws against illegal cutters were also enforced more
strictly and illegal fishing fines were earmarked to fund the Bantay Dagat.
The Municipal Council also extended aid beyond physical support. New legislation were
passed to discourage illegal fishers and cutters.

One legislation passed dunng the

CMMRCRM's existence was that al1 crewmembers on boats caught illegally fishing were
subject to a P500 fine. Also, a law was adopted nom Barangay Marcelo and applied to
al1 Mabini that illegal cutters were subject to a P25 fine per log. An ordinance also
restricted transport of forest products in raw form outside of the municipality.

The

Council was involved with information campaigns at the barangay level, and at the
federal level officially requested the director of the Bureau of Forest Development (BFD)
in Quezon City not to approve any applications for FLAs in Mabini.
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After the completion of the CMMRCRM, the Municipal Council maintained a high level
of involvement. The sea patrol continued, albeit only three times a week as opposed to
nightly.

Information carnpaigns were still conducted explaining the importance of

mangroves. The Council also remained receptive to new ideas from MAFESFA and its
various components. For example, in Marcelo the Municipal Council formally agreed to
the communal mangrove areas and informally agreed to allow harvesters to use dead
trees fiom the communal area for firewood. A motion to establish a fish sanctuary
around Lumislis proposed by MAFESFA was also approved in 1995 using the rules and
regulations the UF set forth. Further, to encourage the UF Banfay Dagat program, fifty
percent of any fine imposed on illegal fishers apprehended by MAFESFA members went
to the UF.
A more significant event than the CMMRCRM's conclusion influencing the involvement

of the Mabini Municipal Council in managing the coastal resources was the incumbent
mayor's failure to get re-elected. IliegaI fishers (baling), resentfil that their preferred
way of fishing was outlawed and being enforced, apparently encouraged family and
fiiends not to re-elect the mayor. When the new mayor's term began, the UF was
suddenly no longer involved with the Municipal Council in enforcement efforts as the
police refùsed to coordinate their efforts.
Nonetheless, the UF Bmmy Dagat continued using a boat provided by the DENR
through the new Coastal Environment Program (CEP). However the patrol, because of
limited gas funds fiom the Municipal Council, was reduced to two times a week and
restricted to the fish sanctuary. By January of 1997, the UF Bmtuy Dagai stopped
because no funds have been released for gas despite the f a a that P36,000 was allocated
for the Bantay Dagat in the budget. Further, rumors persist that when the Municipal
Council sends out a sea patrol corruption is rampant.

5.4.4

PROPERTY RIGHTS hW RULES
5.4.4.1 Property Rights

Customary rights and tenure for both mangroves and fishery in Marcelo have been nonexistent. Until the 1980s, local residents as well as cutters fiom other areas fieely entered
the area and harvested resources without lirnits. Harvesting was on a first-corne, firstserved basis.
Mangroves. Dunng the CMMRCRM phase, the issuance of CSCs changed the propew

rights stmcture for moa of the Bay's mangroves. Within the boundaries of the CSC, the
stewards c m restrict both thc rights of access and of withdrawal.
Outside the boundaries of the CSCs; and even within some of the land area held under

CSC, the property rights picture is ambiguous and still being contested as FLA operators
continue to try and exert their pnvileges. For example in Popog, a landowner of an
upland area complained that the CSC encroached on his land. Representatives from the

DENR came to the area in question and conducted an ocular survey.

The survey

confirmed the boundaries to be accurate and the land in question resolved to be CSC
land. The ruling was made in favour of the CSC holder because mangroves must be
considered as Forestlands and cannot be titled as Alienable and Disposable Lands.
Therefore, mangroves are excluded fiom pnvate title.
No land conflicts with FLA owners have been reported in Marcelo, but in Barangay

Tambo, Municipality of Mabini, an example can be found where CSC title has
superseded FLA title. During the CMMRCRM, land of one FLA that was not yet
developed was subdivided into CSC land. The fishpond operator complained to the

DENR that CMMRCRM members were saying that cutting trees and developing the
fishpond was no longer legal. The DENR recognked that both parties had legal interest

on the land but supported fully the rights of the CSC holders. Further, the DENR stated
that no cutting permit would be given for the land in question.

The FLA holder,

dissatisfied with the DENR's response, began making a dike around the FLA area.

Making a dike is the first stage of developing a fishpond. Workers fiom Cebu were
hired, as was an armed security guard with instructions to shoot trespassers. D E M
received cornplaints from MAFESFA that the FLA holder was building a dike. The local
DENR office sent a forest guard to execute a DENR order restricting the cutting of trees

on the land. The secunty guard threatened the DENR-sent forest officer to get off the
land or be shot. The secunty guard also said that without a court order, the workers
would not stop.
Many representatives fiom the DENR Regional Office later went back to the contested
area and asked for the FLA. The secunty guard could not produce the FLA license and
the owner was not present. DENR officiais told the security guard that the owner had to
produce the agreement to the Central Talibon Office the following day. The FLA owner
did not. The DENR has since fonvarded the case to the regional trial court hoping for a
court order to restrict the development of a fishpond on the FLA land. The incident is
very recent relative to this research.

The second visit by DENR oficials Corn the

Regional Office and subsequent filing of court case occurred dunng the same tirne period
that this research was being conducted in Cogtong Bay. As such the courts were ai11
processing the case at the conclusion of the research period. However, because of the

DENR involvement and previous recognition of CSC rights, the probability of the courts
restncting the development of the land into a dshpond is extremely high.
Areas not bounded by CSC but subject to FLA seem to be moving towards a communal
property ownership. Since the CMMRCRM started, and continuing until present day,
village residents have petitioned the national government to recognize the rights of
residents versus the FLA operators' privilege. The petitions ask for FLAs to be canceled
and re-defined as communal swamp land. The legal argument local residents are using is
the 1987 Constitution that States residents of localities with marginal fishing and marine
resources have the right to the preferential use of these resources. FLAs only g a n t the
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holder the privilege to develop the land into a fishpond. Residents claim their rights
exceed the fishpond operators' privilege. Sorne FLAs in Candijay have been canceled
according to this argument.

Therefore, the property rights seem to be moving to

communal property.

Fishery Traditional fishing rights and tenure do not exia in Marcelo. Open-access has
prevailed for several decades, except in the area covered by the Lumayag fish sanctuary
(1988-1995)and then by the new Lumislis fish sanctuary (1995 to date). Management

rights exist for al1 village fishers. The Mabini Municipal Council grants exclusive fishery
privileges to operators of fish corrals and mollusk beds in municipal waters outside of the
fish sanctuary.
5.4.4.2 Property Rules.

Like Cogtong village, three types of rules govem the behavior of fishers in Marcelo.
These include: 1) operational d e s ; 2) collective choice d e s ; and, 3) constitutional rules.
Rules may be forma1 (writtedlegitimized) or informa1 (unwrittedtraditionai).
Operational rules are further classified into boundary rules, allocation rules, scope niles,
aggregation d e s , penalty d e s , and input rules (See Section 4.4.5 for details).
Forma1 operational rules. Formal operational rules in Marcelo are set forth in local
ordinances, national legislation, and CSCs. Only fishers with authorized permits from
the Municipal Council can legally fish in Mabini's municipal waters. This represents a
boundary rule (i-e., who has access to resources). A 1988 ordinance prohibits bagnet
(bamig) fishers from fishing within fifty meters of the rabbitfish concession or Saz~ranan

sa Dangtcii.
Legal mangrove cutting is limited to CSC holders and to those who have secured cutting
permits nom the DENR Based on CSC provisions, CSC holders are allowed to cut their
trees, contingent upon sustainable resource use. At the level of FAs, formal operational
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rules require each member to prune his CSC area, replant dead trees, and guard against
illegal cutters.

are subject to a fine of P25. CSC holders must also permit

other people access, provided no damage is done to the trees.
Forma1 allocation rules (Le., harvesting actions or procedures) ban destructive fishing
operations, such as blast fishing, use of cyanide and other strong poisons, use of fine
mesh gillnets (below 3 cm), and deployrnent of commercial boats in municipal waters,
among others. A 1990 municipal ordinance prohibits any person from casting fishnets
within 200 meters from fish traps. Since 1993, electric shiners were no longer pemitted
to operate in Mabini waters. Trawl fishing was outlawed in 1996. For mangroves,
municipal rules include the establishment of communal areas, but restrict the sale of raw
forest products to Mabini boundaries only.
Scope rules (characteristics of product to be harvested) prohibit catching fiy during the
rabbit fish-spawning period.

The Municipal Council has designated rabbit fish

concession areas in this regard.
Penalty rules refer to the imposition of fines on rule violators.

The failure of FA

members to replant dead mangrove trees entails a fine of PZS.

Informal operational rules. Marcelo has few informa1 operational rules, both for
fishery and for mangroves. For instance, fishers constrwting fish corrals must observe a
distance of 200 meters between fish corrals (allocation nile). Fishers must also avoid
getting their fishing nets entangled with other nets during fishing operations (allocation
rule). On mangroves, one recognized informal rule initiated by MAFESFA is that users
of the communal mangrove area can use dead trees as firewood (scope d e ) .
Collective Choice Rules

Collective choice niles define how rules are made and

enforced. Resource users, officiais or external authorities use these rules in making

decisions about how the resource should be managed. For example these niles state what
proporîion of the group must agree before a rule may be adopted or what methods will be
used to monitor and enforce cornpliance with the stated rules (Ostrom 1991).
Accordingly, because the CMMRCRM was a CO-management project, both the
govemment and local resource users have collective choice rules.

The Forest Management Bureau (FMB) has legislative jurisdiction over the areas
bounded by CSCs.

Therefore, government collective choice rules relative to the

mangroves are vested within the act that eaablished and described the operation of the

FMB. The Fisheries Decree of the Philippines contains the collective choice rules for
fisheri es.
The constitutions of BOSFA and MAFA state that for rules to be introduced, the quorum
must be eighty percent to have a legally recognized meeting.

Once a meeting is

recognized as legal, rules can be passed with simple majonty.
As mentioned, rules, both formal and informa! exist, regarding mangroves. Monitoring

of these mies are just casually done by members. For example, if one mernber noticed
another member was not replanting trees that had died, then the issue would be raised.
Financiai penalties are the main punitive measures taken against rule breakers. For
example, failing to replant areas that have many dead trees is subject to a P25 fine. No

one has ever had such penalties imposed. When posed a hypothetical question of "What
would happen if the person refused to pay the fine?", respondents said the associations'
action would be voted on. However, the question seemed quite silly to members. One
individual belonging to MAFA seemed to surnmarize the sentiments of al1 rnembers in
responding :hat "Everyonefollo~vsthe rules because theyfeel P e rules are tu the lond's

best interest".

The other punitive measure is revoking a person's membership to the group. To be
expelled f?om the association, a significant rule would have to be broken. For example,
when asked what would happen to a member caught fishing illegally, respondents said
that the incident would be reported to the association president who would conduct an
investigation.

If the investigation produced enough evidence, the president would

fonvard the case to the Municipal Council for formal action and the violator would no

longer be a member of the FA
Members of BOSFA only recall one instance of discontentment among some BOSFA
members. Dunng the early stages of the CMMRCRM, some members were reportedly
unclear of the project's goals and talked badly about BOSFA at times other than at
association meetings. During the next BOSFA meeting, the purpose of the project was
again explained. The discontent members were then satisfied with BOSFA and no
problems have been encountered since.
Similarly, MAFA members also only report one instance where a member has been
unhappy. The original president of the organization knew he would be unable to attend
the regular monthly meeting and informed a number of MAFA members of such. He
also left behind the regular monthly dues. However, the group still voted to impose a fine
on the president for not attending the meeting. The fine furthemore was increased to
three times the amount the regular fine for missing a meeting because the individual was
the president. Informed of the fine, the then president claimed the amount unjust, paid
the fine, and then resigned from MAFA.
Constitutional Rules.

Constitutional rules determine the types of rules which are

permissible and who has collective choice nghts (govemance and modification) (Ostrom
1991). Therefore, constitutional d e s define who is eligible to participate in the process

of rule formation, monitoring and enforcement. Accordingly, two sets of constitutional
rules exist in Cogtong Bay. The first set are embodied within the Local Govemment
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Code, Forest Management Bureau, and the Fisheries Decree of the Philippines, and other
related national legislation enacted by the govenunent (for hrther discussion see section
1.1.1 in chapter four).

The second set of constitutional choice rules found in Cogtong Bay is associated with the
PAS (PAGAMACO, BOSFA, MAFA and MAFESFA). Al1 have formal rules stipulating
the process for passing rules.

The situation with BOSFA and MAFA are similar. AI members are involved in the
process of rule formation. Prospective members must have good community standing; be
of good moral character; live in the barangay; and, be tmly interested in the organization
and willing to iive according to the responsibilities associated with being a member. An
applicant must apply to the organization. The Board of Directors assesses the individual
according to the requüed criteria.

If the individual possesses the necessary

characteristics, than the Board of Directors endones the individual to the general
assembly. The general assembly then votes on accepting the person or not. A stipulation
that does not exist with Cogtong-based PAGAMACO however, is that now a successful
candidate rnust pay a substantial membership fee. When BOSFA and MAFA were
originally organized, both formed financial CO-operativesfor lending money.

Both

financial institutions have been successful and both groups' capital has increased
substantially. Membership to BOSFA is currently P 1 000 and MAFA P800.
AI1 members of BOSFA and MAFA can present ideas for discussion. For the idea to be
accepted, simple majority is required. Similar to PAGAMACO, various cornmittees also
exist to facilitate policy-making.

BOSFA and MAFA have an election committee,

finance committee and education committee which presents ideas to the Board of
Directors. The Board cm then endorse the proposa1 and send it to the general assembly

for vote where simple majonty rules.
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Officers of the Board of Directors are elected every year. First, the person must be
nominated. BOSFA eleas officers by secret ballot while MAFA has a public vote. The
individual receiving the most votes wins the position. Al1 members can be nominated for
a11 positions.

MAFESFA also has constitutional niles. Original membership in MAFESFA was two
representatives (president and secretary) from each of the member PAS. MAFESFA
officers were then elected from the group by nomination and secret ballot. Membership
to MAFESFA is done by an organization basis.

The UF welcomes any coastal

organization fkom Mabini who then sends two representatives to join MAFESFA as
individuals. Al1 members can present ideas that are voted on by simple majority.
Knowledge of Fishery Rules. A survey of 54 fishers in Marcelo in July 1997 showed

that not al1 fishers are aware of formal fishery d e s (59%). Oniy 41 percent of the
respondents were able to cite rules, particularly those related to the prohibition of illegal
fishing activities (i.e., blast tishing, use of fine mesh nets, and commercial fishing within
municipal waters). They explained that these rules are meant to improve the condition of
coastai resources (59%) and increase fish stock (1 1%). The rest (30%), however, could
not offer any reason for these rules. For informa1 fishery rules, the level of knowledge is
apparently higher (89%). Most commonly cited rules are the maintenance of a 200meter distance between fish corrals, avoidance of net entangling during fishing
operations, and punishment of violators.

Underlying these informal d e s are such

reasons as avoiding conflicts with other fishers and improving coastal resource
conditions.
Knowledge of Mangrove Rules. Mon respondents (78%) are aware of mangrove-

related rules, particularly the prohibition of mangrove cutting without authorization.
They also show an understanding of the reasons behind the d e s , which are pnmarily
linked to the need to protect mangrove resources (37%), increase mangrove stands (28%),

and improve fish catch (13%).

This understanding is consistent with the messages

imparted by the CMMRCRM during the project phase.
Attitude Toward Rules. More than half (56%) of the respondents felt that rule-breaking

is unacceptable. About thirty percent expressed that rule-breaking is acceptable at times,
while 14 percent is neutral. Members did not differ significantly corn non-members in
this regard. For those who consider mle-breaking as unacceptable, the main reasons
given are: 1) it is not nght to violate the law (43%); 2) other fishers will be negatively
afEected (13%); and, 3) rule-breaking will damage resources (9%).

Other reasons

mentioned are that rule breaking will encourage more people to violate the rule and will
confise law enforcement. Still others are &aid of imprisonment. For those who felt that
mle breaking is sometimes acceptable, the justification lies in meeting the needs of the
majority and the survival needs of the family.
When the respondents were asked on whether or not the rules on fish harvesting must be
changed, 55 percent agreed. About 33 percent disagreed, while the rest were neutral
(12%). For those who agreed, they basically felt the need for stricter laws and law

enforcement as well as for the crackdown on commercial fishing. For those who
disagreed, the perception is that the niles are effective and that they help deter the
occurrence of conflicts among fishers.
When asked if the niles on mangrove cuttinglhmesting should be changed, 59 percent of
the respondents agreed, while 33 percent disagreed. The rest neither agreed nor
disagreed. Members did not differ significantly from non-members in their response. The
dissatisfaction with present rules is apparently rooted in the need to intensiQ efforts to
prevent resource depletion and protect the mangroves (39%), improve the condition of

mangrove stands (22%), and set in place stncter d e s (20%). Others perceive an
excessive cutting of mangroves. For those who are not inclined to change the rules on
mangrove harvesting, they expressed that their dependence on mangroves might be

adversely affected if a change takes place (20%). ûthers perceive the niles as effective
(19%)-

5.4.5

MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT

Monitoring and enforcement has a different history for each time period: before the

CMMRCRM, during the CMMRCRM, immediately after the CMMRCRM and present
day. Before the CMMRCRM, a sea patrol existed in Mabini funded by the Municipal

Council. The municipality did not have a boat so one was rented. The sea patrol
sporadically patrolled the area around the marine park. Fines were usually imposed on
apprehended illegal fishers. No real efforts were directed to deter illegal cutters. Key
informants relayed once a month, a representative from the DENR visited Marcelo for a
few hours to look for illegal logs cut from the uplands being shipped into the
municipality. Apparently, no concem was demonstrated for illegal cutting of mangroves
in the barangay.
When the CMMRCRM project began, the Municipal Council requested the Provincial
Governor to provide the municipality a motorboat for a Barztay Dagat. The request was
granted. A full-time Bmttay Dagat coordinated efforts with the CMMRCRM boat based
in Barangay Cogtong. The Municipal Council paid for the boat's gas fiorn a weekly
budget. When costs exceeded the budget, CMMRCRM covered the difference. Police,

deputized members of the various FAs, and sometimes even the mayor al1 staffed the
boat. Bm1t4yDagot members had the authonty to stop and confiscate equipment used for
illegal fishing. The violations were reported to the Municipal Council who fonvarded the
cases to the Provincial Court.

Four officia1 violations were recorded during the

CMMRCRM life span. One apprehension resulted in a five-month prison sentence.
Confiscated equipment was retumed after violators paid a fine.

A physical presence was not the only incentive used to discourage illegal activities.

DENR narted an information campaign asserting existing laws regarding illegal cutting

would be enforced and penalties implemented. DENR also explained the importance of
mangroves and why people should not cut the trees.

As part of the information

campaign, a large billboard was erected in Marcelo reinforcing DENR's statements.
Members of BOSFA and W

A informed people in persona1 conversation of the new

policies. Aside from enforcing existing legislation, the Mabini Municipal Council and
Marcelo Barangay Council also passed new ordinances to aid in the campaign against
illegal cutting and fishing.
After the CMMRCRM concluded, the Bantay Dagat program that had used the
Municipal boat became a sea patrol as members of the UF no longer joined the boat's
patrol. The sea patrol continued but only three times a week. Members of the UF started

a Bantq Dagat with the CMMRCRM motorboat used in Cogtong dunng the project.
The Municipal Council provided gas money for the operation of the Bantay Dagat and
the UF made a schedule for each FA to go on patrol. Onginally, the Bantay Dagat and
sea patrol coordinated efforts. Coordination stopped when the new mayor was elected.
By January 1997 the WF Bmttq Dagut program had halted completely as no funds were
released for gas despite the budget allocating P36,000 for such purposes. The municipal
sea patrol still continues, but at a reduced effort. Residents are not confident as to the
credibility of the sea patrol.

Recorded Violations.

Recorded violations do not account for the number of actors.

Rather, if many individuals acting in concert with each other are apprehended, than the
instance counts as just one violation. The earliest recorded violations on record for the
Municipality of Mabini are from 1961. No records existed that provided a breakdown on
violations for each barangay.

Therefore, the violations for the town of Mabini are

presented for discussion. Since 1961 there have been 22 recorded violations. Dunng the
years 1961 to 1987 Defore the CMMRCRM was initiated), there were nine recorded
violations. Dynamite fishing was the most common with seven violations (78%) while

possession of dynamited fish and illegal fishing but not with dynamite are both

represented once (1 1%).
During the CMMRCRM, there were five violations.

Illegal fishing methods (not

including dynamite fishing) were recorded three times (60%), while dynamite fishing
once (20%). Section 68 of Presidential Decree 705 which requires individuals who
gather, cut andlor colied timber to have a Iicense was also violated once (20%). The
violation was however not in Marcelo.
After the CMMRCRM oficially ended, there have been eight recorded violations. Baby
trawl fishing accounts for six instances (75%) and dynamite fishing for two (25%). Al1
illegal fishing cases are forwarded to the Provincial Coun for punitive action.
5.4.5.1 Current Perceptions of Rule Enforcement and Violations

Based on multiple responses, the most commonly perceived violations are: dynamite
fishing (94%), cyanide fishing (76%), and intrusion of commercial fishing boats in
Mabini waters (33%). Lower fiequency responses of two percent each were noted on the
use of fine mesh nets, mangrove cutting, and beach quanying. The respondents indicated
that the violators came fiom the village (54%), within Mabini (30%), and fiom other

areas outside of Mabini (22%).
Violators have been punished for wrongdoing.
warned (43%).

However, rule violators are mainly

Others are fined (39%) or arrested (20%).

Some seven percent

mentioned that no action has been taken on violators. Overall, only 48 percent expressed
satisfaction with nile enforcement.

About 44 percent of the respondents were

dissatisfied, while the rest were neutral(8%).

On the responsibility for enforcing fishery niles in Marcelo, 76 percent of the respondents
felt that the govemment and fishers are responsible for actual enforcement of fishery

rules (Table 25). About 13 percent indicated that only the fishers are responsible. The

Thus, a joint effort

rest (1 1%) expressed that oniy the govement is responsible.
between the g o v e m e n t and the fishers for rule enforcement is felt.

Table 25.

Actual Responsibility for Enforcing Fishery Rules and Regulations:
Marcelo

Responsible Unit

% Member

% NonMember

% Total

Government only
Fishers ody

06.1
15.2

19.0

11.1

09.5

Govemment and fishers

78.8

72.4

13.0
75.9

Xi

P

2.353

0.308

5.5.0 EXTERNAL INSTITUTIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL

ARRANGEMENTS
The following section highlights the delivery of services to Marcelo by extemal
organizations before, dunng and afier the CMMRCRM. Also discussed are the decisionmaking arrangements at provincial and national levels.
5.5.1

SERVICES FROM EXTEWAL ORGANIZATIONS

Before the project, Marcelo was largely outside the mainstream of external assistance.
During the CMMRCRBA, both Candijay and Mabini began to receive services fiom
extemal organizations.

ACPHIL Inc. and the Network Foundation under a DENR

contract implemented the CMMRCRM.

Services the CMMRCRM brought were

community organizing, mangrove rehabilitation, artificial reef construction, mariculture

and, law enforcement. USAID and the Governrnent of the Philippines provided the
funding for the project.
The DENR has been an active agency of the national govemment. It joined project
meetings and helped establish project credibility. Even afier projea cornpletion, it
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continued to be active in Marcelo through the new Coastai Environment Program (CEP)
initiated in 1994. Since that time, the DENR has continued to re-visit the FAs in Marcelo
and encourage replanting in upland and mangrove areas. BOSFA and MAFA have also
received P5,500,two female goats and one pig nom the DENR.

In addition to the DENR, other govenment departments have assisted Marcelo. The
Department of Agriculture (DA) gave the necessary materials to Marcelo fishers who
wanted to make fish pots (bobos). The Bohol Provincial Government donated a
motorboat to the Bantciy Dagat program of Marcelo. The Department of Trade and
Induary @TI) provided "sofi loans" to both BOSFA and MAFA. Both groups have
established excellent credit records. Recently, BOSFA received its third loan, amounting
to P300,OOO.
5.5.1.1 Decision-Making Arrangements

The provincial govemment of Bohol is not directly involved in managing the coastal
resources of Cogtong Bay. However, the Provincial Governor did respond to a request
by the Mabini Municipal Council for a motorboat to be used in law enforcement. As a

provincial govemment, neither the mangroves nor the fish resources lie within their
jurisdiction.
The national govemment has had more of a role in coastal resource management in
Cogtong Bay. Readers are encouraged to refer back to Chapter Four section 5.1.1 for a
review of the national government's role.
5.5.2

OUTSIDE INFLUENCES ON LOCAL RESOURCES

Three particular exogenous events can be identified that had a direct influence on the
coastal resources used by Marcelo residents. The first event was in the late-1960s when
commercial fishers first started to corne to the Bay. Commercial cutters soon folIowed
and arrived in the early-1970s. The second major exogenous event affecting the coastal
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resources in Marcelo was in 1979. Records indicate that 1979 was the fira year land in
Marcelo was subject to FLAs. The CMMRCRM is also identified as a major exogenous
event. BOSFA and MAFA were organized and illegal activities al1 but stopped due to the
increased enforcement efforts. Both FAs continue to operate and as organized units have
continued coastal management projects.
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5.6.0 INCENTIVES TO COOPERATE AND PATTERNS OF

INTERACTION
Incentives to cooperate are found at various levels: 1) among resource users; 2) between
govemment organizations (GOs) and non-government organizations (NGOs); and, 3)

among resource users, G O s and NGOs. The incentives to cooperate have triggered
certain interactions, both positive and negative that have influenced project results over
time.

Box 7 highlights the incentives to cooperate arnong resource users, between govemment
organizations (GOs) and non-government organizations (NGûs),and among resource
users, GOs and NGûs. These incentives have helped shape the course of events and
interactions in Marcelo at various Ievels.

Box 7. Incentives to Cooperate and Patterns of Interaction: Marcelo

worsening resource conditions and conflicts among
resource users stricter rule enforcement
support for fesource management
Formation of BOSFA and MAFA cnation of
credit cooperatWes since mariculture was not part of
CMMRCRM activities in Marcelo growth of
equity due to expaaded membership in credit
cooperatives
Protection of newly planted areas fiom darnage by
1 FA members observed increase in sbrimps, crabs,
shells and fingerlings around newly pianteci
mangroves 3 reduction of illegal mangrove cutting
in Marcelo

+

+
+

Need for fishers' associations @As) to
generate earnings

Tangible evidence of growth of aquatic
iife Gound newly- planted
mangroves
-

.

.

'AmongG~vi.Snmmt. .
Oigaaiiti~as
@OS] and NO*
'

"

+

. .

Gov+nimenf Orga;uZ'atious
. .
.
.
. ..
(NGOs)+:
.
Desire for better coastal resource
'

+

'

'

management
Concem for improving the quality of life
of poor h i l i e s who rely on coastal
resources for liveIihood

Issuance of national legislation to support coastal
resource management i creation by DENR of the
Coastal Resource Management ~ o k i t t e e
Design of a new project inspired by the Central
Visayas Regional Project 4 partnenhip behveen
DENR and NGOs in implementing the new project
as a component of the USAID-fiinded RRDP
W e d Resources Development Project)

Among Resomce Users, GOs and
:

NGOs

.

'

.

.

.

Legitimacy of property rights

1 Enforcement of required cuttuig permits and of

+

mangrove stewudship contracts reduction of
illegal cutting activities in Marcelo alienation of
firewood gatherers desimation of communal
mangrove areas for firewoid gathering
Deployment of patrol teams alienation of illegal
fishea and usen of destructive fishing gear
change in political leadership
weakened support
for law enforcement f?om thè newly elected A y- o r
stoppage of joint patrol operations FA
members now limit their patrolling activities to the
new fish s a n c t u q
Continuing FA operations even after project
involvement in the new ~ o a s t a l
temimîtion
Environment Project (CEP)in 1994+ replanting of
more mangrove areas receipt of livestock and
financial assistance by FAs

+

Need to fight illegal fishing and illegal
mangrove cutting

+
+

+

+

+

-

Introduction of a new coastd resource
management projea to the village

+

+

+
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5.6.1

AMONG RESOURCE USERS

Incentives for the resource users to CO-operateoriginate in a common reliance on coastal
resources for their livelihood. Beginning in the 1970s, the residents of Barangay Marcelo
began to notice that the fish catches were decreasing. A combination of fewer mangrove
stands surrounding the Bay, harmful fishing practices and over fishing reduced the
productivity of the Bay's fishery. The decrease in fish catch was intensified by a need to
feed a growing population.
Residents, concemed with a declining fish catch, were now prepared to act to help
manage coastal resources. The situation was therefore ripe for cornrnunity involvement
when the CMMRCRM was proposed. The result was local resource users welcoming
and eagerly participating in the CMMRCRM. Most local residents agreed to recognize
the establishment of property rights over previously open-access mangroves and
volunteered time and effort to help curtail illegal fishing and cutting activities.
Association members also decided to form credit cooperatives as an additional livelihood
strategy. Mariculture was expected to be an income generating activity but mariculture
was not part of project activities in Marcelo. BOSFA and MAFA elected to form credit
cooperatives to generate capital instead of mariculture.
A few years afier the CMMRCRM, benefits of rehabilitating the mangroves in Marcelo

were realized. Barangay residents began to notice shrimps, crabs, shells and fingerlings
in the replanted areas. In addition, village residents perceived that fish populations were
increasing. Lending credence to the residents' perceptions was an increase of transient
fishers, and the beginning of an aquarium fishing industry. The recognition of the
increasing aquatic life marked a tuniing point for rule compliance.

The few illegal

cutters ail1 existing stopped and al1 barangay residents were now conscious to use the
mangroves sustainably.
However, there were also problems in Mabini. Illegal fishers resented being pushed out

of their fishing practice and in the following municipal election encouraged family and
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to vote against the incumbent mayor. Rumors also abound that the illegal fishers
even bought votes. The incumbent mayor was not re-elected and the new mayor reduced
the FA Bantay Dagut program to twice a week.
5-6.2

AMONG GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS (GOS)AND NON-

GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS (NGOs)
Three reasons rnotivated the govemment, ACIPKL, and Network Foundation in
irnplementing the CMMRCRM These are to: 1) gain expenence in the design and
implementation of a community-led, NGO-assisted coastal resource management project;
2) validate the learnings of the Central Visayas Regional Project (CVRP)in coastal

resource management, and; 3) develop and test new approaches to mangrove
management.
The involvement of ACPHIL was prompted by its earlier experience with the CVRP and
its desire to replicate and refine current approaches to resource management.

The

Network Foundation was involved because of its commitment to poverty alleviation and
environmental protection.
5.6.3

AMONG RESOURCE USERS, GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS
(GOS)AND NON-GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS WGOs)

The traditional system of open-access worked well for the residents of Marcelo until the
late-1960s when commercial fishers and cutters began to fiequent the Bay to harvest and
sel1 the coastal resources to Iarger market centers of Tagbilaran and Cebu. Cogtong Bay
became a haven for both illegal fishers and illegal mangrove cutters in the 1970s because

of the lack of enforcement of existing legislation, inadequate legislation, and open-access
nature of the coastal resources. Consequently, the traditional users of the Bay's resources
became "losers" under the existing situation.

The residents witnessed the coastal

resources they relied on being exploited by large-scale commercial fishers and cutters for
sale to extemal markets. The commercial cutters and fishers lefi no benefits but instead
contributed to environmental damage.

Local-level resource users wanted to cooperate with Gûs and NGûs so that project
implementers could receive forma1 property nghts to mangrove areas.

Without

govemment recognition, such property rights could not be established. As well, the
illegal activities within Cogtong Bay were so rampant that extemal interventions were
needed to assist the under-equipped and under-finded efforts of the Municipal and
Barangay Councils. However, despite early enthusiasm by Marcelo residents and moral
support f?om the barangay and municipal levels, local residents maintained a guarded
skepticism of the project and were not imrnediately willing to volunteer their labour.
Illegal cutting and illegal fishing were prevalent in Cogtong Bay and the DA was
continuing to issue Fishpond License Agreements (FL.As).

Many of the individuals

involved with mangrove rehabilitation were discouraged from planting because either the
trees would be cut down under an FLA; or if the trees survived long enough, illegally cut

and sold in Cebu. Therefore, the credibility of the project and of the govemment's
political will were main obstacles in initiating project action.
To address the problem of conflicting government policy, the CMMRCRM staff aided
the individual FAs in filing petitions to the DENR asking them not to issue anymore
FLAs and to revert existing land held under K A agreements that had not been cleared or
was abandoned back to communal swamp lands. Success was enjoyed from these actions
as some FLA titles were canceled and the DENR assured the residents around Cogtong
Bay that the DENR would no longer issue cutting permits for areas held under FLA title.
In effect, without a cutting permit, the trees on the FLA land could not be legally cut.
This policy created conflicts between the FAs and DENR on one side, and the FLA
holders on the other. The conflicts still exist today and have escaiated to the point of
armed security guards threatening to use deadly force to keep trespassers off of FLA
lands while workers clear the land.

To deal with the problems of illegal activities, CMMRCRM staff also became Iaw
enforcement officiais organizing a Bantay Dagut that BOSFA and MAFA members (as
part of the UF) joined. The sea patrol fiom Mabini worked in conjunction with the sea
patrol based in Cogtong. The enforcement effectively discouraged illegal fishers and

cutters nom plying their trade. Testament to this fact was the hstration exhibited by the
illegal fishers while members of the Bantay Dugat from Mabini were on duty. The
president of MAFESFA and some other rnembers who regularly joined the B~ntayDugat

had their fish corrals destroyed as a fonn of retnbution. The actions and dedication of the
CMMRCRM staff in stopping fishpond construction and illegal fishing and cutting
activities eased the members' doubts about the govemment's cornmitment to the project.
Working together, MAFESFA members, projen staff, and at times stafTf?om govemment
agencies were able to effectively diminish illegal activities within Cogtong Bay. The
legitinization provided by the govemment and enforcement efforts by project staff and
project adopters enabled a Bmray Dug~rprogram to operate and penalties to be imposed.
Unexpeaed benefits that encourage the local users to continue working in cooperation
with the govemment have been rewards from the DENR for sustaining the FAs. During
the post-project phase, the launching of the DENR' s Coastal Environment Project (CEP)
provided a new incentive for the fishers to cooperate with the govemment. New
mangrove areas were planted. Each FA also received livelihood assistance from the CEP
covering P5,500, two female goats, and a pig for breeding purposes.
The GOs and NGOs recognized that the coastal residents make the day to day decisions
on how coastal resources will be managed.

Therefore, to effectively manage the

resources, local level users must be a part of the process. As such long-term stewardship
contracts were distributed.
A recent incentive is the govemment's plan to use Cogtong Bay as a prototype site for the

DENR's forthcoming US $53 million Mangrove Development Project (MDP). The

MDP, financed by the Asian Development Bank, intends to place 153,000 ha of
mangrove forest under rehabilitation and management by local communities at sixty sites
nationwide. Cogtong Bay is envisioned to be a primary training area for NGû staff and

DENR counterparts. The GOs and NGOs recognize that the coastal residents make the
day-to-day decisions on how coastal resources will be managed. Therefore, to effectively

manage the resources, local level users must be a part of the process. As such the CSCs
were issued.

Figure 11. Summary of Contextual Variables, Major Events and Iiiitirtives by Project Phase: Marcelo, Bohol.

-.- ... ..-- .. .

Period
MaiorEvents
of DENR to issue cutting
ermits to FLA holders
CanceIlation of some FLAs
Al ienation of firewood gatherers
Informal recognition of communal
Incentives to Cooperate
Legitimacy of property rights
Desire for better coastal resource

1940s

---

1

Need to fight illegal coastal activities
-

-

Contexturi variables
Reduction of the Municipal
Council's financial and physical
s u ~ ~ ofor
r tlaw enforcement
Resumption of illegal fishing
Stoppage of joint sea patrol
operations (fishers' federation and
municipal government)
Patrolling of the fish sanctuary by
the fishers' association
ersonal patrolling of mangrove
bv CSC holders

1

Major Events
New munici~aladministration
Establishmentof a new fish
anctuary at Lumislis Island (Mabini
on-issuance of cutting permits to
FLA holders
Conversion of the Lumayag fish
kanctuarv into a marine oark
Incentives to Cooperirte
Continuing dependence on coastal
resources
Continuing legitimacy of mangrove
property rights

57.0 OUTCOMES/PER.F'ORMANCEINDICATORS OF CO-

MANAGEMENT
For this section, the methodogy used resernbles that of Cogtong (see section 6.0). The
technique involved a visual, self-anchoring, ladder-like scale conducive to making
ordinal judgments, placed Iittle demand on informant memory, and could be rapidly
administered. The respondents were shown a ladder-like diagram with ten Reps, where
ten represented the best possible scenario and one the worst possible scenario in ternis of
the perceived changes in the indicators. The respondents were asked to indicate the
appropriate step on the ladder which corresponds to their perceptions of changes in
various time periods: before the project (e.g., l988), today, and five years nom now.
Box 4 from the Cogtong case study summarizes the performance indicators.

5.7.1

Analysis and Discussion

The first step in the analysis involved the calculation of mean differences between today

(T2)and before the project (TI)for each indicator. A paired cornparison t-test was used
to determine if the mean differences between these two t h e periods are statistically
significant. For the overall sample, Table 26 shows a statistically significant increase in
perceived levels of al1 performance indicators (pC0.01). Larger and statistically
significant changes were perceived in knowledge of mangrove, control over resources,
benefits from the mangrove area, and information exchange on mangrove management.
Smaller, yet positive changes, were noted in other indicators.
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Perceived pre-project to post-project changes in performance
indicators for al1 respondents: before the project and now: Marcelo
Indicator
Al1
Today Before
(Tz) (Ti) Tz-Ti
P
-

Equity
a. Participation in general
Participation - CRM
b. Influence in general
Influence-CRM
c. Control - mangrove
d. Allocation-harvest
e. Satisfaction-manmove management
f Benef its-mangrove area
g. Household well-being
h. Household income

a. Collective decision-rnaking
b. ConfIict resolution
Sustainability
a. Coastal resource well-being
b. Cornpliance - mangrove niles
Cornpliance - fishery mles
c. Knowledge-mangrove
d. Information exchange-mangrove
Information exchange-fishenes

CO.01
CO.01
cO.01
cO.01
cO.01
c0.01
CO.01
<0.01
CO.01
cO.01

4.70
4.76
5-22
5.1 1
5.48
5.39
7.00
5.69
4.70
4.94

2.19
2.17
2.28
2.48
2.20
2.43
4.39
2.56
3.28
3.24

2.52
2.59
2.94
2.63
3.28
2.96
2.61
3.13
1.43
1.70

5.52

5.87

2.57
2-91

2.94 c0.01
2.96 cO.01

4.89
5.50
5.28
6.06
5.78
5.78

3.70
2.35
3.04
2.39
2.56
2.85

1.19
3.15
2.24
3-67
3.31
2.93

-

c0.01
CO.01
<0.01
CO.01
c0.01

<0.01

A paired cornparison t-test was also done to determine if the mean differences between

perceptions t o d q and f i e yearsfrom rzow mtzrre) are statistically significant for each
indicator. The results show that al1 respondents perceived positive and statistically
significant changes in al1 performance indicators @<0.01), indicating optirnism on future
CO-managementindicators in terms of equity, efficiency, and sustainability. Relatively
larger positive changes were perceived in control over mangrove resources, participation
in coastal resource management, benefits from the mangrove area, cornpliance with

mangrove rules, and information exchange on mangrove management.

Table 27 shows the perceived pre-project changes to post-project changes (today)in the

>

,

penormance indicators based on membership in the fishers' association.

Members

perceived positive and statistically significant increases in al1 indicators, except in the
overall well being of coastal resources @>O.OS).

Non-members, on the other hand,

perceived statistically significant changes in al1 indicators @<0.01).

Most likely,

members were more conservative than non-members in their assessrnent of the overall
well being of coastal resources, having been made aware of the implications of

destructive resource uses on the resource.

Table 27.

Perceived pre-project to post-project changes in performance
indicators for members and non-members: before the project and
now: Marcelo
Non-Member

Cornpliance - fishery mies
c. Knowledge of mangrove
d. M o exchange mangroves.
M o exchange - fisheries.

-

5.63 3.00
6.37 2.26
6.15 2.56
6.33 2.78

2.63
4.1 1

cO.01
c0.01

3.59
3.56

cO.01

cO.01

4.93
5.74
5.59
5.22

3-07 1.85 c0.01
3.22 <O.Ol
3.04 c0.01
2.30 <0.01

2.52
2.56
2.93
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from

now, both members and non-members

perceived positive and statistically significant changes in al1 performance indicaton
(pc0.01). Both groups expressed positive perceptions of future changes, which augur

well for sustaining CO-managementarrangements in Marcelo.
The second step in the analysis was to determine if the FA members differed fiom nonmembers. This was accomplished by subtracting the pre-project perception fiom the
today perception for each indicator P2-T1) and calculating a two-sample t-test for the
difference of mean values between the mernber and non-member samples. Table 28
shows that the only statistically significant difference between these two groups lies in
the fair allocation of mangrove harvesting nghts (pe0.05), where members perceived a
larger change. This is understandable because the FA members are the direct recipients
of CSCs, having actively participated in mangrove rehabilitation efforts.
Moreover, the t o d q perception was compared with the perception five years from m w
for each indicator using a two-sample t-test (Le., members versus non-members).
Members and non-members did not differ statistically in their perceptions of positive
changes. Both groups are optimistic of the future situation.
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Differences between Members and Non-Members wîth Respect to
Perceived pre-project to post-project changes: before the project and
now: Marcel0

Indicators
Equity
a. Participation in general
Participation - CRM
b. Influence in general
Influence - CRM
c. Control - mangroves
d. Allocation - mangrove harvesting
rights
e. Satisfaction - mangrove
management
g. Household well-being
h. Household income
Effkiency
a. CoIlective decision making
b. Confiict resolution
Sustainability
a. Coastd resource well-being
b. Cornpliance - mangrove niles
Cornpliance - fishery rules
c. Knowledge - mangrove
d. 1160exchange mangrove
Info exchange - fisheries.

-

Members
T2-Tl

Non-

T-Value

Member
T2-Tl

Probability
-

-

3.36
3.36

2.67
2.62
3.14
2.33

1.38
1.38
0.78
-0.04
1.99
2.43

Xl.05
>O.OS
>O.05
>0.05
cO.05
>O.OS

3.21

1.67

0.76

>0.05

1.36
1.67

1.52
1.76

-0.19

0.00

>O.OS

3.15

2.62
2.86

O.98
0.41

>0.05
>0.05

1.48
3 .O5
1.71

-0.60
2.29
1.62
0.59
1 -05
1.95

>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>O.OS
>0,05

2.76
2.82
3.12
2.64

3.03

1.00
3.21
2.58
3 -79
3.52
3.30

2.14
2.24

3 -48
3 .O0

2.33

>0.05

--

CHAPTER SM: SYNTHESIS OF THE COGTONG
BAY EXPERIENCE
This section surnmarizes the experience of the two coastd villages along Cogtong Bay in
Bohol, Philippines. The section also provides a historical perspective of the contextual
variables that have shaped incentives and collective action situations.

6.1.0 CONTEXTUAL VARIABLES
Cogtong Bay is Iocated in the Central Visayas region of the Philippines. The Bay's
10,000 ha are shared by the municipalities of Mabini on the north, and Candijay on the
south. Limestone hills and a thin fringe of mangroves are found at the outer portions of
the Bay. The inner portion has extensive mangrove stands bordered by rice fields and
coconut lands. Out of 2,000 ha of mangrove forest, 1,400 ha are still intact. Of these,
about 275 ha in the islands of Lumislis, Kati-il, Tabondio and Calanggaman were
declared as mangrove wildemess by the national government. The areas are characterized

by secondary bushy growth, having been cut repeatedly in the past. The rest of the
mangrove areas, comprising about 600 ha, have been converted to fishponds.
Historically, Cogtong Bay has been marked by open-access, where unrestncted entry to
the waters and fiee-for-al1 harvesting of coastai products prevailed until the mid-1980s
(Box 7).

The Bay has no customary rights of tenure to the fishery. For the mangrove

areas, however, some form of informa1 management and tenurial rights existed in
Cogtong, Candijay fiom the 1940s to the mid-1980s. Some 25 families informally
designated under their care mangrove areas of one hectare or less per family. Informal
tenurial rights were passed on to succeeding generations. Eventually, these rights became

formal when the younger generations applied for mangrove stewardship contracts in the
latter half of the 1980s.
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The coastal villages of Cogtong, Candijay and Marcelo, Mabini have been inhabited
largely by native Boholanos and other Visayans from neigboring provinces. They are
relatively homogeneous in terms of ethnicity, religion, and occupation. About 314 of the
village population relies on coastal resources for suMva1 and Iivelihood (Box 9),
indicating a high degree of dependence on coastd resources. Aside fiom fish, moa
families gather crabs, shellfish, algae and other marine products for consumption and
sale.
The Cogtong Bay fishery may be described as multi-species, multi-gear, and mainly
artisanal. Most of the fishing has been done by small-scale fishers who own srna11 boats
and fish with traditional gear, such as fish corrals, handlines, spears, and fish traps. In the
1970s and 1 9 8 0 ~fishers
~
started using non-traditional types of fishing gear, such as
gillnets and Danish seine. Demersal and pelagic species have been caught in dispersed
fishing grounds, both within and outside the Bay.

Box 8. Physical, tecliiiicnl and biologicd nttributcs: Cugtong, Candijay and Marcelo, Mabini
-

-

Boundaries

Cogtong, Cmdijay
Open-accçss fishcry, çxccpt tlic arca covçrcd by
the newly-cstablislicd fish sanctuary (1997)
Opcn-acccss niangrove arcas until tlic latc 1980s
when DENR issued Certificates of Stewardship
Contracts to mangrovc plantcrs; ban on cutting
mangrovc trccs in niangrovc wildcrncss rcscrve
found in Luniislis, Kati-il, Tabondio and
Calaiiggaman
Municipal watcrs dçlineritcd (iniicr portion of tlic
Bay lias bceii eqiiidistaiitly divided) sincç 1992,
but not strictly cnforccd
Unclcar political boundaries (1970s to cnrly

Single or multiple lishcry

Multi-gcar fislicrics: 9 distinct gear typçs (i.c.,
gillncts, simplc Iiandlincs, longlincs, squid jiggçrs,
Mi corrals, fis11 pots, spcarguns, bngnçts, and
Danisti seine)
Artisanal or industrial
Mainly artisanal
fishery
Fisliing vcsscls arc gcncnlly Içss tliûli 3 GT and
mostly
iion-niotorizcd
Level and mix of technology
Mix of tcchnology : traditionallnon-dcstmctivc
(fish corrals, gillnçts, Iiandlincs) and dcstnictivc
(cg., use of dynarnitc)
Mininial fish processing at tlic village lcvel (fisli
drying and fisli pastc inaking for Iiouscliold
-

-

Mnrcelo. Mabini
Opcii-access fishcry, cxccpt the arca covcrcd by
thc new fish sanctuary (1 995)
Municipal waters dclineatcd since 1992. NonMabini fishers are required to secure permits
bcforc thcy can fish in Mabini watcrs, but this is
iiot strictly cnforccd
Opcn-access mangrove areas until the second hrlf
of the 19t10s whcn DENR first issucd CSCs to
niangrovc plantcrs; ban on cutting mangrove trccs
in Luniislis (Mabini side of the islatid)
Unclwr political boundarics ((1 970s to carly
1990s)
Multi-gcnr fishcries: 5 distinct gcar typçs (i.e.,
gillncts, simplc hûndlinçs, longlincs, squid jiggcrs,
,and spcarguns)
Siiiiilar to Cogtong

Non-dcstmctive (i.e.,gillncts, handlines,
long1incs) and dcstnictivc ( i . ~ . ,blast fishing)
Miaiinal fish drying at the village lcvcl

Box 9. Attributes of fisliers and fislier conimuiiity: Cogtong, Cnndijay and Marcelo, Mabini
lndicatur
Homogeneitylheterogeneity
1 of resource users

1 Dependence on corstal

( resources for livelihood

1 Motivation of users
Level of information riid
knowledge of coastnl
resource management

Relatively tiornoge~ieousin terms of ethnicity
and religion
Relatively high dependence on coastal
resources (63% of village houseliolds rely on
coastal resources)
Fishing provides more than Iialf of total
household earnings for 78% of fishing
Iiouseholds
Subsistence-driven for tistieries until the
1960s and for niangroves, until the 1970s
Market-driven afierwards
Positive attitudes toward collective action and
toward CO-management
High indigenous knowledge of fishing gear
Low knowledge of mangrove manaye~nent
before the CMMRCRM
lmproved inforinatioii exchange on fisheries
management and mangrove management afier
the implementation of the CMMRCRM

Marcclo, Mabini

1

Relatively homogeneous in terms of
occupation, ethnicity and religion
High reliance on coastal resources (87% of
village households depend on coastal
resources)
Fistiing provides more ihan half of total
Iiousehold earnings for 76% of fisliing
Iiouseholds
Similar to Cogtony

Similar to Cogtong
I

Similar to CoZong

Untif the early- l96Os, fishers recalled abundant fishery resources and thick mangrove
stands. Resource abundance, along with the usc of traditional and non-destructive
harvesting practices and the predominance of subsistence village econornies, enabled the
coastal residents to enjoy marine resources without major conflicts in resource use. The
mid-1960s and the onset of the 1970s, however, saw a drastic change in the situation due
to three major events. These include: 1) the introduction of fishpond technology firom
Iloilo, a province in the Western Visayas region; 2) the amival of commercial fishers and
entry of commercial mangrove cutters fiom neighbonng provinces; and, 3) the
integration of Cogtong Bay into the heavily market-driven economies of nearby
provinces and urban centers, such as Cebu and Tagbilaran. Together, these events
hastened the degradation of the Bay's resources and gave rise to confiicts among resource
users. The open-access nature of resource use, together with the pronounced market
orientation of food fish and mangrove produas since the 1970s and 1980s, led to
uncontrolled mangrove cutting for firewood and for fishpond developrnent as well as to
the use of destructive fishing gear. The shift from subsistence village economies to
market-driven economies opened new linkages to provincial and regional markets in the
Visayas (Box 10).
The devastation of mangroves and fisheries has posed an important problem and source
of discontent among coastal residents whose very sumival is intertwined with the Bay's
resources. Over time, village fishers increasingly became aware of the decline in their
average fish catch. Their average catch dwindied fiom about twenty kg in the 1960s, to
ten kg in the 1970s, to approximately five kg or less in the 1980s.

In 1989, a major effort to avert resource degradation in Cogtong Bay and promote a more
sustainable coastal resource management

(Ocame through the initiative of

ACIPHIL, Inc., a private finn that has actively provided technical assistance to resource
management projects in the Philippines, including the Central Visayas Regional Project.
ACIPHIL entered into a partnership with the Department of Environment and Natural
Resources (DENR) to pursue mangrove rehabilitation and coastal resource management
as a component of the USAID-funded Rainfed Resources Development Project (RRDP).
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Pattemed after the nearshore fisheries component of the IBRD-assisted Central Visayas
Regional Project (1984- l992), the Cogtong Bay project of Mabini-Candijay sought to
transform resource users into resource managers who are directly responsible for day-today resource decisions. The project adopted a community-based approach to address the
problem of resource degradation and poverty in coastal villages along Cogtong Bay firom
1989 to 1991. A key strategy of the project was the provision of secure tenure over areas
to be managed. The Network Foundation, a non-government organization, assisted

ACIPHIL in implementing the Candijay-Mabini Mangrove Rehabilitation and Coastd
Resource Management Project (CMMRCRM). At the end of the project, 110 ha were
replanted with mangroves (Janiola 1996). For the entire project area of eight masta1
villages, 265 beneficiaries received Certificates of Stewardship Contracts (CSCs).

The CMMRCRM phase (1989-1991) ushered in the redefinition of access to mangrove
areas and the establishment of forma1 tenurial rights through the issuance of 25-year
CSCs. The DENR gave CSC holders the right to manage their mangrove areas and

harvest their trees, conditional on sustainable use. This period also saw the need for a
clearer delineation of politicaf and legal boundarïes to address issues of jurisdiction and
resource use. The fkagmentation of fundions for coastal resource management then was
manifested in the jurisdiction over mangrove areas by the DENR and in the authority of
the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources @FAR) over fishenes.
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Box 10. Market Attributes: Cogtong, Candijay and Marcelo, Mabini
Indicator
Subsistence or market
oriented
Market structure

Market orientation

Value of coastal ~mducts

Cogtong, Candijay

Market-oriented for food fish
since the 1970s and for
mangroves since the 1980s
Many sellers and buyers
Existence of sukis (creditmarketing relationships)
between fishers and buyers
Oriented toward local,
provincial and regional
markets in the Visayas
Low to medium for fish
products and mangrove
products

I

Marcelo, Mabini

Similar to Cogtong

1

Similar to Cogtong

Similar to Cogtong
Similar to Cogtong

During project implementation, a closer coordination between the DENR and the BFAR
became imperative to resolve conflicting policies on resource use and fishpond
development. BFAR at that time was encouraging fishpond development and issuing
Fishpond Lease Agreements (FLAs). In some instances, this led to the clearing of wellstocked mangrove forests for fishpond construction. Village residents asked why they
were expected to plant new mangroves and refrain from cutting existing trees when
outsiders were allowed to corne in and destroy mangrove forests (Janiola 1996). The
struggle between FLA holders and village fishers eventually diminished when the DENR
insisted that cutting trees in mangrove forests for fishpond development is illegal. In the
absence of cutting permits from the D

l

m FLA holders could not cut mangrove trees

legally.
Recognizing the importance of strict and vigilant law enforcement efforts, the project
staff and village fishers' associations linked up with the municipal governrnent of
Mabini and Candijay for support in tems of facilities, police officers, and local
legislation. The management of Cogtong Bay's resources called for a committed
partnership between the govemment and the village residents. Joint patrol teams regularly

guarded their coastal waters and mangrove areas. Although prevention of illegal
fishponds was not envisaged as a project activity, the fishers' associations felt that the

1

problem was serious enough to warrant collective action. In many instances, project staff
and local resource users aaed together and prevented the constmction of illegal fishponds
and the illegal harvesting of mangroves for commercial sale. The allaince also played an
active role in controlling blan fishing in the Bay.
During the post-CMMRCRM phase, however, fishers observed a lower level of mie
compliance (Box 11). This was due, in part, to weaker law enforcement and lower
support from the municipal govenunent that came with a change in political leadership
and with budgetaq constraints. Consequently, the lack of vigilance and the breakdown in

enforcement efforts encouraged illegal fishers to resume their destructive activities in
Cogtong Bay. Illegal mangrove cutting, however, was less problematic in areas with

f m a l property rights. The CSC holders, on their own, continued to protect their
mangrove areas.
Political boundaries became more distinct when the Local Govemment Code effected the
devolution to local government units of many of the fûnctions previously performed by
BFAR and DENR. At present, the municipal govemment exercises jurisdiction over

municipal waters (Le., waters within 15 kilometers frorn the shoreline of the
municipality) and over the management of community-based forestry projects. Areas
beyond the municipal waters as well as those outside of communal forests, however,
remain under the BFAR and D E W respectively.

In recent years, the Village and Municipal Councils of Candijay and Mabini have
demonstrated a stronger interest in coastal resource management. They have supported
the establishment of a new fish sanctuary at Lumislis Island, pushed for stricter local
legislation, and recognized communal mangrove areas for firewood gatherers.

Incentives to Cooperate. The shift from open-access to a communal property nghts
regime for mangrove areas in Cogtong Bay was prompted by several incentives. These
include: 1) a comrnon dependence on coastal resources on the part of resource users; 2)

heightened environmental awareness as a result of information campaigns and
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community organizing efforts of the CMMRCRM; 3) desire for better coastal resource
management on the part of govemment organiztions and non-govemment organizations;
4) concern for improving the socioeconomic condition of poor costal residents; 5)

legitimacy of property rights; and, 6) realization of the need for collective action against
illegal fishing and illegal mangrove cutting to avert fùrther resource degradation.
Disincentives to cooperate, on the other hand, were initially rooted in confkting
govemment policies and indifference of some local govemment officials to strict law
enforcement. These were eventually resolved when the CMMRCRM drew attention to
these areas and, together with fishers' associations, pressured appropriate organizations to

take action.

Box Il.

lndicntor
Leadershiplpower
itructiire of user groups
Main types of riiles

Decision-mrking process
For operrtionnl and
collective choice rules

Decision-Mnkiiig Arrangements: Cogtong and Marcclo
Mwcelo, Mabini

Cogtong, Catidijay
Lcgitimatc, dcniocratic, crcdiblc and rcspcctlblc
lcadcrs
Participatory decision-making; niajority vote
Informal opcratioiiril rulcs: 1) cntry to fisliiiig
grounds on a first comc-first sçrvcd basis; 2)
distance of 200 tiicters bctwecn fisli corrals; 3)
distaiicc betwçcn ncts during fishing opcrations to
avoid cntangling of ncts
Forinal opçratioiial nilcs: 1) iiinridatory fisliiiig
permits; 2) ban on destmctivc fisliiiig opcrations,
siicli as blast fisliiiig, usc of cyanidc or otlicr
strong poisons, finc mcsh ncts (bclow 3 cni), and
Danish seine, aniong otlws; 4) bai on
conimercial fisliing boats within 15 k m from the
sliorelinc
Collcctivc choicc nilcs: provisions on moiiitoring
and cnforccmcnt and on scttling disputcs as
embodicd in local Icgislation, rules of dic fislicrs'
association, aiid DENR rcgulations
Constitutioiial nilcs : 1) Local Governnicnt Code,
Fislicries Dccrce of tlic Pliilippincs, Forcst Dccrcc
of the Philippines, Prcsidcntial Proclaniotions and
othcr Icgislatioti; rules of the fislicrs' association
on the proccss of rulc formation and approval
Democratic: marked by public tiearings and
general assembl ies
Majority vote

D

Similar to Cogtong

Similar to Cogtong

Similar to Co@ong

m e ! of representrtion of
#esOurceusers and
itsikeholder~in the
lecision-ma king processes
it different levels
:municipal, provincial,
*egional, national)
Relcvance of rules

Eiiforcement of rules and
regulntions/sanctions

1

V illagc and municipal: Iiigli du ring projcct pliasc;
low to mediuni diiring post-projcct phnsc
Provincial: low
Regional: low
National: low

Mediuni
Rclativcly favorable nttitiidc toward mlcs (i.c.,
mlc-brcaking is not acceptable)
Prcfcrcncc for sliifhg to strictcr niles now that
arc supportive of sound coastal rcsourcc
managemcnt
Medium cnforccniciit duriiig tlic projcct pliasc;
low cnforccnicnt diiriiig thc prc-projcct and postprojcct pliascs
Monitoring aiid ciiforccniciit donc by sca patro1
and foot patrol diiring the projcct plinsc; lm
cnforccnicnt aftcr projcct coiiiplciion; inactivity of
the association of fislicrs aRcr projcct coniplctioii;
reactivation of the sca patrol in 1995
Violators of fislicry and niangrove laws arc
pnerally wamed and fiiicd
Resources availablc for monitoring and
cnforcciiiciit: niotorizcd boat, cnforcciiiciit
pcrsonncl, and fiinds for gasolinc and otlicr
operating cxpenses
Lcvcl of compliancc: iiicdiuni to liigli diiriiig tlic
projcct pliasc; low diiring thc prc-projcct and postprojcct y liasïs

Siiiiilar to Cogtong

Siinilar to Cogtong
Dcployrncnt of patrol tcanis in nionitoring and
cnforcemcnt; active involvcmcnt of the fcdertltion
of fislicrs in patrolliny activities d u h g the
projcct phase and aflcr projcct coniplction
Violators of fishcry and mangrovc laws arc
tvarncd and finçd
Rcsoiirccs availablc for cnforccment: similar to
Cogtong
Lçvcl of mlc compliancc: similar to Cogtong

CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS

The following section answers the objectives that were presented in chapter one. There
were three specific objectives: to identiQ the existing property nghts systern to determine
nghts of access and withdrawal, as well as obligations associated with resource use; to

identify the scale and degree of user group involvement to determine ways in which user
groups can, or do participate in CO-management; and to identifi if CO-management
increases the resilience of the local social-ecological system. The following sections first
address the specific objectives, followed by the overail objective. A discussion on the
shortcomings of the CMMRCRM concludes the chapter.

Picture 10. What's at Stake?
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7.1.0 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
7.1.1

EXISTING PROPERTY RIGHTS REGIME

Fishery
Rights of Access. Traditionally, and presently, fishery resources are open-access to

everyone excluding the designated conservation areas such as marine parks and fish
sanctuaries identified in the case study chapters.

Restrictions for the designated

conservation areas are vested in fonnal rulesRights of Withdrawal. Restrictions on withdrawal were present in both m~nicipalities.
Formal mies passed by the municipal councils made some methods of fishing illegal.
Most restrictions have been passed within the last 15 years. As outlined in the case
studies, the history of rule enforcernent and rule compliance for the fishery fluctuated
fiom very low to very high the past thirty years. Outside of restrictions on the type of
method used, there were no rules regulating fish catch.

Mangroves
Righis of Access. Property nghts for the mangroves are a combination of communal

areas and pnvate ownership (CSC areas).

On private property, operational d e s

restncted nghts of withdrawal only. Any individual has nghts of access to CSC areas
providing no damage was done to the mangroves. In Barangay Cogtong the operational
rules governing the mangroves were informa1 and casually agreed to by CSC holders. In
Marcelo, both BOSFA and MAFA had more formalized agreements for CSC holders to
not restnct rights of access.
Rights of Withdrawal. No restrictions were in place to restnct methods of withdrawal
until the CMMRCRM. Associated with the project, formal operational rules were passed
requiring users of comrnon area mangroves to replant a propagule (seedling) for every
tree that was cut. On pnvate area mangrove stands the CSC holder was vested with
managing his plot in a "sustainable manner" (essentially replant one tree for every one
cut).

Comparing the action situation of different property rights across different time periods in
Cogtong Bay, a progression to the "Tragedy of the Commons" was evidenced when the
resource-using cornmunity changed. The property rights regime of the resources moved
to an open-access system.

Local institutional management arrangements were

compromised with the arriva1 of commercial fishers and mangrove wood cutters who did
not respect local-level harvesting traditions of low-intensity, subsistence-based methods.
Once the informal rules were violated by outsiders, the traditional local system collapsed
and a "Tragedy of the Commons" situation, complete with resource degradation, ensued.
Researching the CMMRCRM illustrated that for any combination of change to the
resources, or resource users, management techniques will have to adapt to the new
arrangements. In the case of Cogtong Bay, a shifi to co-management proved beneficial.
Co-management was a well-suited solution to remedy the open-access property rights
system. Pnvate property rights were established to encourage mangrove conservation as
opposed to mangrove degradation. Large positive benefits resulted for the mangroves.

In an attempt to manage the fishery more sustainably, FAs were organized. Although the
establishment of FAs accompanied no forma1 change in fishery property rights,
characteristics of the resource did shift fiom complete open-access towards communal
property, a preferred property rights regime for enhancing equity, eficiency and
sustainability. Marginal benefits resulted.

7.1.2

LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION

Resource user groups in Cogtong Bay had a wide scale and level of participation in comanagement. "Scale"refers to the various levels of govemment local resource users
could interact with.

"Degree" is the influence local resource users had at the various

levels. Although the federal level was accessible, there was very little interaction with
local resource users. The degree of influence was also very low. For example, in
Candijay, the town council wrote numerous letters to then-president Aquino asking for

FLA areas to be converted to communal swamp. The letters were never answered. The
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national govemrnent did however transfer property nghts for mangroves to local CSC
holders.
The degree of infiuence was much higher at the provincial level. For example, in
Candijay, a boat was given by the provincial govemment to help with enforcement
efforts, while in Mabini DENR officers assisted in stopping fishpond construction after a
request by MAFA

Both instances occurred at the request of the local FAs.

The

Provincial Government did not actively pursue giving assistance without being asked
first.
At the local level there was a very high degree of influence. Both town councils started
Bantay Dagat prograrns with local resource users help. Today PAGAMACO and MAFA
exert powemil influences in shaping municipal ordinances.

For a more thorough

discussion on the interactions between the various levels the reader is directed to section
4.2,4.3 and 5.1 of Chapters Four and Five.
The range of scales and level of influence by local groups in the CO-managementprocess
is not surpnsing. Referring back to Chapter One where a CO-managementscale was
illustrated, the theory was presented that CO-managementcan occur across a wide range.
Similarly, because more than one govemment level was involved, the CO-management
arrangement had various degrees of power sharing between different goverriment levels.
The important aspect to understand however is that each level of government needs an
adequate power sharing level with local institutions (Porneroy and Berkes 19997). For
example, has too much resource management responsibility been devolved past the point
of the local institutions' capabilities to manage, or has not enough responsibility been
distributed that local efforts to manage are stifled? In Cogtong Bay, although the power
sharing distributions at various levels were adequate, there was not a perfect fit. The
result was weak monitoring and enforcement efforts as al1 the government levels offloaded costs of monitoring and enforcement to the FAs.

7.1.3

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND RESILIENCE

A very important elernent of resiliency is a system's ability to absorb shocks and

perturbations and continue to function. As was mentioned in the discussion chapters
(four and five) most residents of Marcelo and Cogtong are poor, living a day-to-day
subsistence lifestyle. Emergency credit is available (SI&) and BOSFA and MAFA
formed credit cooperatives, but a hand-to-mouth reality still exias. For the social system

-

to be resilient therefore, residents cannot rely on just one livelihood strategy e.g. fishing.
Especially when one considers that most of the fishers sel1 the harvest. If the market

price for fish suddenly decreased sharply, fishers would need another livelihood strategy
to fa11 back on.
With CO-management,and the accompanying shifiing of property rights over mangroves,
local CSC holders now have another option. For example, the harvest of mangrove
products accounted for Iess than one half of household incomes for 91 percent of the
respondents indicating that harvesting mangrove products augments primary occupations.
However, now seven years afier reforestation, the potential exists to expand this
alternative livelihood. Eutiquio Petalcorin, a CSC holder and PAGAMACO member
explains "1Lave not yet stmieti han~estingbecnuse the trees are only m7enyears, and

no?yet mature''. What can be derived nom the statement is that fishers have planted
mangroves but have not yet begun to hamest mangrove wood fiom their CSC lots
because of the growth period needed. Therefore, once the mangrove areas are mature,
additional sources of income will become available.
Theoretically, an essential element to fùrther increase the social-ecological resiliency
beyond alternative livelihood strategies is the devolution of day-to-day management
responsibility to local-level resource users. One resiliency related benefits associated
with local-level management is that local residents goals and needs are intimately known

by those making the daily rules and choices. Also, decision-makers have a vested interest
in the effectiveness of the management decisions. Further, with a shifi in property nghts
(open-access to private propem), resource users' strategies change from exploitation to
conservation as the owners reap the benefits of sustainable use. Another theoretical
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advantage local-level management brings to resiliency is that managers can be very
responsive to any changes, no matier how slight as opposed to a more centralized "top

up" system.

To determine if the CO-managementarrangement helped increase the resilience of the
local social-ecological system (as theory suggests), residents' perceptions on efficiency,
equity and sustainability may be examined. Such an examination is the focus of the next
section.
7.2.0

OVERALL OBJECTIVES

The Candijay-Mabini Mangrove Rehabilitation and Coastal Resource Management
project (CMMRCRM) was a project tiinded by USAID and the Govemment of the
Philippines.

The DENR contracted the project's implementation to ACIPHIL, a

Philippine NGO. ACPHIL implernented the project nom January 1989 to September
1991. ACPHIL and The Network Foundation jointly operated the project between
September and December 1991. No outside organization oversaw the project until the

DENR officially took over in March 1995 as part of the Coastal Environment Program.
The CMMECRM can provide many lessons. Despite organizational problems and at
times lack of support from the Municipal Councils, the mangroves were replanted and
have been sustained. The success in rehabilitating the mangroves in the face of so many
obstacles such as illegal cutting, and fishpond developrnent in the early parts of the
project to the faltenng of PAGAMACO and return of illegal fishers after the project
stands testamount to CO-management's resiliency as a management option. To better
understand the most important factors associated with deciding when a CO-management
strategy should be employed, and what (in a generic sense) conditions should be present,
the following conclusions have been drawn. A limitation to the concIusions however is
that CO-managementc m occur across a range of power sharing distributions and within

any environmcntal setting. Conclusions drawn fkom the CMMRCRM are based on the
power sharing distributions and environmental setting associated with the project. There

-

were many components to answering the overall objective of the project what were the

key factors in making the CMMRCRM a successful CO-managementarrangement. Prior
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to discussing the characteristics that contributed to making the CMMRCR successful, the
critena for success m u a be presented.
As mentioned, equity, efficiency and sustainability were the measures of success.

Section 7.0 of both Chapters Four and Five presented the findings regarding the three
performance indicators. Cornparisons were made of the performance indicators across
three time periods. The first comparison done for both villages was values of today
(1997) compared to before the project (1989). The second temporal comparison was
done for the results of the today (1998) values to five years from today to determine
respondents' attitudes on changes the project initiated.

In Barangay Cogtong, there were statistically significant increases in the perceived levels
of al1 CO-management performance indicators except overall well being of coastal
resources and household incomes.
indicators increased.

In MarceIo, al1 CO-management performance

Further, respondents were optimistic about the future.

Ail

respondents from both barangays perceived positive and statistically significant changes
in al1 performance indicators. Powerful numbers such as thcse are indicative of a
successful project based on the criteria of equity, eficiency and sustainability. The most
important cnteria for success can be summarized under four main headings:
1.

Resource Characteristics

There must be a common retiance on a set of resources and the boundaries must be
clear. Further, the stock of resources must be in decline to trigger management
intervention.

For example, if an individual perceives resources will be abundantly

available in perpetuity, what would invoke a person to sacrifice leisure time and put forth
efforts and perhaps real income to conserve the resource? If however, the community
members recognize that in ten years the traditional and main livelihood of community
residents will disappear, individual and collective action will be much more likely. There
are three examples fiom the Cogtong Bay expenencc that support this obsennition. First,

when Mr. Gulle retumed to Barangay Cogtong in 1984 and witnessed the dismal state of
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the local environment, the retuming resident organized COMAGCO to improve
environmental problems.
The second example stems fiom the six main "incentives to cooperate" surnmkzed in
Chapter S k . The first two incentives identified were: 1) a common dependence on
coastd resources by the resource users, and 2) heightened environmental awareness.
Key informant interviews provide the third example. Larger benefits were realized in
Marcelo. Even during the community organization stage attendance at meetings (as a
percentage) in Marcelo was consistently higher than in Cogtong. Project implementers
opined the FAs in Marcelo were more successfûl than Cogtong in part, because of the
higher dependence on coastal resources.

The less diverse structure of the village

economy in Marcelo coupled with the lower education levels (on average) limited
alternative iivelihood strategies.
Results from a thorough statistical analysis conducted by ICLARM on data generated
fi-om the household surveys veriQ the importance of a resource crisis in initiating
management interventions.

A change in the total perceived performance of

CO-

management in Cogtong village was strongly influenced by the perception of a resource
crisis pnor to project implementation. This independent variable accounts for 14 percent

of the variance in the component (adjusted R~=o.138). The regression equation is
statistically significant @<0.0 1). The finding suggests that the recognition of a worsening
resource condition is a driving force that motivates resource users to take joint action on
the situation (XCLARM 1998).
2.

Institutions

Local-level institutions capable of assuming an increased role in management
responsibility must be present. As part of the contract, ACIPHIL staff had to establish

FAs before any other project-related activities could start. For local-level resource users
to share power and decision-making, community organization must be strong enough to
handle such responsibilities. For example, in Cogtong Bay, the local resource users had,
for their entire existence, been in a resource use situation of open-access to fugitive

resources. Social institutions capable of handling management responsibilities are not
often found in such situations, just as 16 lane fieeways are not often found in poor mral
settings.

To devolve property rights and management responsibility over resources

without preparing the resource users through seminars educating the people on
management techniques would not be effective.

The e s t activity of project aaff

reflected the importance of building local-level institutional capabilities as village
members were organized into local FAs. Additional research further supports the need
for capable local institutions in successfùl CO-managementarrangements (Berkes 1997)
3.

Process Features

The process of implementing CO-managementarrangements requires flexibility to
permit the project to grow into the community. A general implementation plan was
developed for the CMMRCRM based on Ieamings fiom other coastal resource projects,
and fiom an understanding of project goals and local needs. However, unexpected
reactions occurred when the project was implemented.

For example, in Barangay

Cogtong the project originally alienated the firewood gatherers by annexing common
property mangrove stands.

Firewood gatherers therefore opposed the project that

threatened their livelihood. Other coastal resource users supported the marginalized
group based on humanitarian reasons. Such reactions were not expected in the project
planning stage. If the project's implementation process was rigid, and incapable of
adapting to change, a large section of the population would have been at odds with the
project. Instead, by maintaining some mangrove areas as accessible communal property,
the firewood gatherers were able to maintain their livelihood and comrnunity concems
were addressed.
Trust between the actors must be established. The Cogtong Bay experience illustrated

the importance of establishing tma between local-level cooperators and the govemment
and project implementers. For example, when the govenunent's commitment to the

project goals of reforestation was questioned in the early stages of the project,
participants in both barangays were skeptical about becoming involved. However, when
the project's implementers began enforcing Iaws against illegal fishing and cutting and
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protesting against fishpond development, local-level resource users were more anxious to
participate.

Trust is also recognized as a major requisite in other co-management

arrangements by Berkes (1997) in his synthesis on defining characteristics of successful
co-management arrangements.
Effective participation b required. The process facilitated a high level of public

involvement.

When dealing with cornmunity-based resource management and co-

management, an essential component is the participation of local resource users. The

CMMRCRM encouraged public involvement by bringing the project to the people
instead of having the people come to the project. For example, in the early stages of
institution building, project staffwent door to door explaining the project's intended goals
and expected benefits.

The local residents were then invited to attend a meeting

(scheduled to take place at the end of the monthly general village meeting) to become
involved with the project. The CMMRCRM generated high public involvement because
of the culturally appropriate methods used in recmiting participants.

Had the staff

stormed into the village and demanded al1 residents attend a meeting dunng the lunch
hour, the degree of participation would have been much lower.

Local resource users must be involved in monitoring and enforcement efforts. For
example, a Bantay Dagat as opposed to a sea patrol. Police officers do not directly rely
on fish for their livelihood. Rather the local govemment pays a police officer. Therefore

if a police officer is bribed or "on the take", the individual is not directly hurting their
livelihood. Residents of both Cogtong and Marcelo suspect police corruption. One
senior Municipal Council member firom Mabini even reponed that the local police take
bribes and do not enforce the laws properly. If however, members of the FA were
present dunng monitoring, then the probability of corruption decreases. To be a member

of a FA in Cogtong Bay, an individual must be dependent on coastal resources.
Therefore if a FA member chooses to be compt, than the Iivelihood of that person is
diredly negatively afTected.
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Further, monitoring and enforcement must be effective.

Positive result s from the

CMMRCRM were weakened according to local respondents because of poor monitoring
and enforcement.

In Cogtong village, the majority (80%) of respondents stated the

fishery resources are currently degraded. Numerous causes were given, 66 percent were
directly related to illegal fishing. A total of 45 percent of the Cogtong respondents cited
mangrove resources as being degraded. The main explanation according to respondents
was illegal mangrove cutting.

Similar results were found in Marcelo where 68 percent of respondents stated fishery
resources are currently degraded because of illegal fishing and over-fishing. Regarding
mangroves, only six percent of Marcelo respondents identified mangroves as degraded
but, al1 claimed illegal cutting as the sole reason. Policy implications for other co-

management arrangements are to ensure a change in property rights is accompanied with
monitoring and enforcement efforts so intended benefits are maximized.
4.

LiveIihood Benefits

The CMMRCRM illustrated the positive results when tangible benefits accrue to local
resource users.

Most management plans of over-exploited resources cal1 for

conservation and more sustainable use. Often local resource users are asked to place trust
in project implementers that the lives of local residents will improve if the project's plans
are followed. However it is unreasonable to expect that people who Iive hand to mouth,
day-to-day will be capable of waiting five years before any benefits are expected. A very
important aspect of the CMMRCRM in Marcelo that encouraged rule compliance was the
recognition of tangible benefits. For example, when aquatic life around newly planted
mangroves were seen in Marcelo, the few remaining illegal cutters stopped. Although
seeing aquatic life around newly planted mangroves did not give immediate tangible
benefits, local users were identified as being able to make the connection between healthy
mangroves and a healthy fishery (100% in Cogtong, 98% in Marcelo).
A situation refelctive of the role tangible benefits have can be illustrated in a comparkon

between the fishery and the mangroves. Almost al1 reported illegal resource related

activities in Cogtong Bay since the project's conclusion were illegal fishing. There were
no official reports of illegal woodcutting. A possible explanation is that unlike CSC lots,
the fishery has no boundaries. Fish remain a transient and fugative resource without
propaty nghts so one individual's efforts to conserve is not directly recognized. The
Ievel of positive re-enforcement is not exhibited to the same degree as with mangrove
stands where a CSC owner can physically see improving resource conditions and
encouraged to continue more sustainable resource use.

Future CO-managementarrangements may want to consider the importance of tangible
benefits to local cooperaton.

Alternative revenue sources (even payments) to aid

families during the transition period could reduce the need to break rules dunng poor
times. Payments rnay lessen the need for monitoring and enforcement as resource users
would not be made "worse-off' during transition perîods. Methods to illustrate to local
participant's project successes (e.g. water quality measurements or some other indicator
of environmental quality that responds quickiy to ecosystem changes) could encourage
further compliance as positive re-enforcement. Berkes (1997) agrees with the importance
of generating

economic (livelihood) benefits

for

successfûl

CO-management

arrangements.
Another key element of the project was that the project's clear geographic boundaries
enabled individuals to directly observe positive results.

Individuals could directly

identiQ positive results, and receive benefits from a healthy section of mangrove forest.
Benefits were not spread out thinly along a vast area, but were obvious and close to
home. This links closely with tangible benefits. Participants in the CMMRCRM were
able to recognize tangible benefits such as replanted mangroves which was linked to
increased mle compliance in Marcelo. Future projects should consider the important role
recognizing benefits has in sustaining project goals with local-level cooperators and
implement project parameters that reflect the importance of recognizable benefits.
People's organizations should enable institutional development and empowerment
that improves a community's means to generate its own livelihood activities. The

CMMRCRM did establish the institutional development in both case study villages but
Cogtong village did not extend the new social institutions to activities beyond the project.
As a result, the FA was not sustained once the project benefits stopped. For example,

PAGAMACO members widely report that the organization disbanded once the

CMMRCRM staff left because of poor leadership. However, if poor leadership was the
main reason PAGAMACO disbanded, the new question becornes "Why did someone else
not fil1 the leadership void"? Once the project had ended and each individual had
received title to the CSC, had witnessed the laa AR put in place or built their mariculture
structures, there were no more project benefits, and therefore no incentives to sustain the
FA. Direct and tangible benefits were no longer going to be provided.
By contrast, in Barangay Marcelo, members of both MAFA and BOSFA extended the
benefits of the social institution building beyond project activities. Credit cooperatives
were initiated. Benefits to members nom the credit cooperatives were twofold. Fua,
members had access to loans.

Second, because interest was charged on the loans,

members (shareholders) received economic gain. For example, the capital of MAFA has
increased so much that membership (membership is equal to owning one share in the
association) currently costs P800. Original membership fees were P20. If today in
Marcelo MAFA's leadership became disinterested and stopped calling meetings,
individual members who in essence have over P8OO each in stock in the organization will
Iikely not permit MAFA to disband.

Therefore, developing social institutions that

empower local residents and improves the community's means to generate livelihood
activities is an essential component to perpetuating local people organizations.
Perpetuating local people organizations in tum is essential to implementing success£Ùl
CO-managementarrangements.

7.3.0 CHALLENGES FOR CO-MANAGEMENT
The concluding discussion has so far presented a positive picture of CO-managementand
the benefits the CMMRCRM brought to Cogtong Bay. However, a major obstacle to the
success of the project was rule breaking. Two main explanations illustrate why rule
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breaking was so common. The first explanation is based on property nghts. The second

deals with socio-economic conditions.
A total of eighty percent of Cogtong respondents, reported that the fishery resources were

degraded. Rule breaking was the main reason. In Marcelo, the percentage reporting a
degraded fishery was 68. Again, nile breaking was the primary cause. However, only 45
percent of the respondents in Cogtong reported today's mangroves to be degraded and
only six percent made the daim of degraded mangroves in Marcelo. Analogous to the
explànations for poor fishery resources, illegal activities were the primary cause of
degraded mangroves.
There is a large discrepancy between the number of respondents who claim the fishery to
be degraded when compared to the percentage who report the mangroves to be degraded
(80% vs. 45% in Cogtong; 68% vs. 6% in Marcelo). A plausible explanation for the

discrepancy is that the CMMRCRM changed the property nghts situation for the
mangroves, but not for the fishery. Therefore rules of resource use subject to community
social pressure were formed for mangroves (sustainable use) while the fishery only had
restrictions on types of harvesting (excluding the fish sanctuaries). The fishery in effect
remained open-access as communal property controls with the formation of FAs were
incomplete. Although rules did detail illegal fishing methods, because there was no local
ownership of the resource as is the case with the mangroves, social pressures to cornply
are less. Effective property rights could have included communal fishing tenitones used
under community accepted and enforced rules. Many examples exist around the world
that document communal property nghts can be associated with common property fishing
systems @yer and McGoodwin 1994;WiIson et ai 1994).
Another factor affecthg rule cornpliance is socio-economic conditions. Two groups of
nile-breakers can be identified within the local community. The first group lives a day-today hand-to-mouth existence.

Given the choice of starving today or going to jail

tomorrow, the latter will almost always prevail. This survival mentality accounts for the
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first group of rulabreakers.

Recornmendations in the preceding section suggested

solutions on how to reduce the need for people to break rules to obtain food.
Violators in the second group are not starving, but rather hungry for profits and luxury
items. Rule breaking by this second group of culprits poses a senous threat to what the
CMMRCRM tned to, and mostly did accomplish. As the benefits of healthy mangroves
continue to augment the fishery, the amount of harvestable resources will increase. The
richer the resource base becomes, the more resources and profits illegal fishers and
mangrove wood cutters will gain.

Greater rewards will not only lead to increased

difficulty in discouraging existing illegal practices, but also enhance the temptation for
current ntle cooperators to break the rules. For example, if a rule-complying individual
sees his rule breaking neighbour with a colour television, the desire to also obtain a
colour television may overcome the individuals moral commitment to rule-cornpliance.
If more resource users are enticed to break the rules, the action situation may reflect what
happened when commercial cutters and fishers first arrived in Cogtong Bay. A result

may be a retum to open-access resources as forma1 management rules (as opposed to
informa1 traditions as the case was in the 1970s) are ignored. Vigilant monitoring and
stem enforcement, combined with information carnpaigns rnay be the only solution to
discourage the actions of this second group of rule-breakers, but at what point do the
costs exceed the benefits?
As a concluding comment, CO-managementarrangements do provide positive benefits,
but at the current level of implementation do not provide a panacea for al1 that ails natural
resources management. A very daunting problem of nile breaking was evidenced in the
analysis of al1 the contextual variables in both villages. Until solutions to such grassroots
problems can be implemented, benefits of the CMMRCRM will continue to be skimmed

by unscrupulous actors concemed not with community sustainability, but persona1
economic rewards.
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DEFINITIONS
Alienoble or Disposable Land: Any portion of the public domain certified by the Direaor
of Forestry as better suited for agricultural than forestry purposes and therefore not
required by the public interest to be retained as forest land (Forestry Administrative
Order Number 11 1970).

Communal Forest: a tract of public forest set aside for the exclusive use of the residents
of a municipality fiom which said residents may cut, collect and remove forest products
for their persona1 use in accordance with al1 existing law and regulations (Forestry
Administrative Order Number 1 1 1970).
Co-management: Refers to the sharing of management responsibility andfor authority of
a resource between the government as owners of the resource, and the local community
as users of the resource (Pomeroy and Williams 1994). Co-management is funher
defined as blending the two "pure" management alternatives of state-level management
with local-level management (Berkes, George and Preston 1991).
Cornmon-property (cornmon-pool) resotwces: A class of resources for which exclusion is
difficult and joint use involves subtractibility (Feeny et al. 1990; Berkes 1989).

Commzmity Based Resource Mattageme~~t
(CBRM)): A management system whereby the
local community of resource users has the responsibility for managing resources
including planning, irnplementation, monitoring and enforcement (Pomeroy 1994).
Forest Land: those lands of the public domain determined and classified as needed for
forest purposes (Forestry Administrative Order Number 11 1970).
Insiitirtio?tul Arrmgements: The set of rights and rules by which a community of resource
users organize resource govemance, management and use in collective action situations
(ICLARM and NSC 1996).
Open-Access Regime: The absence of well defined property rights. Access to the
resource is unregulated and fiee and open to anyone (ICLARM and NSC 1996).
LocaUeveZ Management Decentraiized management which may use customary
authority. Based on traditional ecological knowledge, and rule-making and enforcement
at the local level. Relies on self-regulation and social sanctions (Berkes 1994).

Mangrove Forest: A type of forest occumng on tidal flats along the sea Coast, extending
along streams where the water is brackish (Presidential Decree Number 705 1975).
MdcuZtwe: The accepted definition is "Maritime Aquaculture". However within the
report the phrase is used according to the local meaning - oyster growing. Mariculture
was one of three project activities (along with artificial reef deployment and mangrove
reforestation) initiated in Barangay Cogtong by the CMMRCRM.
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Reszliency: The magnitude of disturbance that can be absorbed before a system changes
its structure by changing the variabies and processes that control behaviour and the
ability of a system to absorb perturbations (Berkes and Folke 1994).
Stale-Level Mancgement: Management conducted by a centralired authority such as a
federal agency; based on scientific data and analysis; and uses the authonty of
govemment laws and regdations for enforcement (Berkes 1994).
Stewardship: The tendency for resource users to maintain productivity and ecological
characteristics of the resource (Berkes 1989).
Szistainabzlity: Can be divided into aewardship and resilience. Sustainability implies not
challenging ecological thresholds on temporal and spatial scales that will negatively
affect ecological services and human welfare. Sustainability is a process including
ecological, social and economic dimensions (Berkes and Folke 1994).
Traditional Ecological K~mvledgem):
A cumulative body of knowledge and beliefs,
handed down through generations by cultural transmission, about the relationship of
living beings (including humans) with one another and with their environment (Berkes
and Folke 1994).
Weslenr Resozrrce Management Systems: Resource management based on Newtonian
science and expertise of government resource managers; used herein interchangeably
with scientific resource management systems (Berkes and Folke 1994).
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